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What might one make of the contemporary vampire’s tentative assimilation into 
the mainstream, as opposed to Dracula’s antiquated vampirism? Does the vampire’s 
corporeal permutation reflect progress and freedom from old prejudices or is it, 
ultimately, a beautifully pre-packaged illusion? These are questions that this dissertation 
attempts to answer by examining the figure of the vampire in written and visual texts of 
British and American writers from the nineteenth century to the present. In contrast to 
readings in the dominant critical tradition that figure the vampiric body only as a 
reflection of its immediate historical and cultural context, my intention in this dissertation 
is two-fold: firstly, I argue for a correspondence among various texts and historical 
periods as well as articulate an interpretive “vampire” paradigm – collecting recurrent 
patterns – that better explicates the obsessive historical continuity of the vampire with its 
idiosyncrasies in Western culture; secondly, a paradigm emphasizing the continuity and 
not solely the mutability of the vampire allows us not only to generate a unified text 
about the kind of developments that have been taking place in the Anglo-American space 
since the nineteenth century, but also to collect the multifarious anxieties and trends 
specific to Western society during the past two centuries into a more coherent 
phenomenon.  
Extending Judith Butler’s understanding of gender performativity to include all 
variables of identity, and replacing these variables and the binaries that they engender 
with the all-encompassing dichotomy center-periphery that characterizes Western 
vi 
 
discourses, I analyze how several authors have employed the performative in relation to 
vampires to make sense of the kind of negotiations that have transpired between the 
dominant ideology and marginal values in the Western space since the nineteenth 
century. By comparing the nineteenth-century hegemonic model to the late twentieth- and 
twenty-first-century responses to cultural and ethnic diversity, I argue that the vampire’s 
adaptive performative body reveals not the evolution of the central ideological apparatus 
but the way in which “otherness” is aestheticized, stylized, and sanitized today under the 
pressures of consumerism and a constant push for multiculturalism, as opposed to how it 
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The Vampire Masquerade: From Periphery to Center 
           There is much to be learned from beasts.
1
 
In Samuel T. Coleridge’s Christabel and Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla, the female 
vampires enact conventional femininity and fake invalidism to access their victims’ 
households, privacy, and possessions. Through dress, etiquette and, as Joan Riviere 
argues in “Womanliness as a Masquerade,” through a rehearsed performance of “every 
criterion of complete feminine development,”
2
 they imagine and attempt to carve out 
liberatory spaces for themselves. In Bram Stoker’s Dracula and its various film 
adaptations, a rejuvenated Count, sporting a Victorian gentleman’s “uniform,” is spotted 
walking the streets of London and devising his invasion of England in broad daylight 
among unsuspecting Londoners.  In Anne Rice’s novels, vampires overtly practice and 
maintain their vampirism by pretending to be actors pretending to be vampires in front of 
horror-stricken yet enthralled audiences that demand to consume such spectacles despite 
their almost visceral uneasiness. For the past twenty years, television series and films 
have been suffused with story lines that revolve around vampires abandoning or altering 
the imperatives of their own “heritage” to “play human” and be assimilated into the 
human communities that they invade. What is it that vampires keep doing in these texts, 
regardless of the contexts in which they function? Why is it that they are performing, 
over-performing, or under-performing their identity? What kind of performative acts do 
they engage in, for what purpose, and for whose benefit? 
                                                          
1
 Bram Stoker’s Dracula, directed by Francis Ford Coppola (1992; Culver City, CA: 
Columbia Pictures, 2005), DVD.  
 
2
 Joan Riviere, “Womanliness as a Masquerade,” in Psychoanalysis and Female Desire, 
ed. Hendrik Marinus Ruitenbeek (New Haven: Rowman & Littlefield, 1966), 214. 
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In the introduction to her greatly influential book Our Vampires, Ourselves, Nina 
Auerbach remarks: “The alacrity with which vampires shape themselves to personal and 
national moods is an adaptive trait that their apparent uniformity masks. There is no such 
creature as ‘The Vampire;’ there are only vampires.”
3
 This statement eloquently 
crystallizes the prevalent scholarly modus operandi within the field of “vampire studies” 
to examine the Gothic genre’s most prolific “Other” as a sequence of cultural fragments 
or snippets but without stressing how or why certain patterns seem to be continuously 
replicated and reenacted, even though not uniformly. Simply put, the majority of critics 
have “filtered” the vampire text through cultural and intellectual lenses that are specific 
only to particular historical periods, thereby closing the door on the possibility of 
reconstructing a picture of the Western culture as a whole since the nineteenth century, or 
at least of individual nations that we generally associate with the “West” and where the 
vampire has flourished. The rejection of a critical approach that operates with 
overgeneralizations is, of course, legitimate; given the mutability of the Gothic genre and 
its “stock” deviants, whose manifestations stem primarily from particular historical and 
socio-cultural conditions and trends, an emphasis on the vampire’s immediate context is 
not only inevitable but also of paramount significance. However, by building on the 
notion that representations of vampires vary in accordance with historically and culturally 
specific values and standards, my intention in this dissertation is two-fold: firstly, I argue 
for a correspondence among various texts and historical periods, and articulate an 
interpretive “vampire” paradigm – collecting recurrent patterns – that can better explicate 
the obsessive historical continuity of the vampire with its idiosyncrasies in Western 
                                                          
3




culture; secondly, a paradigm emphasizing the continuity and not solely the mutability of 
the vampire, and even more importantly, what this mutability reveals about the continuity 
of the Anglo-American vampire, allows us not only to generate a more unified text about 
the developments that have taken place in the Anglo-American space in the last two 
centuries, but also to collect the multifarious anxieties and trends specific to Western 
society during the past two centuries into a more coherent or at least less fragmented 
phenomenon. Anglo-American vampires, in particular, with their ability to invade, 
infiltrate, or blend inconspicuously into their surroundings, should not be contained 
within fixed historical or national frontiers but treated rather as products that unveil not 
only the mechanisms of the hegemonic model that informs Western society, but also how 
certain neuroses and phobias have transgressed boundaries of time and space. As the 
examples on the first page of this introduction suggest, there seems to be, after all, a 
Vampire (with capital V) in the Anglo-American Gothic tradition that has negotiated its 
condition, since the nineteenth century, through similar patterns of behavior, even though 
its body and conscience have continuously mutated and adapted to accommodate new 
realities.  
This dissertation uses “Anglo-American” and “Western” interchangeably, thereby 
focusing on only two spaces that are posited here as representatives of Western culture as 
a whole. One of the reasons for my approach is simply that the vampire has had a 
considerably more visible presence in the Anglo-American context than anywhere else in 
the Western space. In addition, of great significance is that both the British Empire and 
the United States have not only shared certain obsessions with similar notions, such as 
“(racial) purity,” “gender identity,” “class,” “sexual orientation,” and “Empire” but also 
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participated in slave trade and colonization at different points in their historical 
development. Writers from both sides of the Atlantic have been heavily influenced by 
similar institutional practices– all attempting to properly categorize and assign labels. 
Even though Patrick Brantlinger coins the term “Imperial Gothic” to describe a collection 
of British texts that were produced at the height of the British Empire, between 1880 and 
1914, which witnessed the creation of the quintessential vampire text, he also adds that 
toward the end of the nineteenth century new empires were starting to emerge and 
expand. The declining rate of economic and industrial growth in Britain, the Second 
Afghan and Boer Wars, and Irish Home Rule rendered the British Empire vulnerable to 
having its international control contested and power snatched away by another major 
nation. In the 1870s, the United States, alongside a few European countries, initiated “an 
intense imperial rivalry against the older colonial powers, above all Great Britain, for [its] 
own ‘place in the sun’.”
4
 This is primarily why the figure of the vampire – both colonizer 
and colonized – switched “residence” from Britain to the United States in the twentieth 
century. As Johan Höglund remarks, “it would seem that the US has picked up the 
imperial burden that slipped off Britain’s shoulders during the twentieth century.”
5
 
Secondly, as this dissertation will attempt to show, especially in the late nineteenth and 
twentieth centuries, which thus marked the decline of one empire and the rise and 
consolidation of another, the infiltrating vampire’s corporeality – by threatening national 
security but at the same time projecting a (consumerist) fascination with “difference” – 
                                                          
4
 Patrick Brantlinger, Rule of Darkness: British Literature and Imperialism, 1830-1914 
(Ithaca: Cornell University Press, 1988), 19.  
 
5
 Johan Höglund, “Militarizing the Vampire: Underworld and the Desire of the Military 
Entertainment Complex,” in Transnational and Postcolonial Vampires: Dark Blood, ed. Tabish 
Khair and Johan Höglund (London: Palgrave Macmillan, 2013), 177. 
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was first and foremost a reaction against ideologies that were founded and sustained upon 
the power principles of domination, exclusion, exploitation, and subjugation. Therefore, I 
propose that Brantlinger’s notion of “Imperial Gothic,” with its narratives of invasion, 
reverse colonization, and chronic anxieties about the emergence of a powerful, 
potentially colonizing “Other,” should not be limited to only one empire and historical 
period (i.e., the British Empire at the fin-de-siècle) but rather treated as a product of any 
nation invested in empire-building and colonization. To put it in David Punter’s words, 
the Gothic is, after all, a set of narratives “within which human individuals are at the 
mercy of larger powers” and which teaches “that the national ‘subject’ is in practice ‘still 
[if not continuously] subjected’ to domination by an external force.”
6
  
When I employ the term “vampire” throughout this dissertation, I refer to a 
specific kind of “Other” that has been prevalent in the Anglo-American Gothic of the past 
two centuries. As Tabish Khair remarks, the Gothic, more than any other kind of genre, 
“negotiate[s] with and narrate[s] (or fail[s] to narrate) Otherness.”
7
 Scholarship has 
attempted so far to provide exhaustive definitions for the Gothic, both as a discursive and 
visual medium but despite the “monstrous” amount of theory and literary criticism, it 
seems to resist comprehensive classification. This impossibility of fully defining its 
boundaries, as Andrew Cooper argues, lies primarily in the different ways in which we 
understand the genre’s mutation in accordance with the cultures and contexts that 
                                                          
6
 David Punter, “Scottish and Irish Gothic,” in The Cambridge Companion to Gothic 
Fiction, ed. Jerrold E. Hogle (Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 2002), 122. 
 
7
 Tabish Khair, The Gothic, Postcolonialism, and Otherness, Ghosts from Elsewhere 






  Hurley argues a similar case in The Gothic Body where she defines the 
Gothic as a cyclical genre exploding into popularity during times of “cultural stress” and 
attempting “to negotiate the anxieties that accompany social and epistemological 
transformations and crises.”
9
 I consider this definition to be the most satisfactory within 
the context of this dissertation, specifically because it generates a set of terms that can be 
applied not only to illustrate the function of the Gothic genre in almost any context, but 
also to position its products – the vampire text, in particular – at the violent intersection 
between two spaces, i.e., center and periphery, hegemony and counter-hegemony. Thus, 
being the vampiric “Other” entails being located on the very frontier that separates “us” 
or “the center” from “them” or “the periphery.”  
Besides the various discourses that have shaped the vampiric body at different 
points in history, of great importance for this dissertation are observations made by 
various socio-political geographers and philosophers about the exchanges and frictions 
that define the Western space, between the margins and the central institutions that 
regulate the relations that occur within this specific system. Such observations, which 
constitute a point of departure for analysis in the four chapters of this dissertation, 
facilitate an understanding of the ways in which the center-periphery dynamics have 
evolved and have been (re)structured over time in the Western space.  
My intention in this dissertation is to focus less on spatial considerations and 
more on “the domination game” that informs the ideological stratification of Western 
                                                          
8
 L. Andrew Cooper, Gothic Realities: The Impact of Horror Fiction on Modern Culture 
(Jefferson: McFarland & Company, Inc., Publishers, 2010), 5. 
 
9
 Kelly Hurley, The Gothic Body: Sexuality, Materialism, and Degeneration at the Fin de 






 Given the concept of “unique center” with its images “of perfection,” 
“harmony,” “self-sufficiency,” and “incorruptibility” that govern its relationships with 
the margins within the Western space
11
 and an adherence to a Cartesian duality to 
represent reality,
12
 discussions in this dissertation will attempt to move beyond simple 
geographical considerations and emphasize instead the ways in which social, political, 
and economic factors have influenced  the exercise of power in this “unicentric” locus, 
through what Strassoldo calls “a complex machinery of coercion, corruption, and 
propaganda.”
13
 To further clarify, I use the term “center” in the sense provided by Shils 
in “Centre and Periphery”: 
…a phenomenon of the realm of values and beliefs. It is the centre of the order of 
symbols, of values and beliefs, which govern the society. It is the centre because 
it is the ultimate and irreducible; and it is felt to be such by many who cannot give 
explicit articulation to its irreducibility. […] The centre is also a phenomenon of 
the realm of action. It is a structure of activities, of roles and persons, within the 
network of institutions. It is in these roles that the values and beliefs which are 




As the above definition shows, the “center” refers to institutions and practices that 
promote not only certain constructions of reality and everyday life but also “proper” ways 
to think and behave in society. Through a set of culturally determined rules, norms, 
                                                          
10
 Paul Claval, “Centre/Periphery and Space: Models of Political Geography,” in Centre 
and Periphery, Spatial Variation in Politics, ed. Jean Gottman (Beverly Hills: Sage Publications, 
1980), 70.  
 
11
 Raimondo Strassoldo, “Centre/Periphery and System Boundary: Culturological 
Perspectives,” in Centre and Periphery, 31. 
 
12
 Ibid., 34.  
 
13
 Ibid., 38. 
 
14
 E. Shils, “Centre and Periphery,” in The Logic of Personal Knowledge: Essays 
Presented to Michael Polanyi on His Seventieth Birthday, (London: Routledge, 1961), 117. Shils 




values, and scripts, these institutions perpetuate a self-image that appears “normal” or 
“natural,” as opposed to (self-) representations and acts that defy “normative” 
expectations.  
By contrast, “periphery” or “marginality,” as Jean Gottman and Sidney Pollard 
contend, refers to a position within the system that presupposes not only “subordination 
to the center”
 15
 and its values, but also “deprivation (alienation) with respect to power 
[…] and culture.”
16
 In addition, as Gottman points out, this lack of power and agency 
conceptualizes the periphery in terms of an “inferior” and “unfamiliar” category, thereby 
engendering tense interactions that are generally marked by the periphery’s attempt to 
overcome its prescribed status.
17
 In Power / Knowledge, Michel Foucault notes that a fear 
of the unfamiliar is central to the exercise of power,
18
 which generally operates through 
surveillance (the “inspecting” gaze) and “interiorisation” (i.e., by forcing the individual to 
internalize that fear and to self-discipline). This fear of the invisible equals a fear of 
chaos, disorder, and confusion, so the vampire text is continuously born out of these 
fears; it is a response to the institutional disciplining gaze and breeds irrational worlds 
that escape not only definition but also categorization. As Alan K. Herikson proposes, by 
building on Eisenstadt’s observations about the principal characteristics of a center-
                                                          
15
 Jean Gottman, “Confronting Centre and Periphery,” in Centre and Periphery, 16.  
 
16
 Sidney Pollard, Marginal Europe: The Contribution of Marginal Lands since the 
Middle Ages (New York: Oxford University Press, 1997), 9, quoted in Mira Engler, Designing 
America’s Waste Landscapes (Baltimore: The John Hopkins University Press, 2004), 31. This 
quote appears in Strassoldo, “Centre/Periphery and System Boundary” as well, on page 50, 
though it is attributed to Germani.  
 
17
 Gottman, “Confronting,” 16.  
 
18
 Michel Foucault, Power / Knowledge, Selected Interviews and Other Writings, 1972-
1977, ed. Colin Gordon, trans. Colin Gordon, Leo Marshall, John Mepham, Kaye Soper (New 




periphery system, the center’s gaze is destabilized specifically when the periphery 
presents the potential to “rise” above the center through infiltration and the practice of 
tactics that are hidden from the center’s sight.
19
 Thus, within the context of the vampire’s 
hybridized body, its ability to position itself as member of both the center and periphery, 
and its continuous mutability, the observations above are crucial for understanding how 
vampiric corporeality functions, specifically because its adaptability exposes how 
hierarchies, central ideologies, and power have been propagated from the center to the 
periphery, and from the nineteenth century to the present, under various (socio-economic 
and political) pressures and constraints.  
Key for this dissertation, due to its potential in showcasing the negotiations that 
transpire between central and marginal practices and values, is the concept of 
“masquerade” with its various performative manifestations, which I derive first and 
foremost from Judith Butler’s theorization of gender performativity and identify as a 
recurrent thread that connects various representations of vampires in Anglo-American 
Gothic texts. In Gender Trouble, Butler remarks that “gender is not a noun”; instead, it is 
rather constituted by an action (“doing”) instead of a pre-existent condition (“being”).
20
 
Building on Simone de Beauvoir’s claim that “one is not born, but rather becomes a 
woman,” she defines gender performativity as follows: “Gender is the repeated 
stylization of the body [my emphasis], a set of repeated acts within a highly rigid 
                                                          
19
 Alan K. Herikson, “America’s Changing Place in the World: from Periphery to 
Centre,” in Centre and Periphery, 74.  
 
20
 Judith Butler, Gender Trouble, Feminism and the Subversion of Identity (New York: 
Routledge, 1990), 24-25.  
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regulatory frame that congeal over time to produce the appearance of substance, of a 
natural sort of being.”
21
  
From her perspective, gender does not refer to a “natural” state but rather a set of 
acts that entail the rehearsal and replication of certain “scripts” authorized by “the central 
institutional system,”
22
 which is the sum of all the institutions that not only act as 
“custodians” and cultivators of certain cultural values,
23
 but also “use their powers to 
punish those who deviate and to reward with their favour those who conform.”
24
 In this 
particular context, when the performance is conspicuous in its exaggeration or rejection 
of gender conventions, it should be understood primarily in terms of a subversive act that 
exposes both the constructedness of gender identity and the central system’s obsession 
with boundary-making.  
Extending Butler’s understanding of the performative to include all variables of 
identity – not just gender and sexuality, but also social class, race, and ethnicity – and 
replacing these variables and the binaries that they engender with the all-encompassing 
dichotomy center – periphery that characterizes Western discourses, what I attempt in 
this dissertation is, as previously noted, to generate a hermeneutical model that is more 
comprehensive in accounting for and explaining the Western culture’s excessive 
production of vampire texts since the nineteenth century.  I also recreate Terry Castle’s 
notion of “masquerade,” which she defines not only as a highly stylized act that is closely 
                                                          
21
 Butler, Gender, 33. 
 
22
 Shils, “Centre and Periphery,” 119.  
 
23
 Ibid., 117. 
 
24




linked to a kind of theatricality, rendered possible by a costume and a mask, but also as a 
temporary, (cathartic) reversal of hierarchies.
25
 The mask and the costume are, in fact, 
imperative, as their function is to obstruct one’s “true” identity. The vampire does not 
possess a mask per se but its hybridized body and ability to migrate toward the center 
stealthily enables it to perform scripts and behaviors that elicit a variety of reactions. 
While “performance” can refer to a subject’s unconscious or internalized enactment of 
normative identities, what the concept of “masquerade” problematizes is the idea of 
“intention” or “(political) agency.” This particular distinction is significant here, in that it 
implies that the act of masquerading may target different outcomes, in accordance with 
the performer’s status within the performance. When this distinction is applied to the 
dynamics between the center and the periphery, the latter is posited as attempting either 
to sabotage or gain membership into the central system, which presupposes two distinct 
types of tactics and effects.  
 Noel Parker addresses a similar issue in Centers, Boundaries, and Margins, 
though without being explicitly concerned with the notion of performative identity; what 
he argues is that a peripheral “actor” (which I understand here as performer) can employ 
certain tools or tactics “in pursuit of definable gains” in its interactions with the center.
26
 
More specifically, the periphery can either “shift from association”
27
 with the center or 
                                                          
25
 Terry Castle, Masquerade and Civilization: The Carnivalesque in Eighteenth-Century 
English Culture and Fiction (Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1986), 5-6. 
 
26
 Noel Parker, “A Theoretical Introduction: Space, Centers, and Margins,” in The 
Geopolitics of Europe’s Identity, ed. Noel Parker (New York: Palgrave MacMillan, 2008), 12.  
 
27




“legitimize” itself “by difference”
28
 from the center. What these observations imply is 
that both cases refer to the doing of a script. In the first instance, one can speak of an 
under-doing, as the periphery, forced to find a way to survive, minimizes its difference 
from the center and emulates the center by adopting an identity that appears intelligible or 
“familiar, reliable, and easy to deal with.”
29
 This mimicry of the center is motivated by 
the periphery’s aspiration to assimilate and thereby acquire power through its similarity 
to the center. In the second instance, one can speak of an over-doing through which the 
periphery seeks either to disrupt or to assume an “authentic” voice by exaggerating the 
scripts that construct it as other than center. Thus, to further clarify, I employ the term 
“masquerade” for the vampire who rejects subordination and performs normative 
identities to destabilize the policing and disciplining tendencies of the center and 
“passing” (with its synonyms) for the vampire who wants to be fully absorbed at the 
center. These performances, as this dissertation attempts to show, reveal as much about 
the performers as they reveal about the ideological determinants at work within these 
performances.  
This dissertation’s four chapters thus address the hypothesis that since the 
nineteenth century certain authors have employed some elements of performative identity 
in relation to vampires to negotiate and give expression to anxieties occurring as a result 
of major cultural shifts. Considering poetic works by John Keats and Samuel Taylor 
Coleridge, Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla, Bram Stoker’s Dracula, and short stories 
written by Eliza Lynn Linton and M.E. Braddon, Chapter One examines how these 
                                                          
28
 Parker, “A Theoretical Introduction,” 15.  
 
29




authors approached the concept of female masquerade, via the figure of the female 
vampire, to promote female invalidism and passivity as a socially authorized type of 
femininity. Despite the female performer’s ability “to play the game” and adopt a 
disguise that allows her to temporarily escape patriarchal policing and thus to occupy a 
site of liberation through masquerade, her performance of (man-made) femininity is 
penalized and eventually employed as a caveat meant to tame defiant women into 
submission. While these female masqueraders unveil or seem to “talk back” to the 
machinations of patriarchy, their performances are ultimately controlled by or for a male 
agent. 
While Chapter One interprets performative femininity, Chapter Two examines 
nineteenth-century performances of middle-class masculinity by tracing Count Dracula’s 
ancestry to the archetype of the aristocratic infiltrator, first employed by John Polidori in 
The Vampyre. By under-doing or over-doing his masculinity or by wearing a (more) 
socially acceptable “costume,” the male vampire of the nineteenth century, despite 
inhabiting the periphery, perfects his performative skills to migrate toward the center, not 
because he wants to be absorbed by it but rather because he seeks to aggressively reshape 
it by replicating the practices of his English counterparts. For instance, when Jonathan 
Harker detects Dracula masquerading as a respectable gentleman in London, his 
apprehensions turn into a sequence of disturbing spectacles when the latter is depicted 
engaging in the violent sexual colonization of English women.  
Chapter Three examines the transition from the British vampire to the North 
American one, due primarily to the decline of the British Empire and the rise of 
American neo-imperialism in the twentieth century, as well as owing to the immense 
14 
 
popularity enjoyed by the horror film. Noting the male vampire’s (dis)identification with 
Dracula in the iconic 1931 film adaptation of Dracula, the less known The Return of 
Dracula, and Anne Rice’s Interview with the Vampire and The Vampire Lestat, I discuss 
how the twentieth-century vampire text was impacted by democratic changes in both the 
private and the public domain in the United States. That is, I theorize the male vampire’s 
performance either as a set of reactions to the assimilative ideologies practiced by the 
central system or as an attempt to capitalize on the center’s obsession with simulacra of 
liberation and non-conformity.  
Finally, Chapter Four concentrates on three contemporary television shows – True 
Blood, The Vampire Diaries, and Twilight – and the ways in which they have turned the 
vampire’s difference or “ethnicity” into a marketable and thereby profitable spectacle that 
only ends up legitimizing the imperative of its own naturalization. The peripheral 
vampire in the texts above, despite being posited as sympathetic and exhibiting the 
potential to articulate its own autonomous voice, is shown eventually sabotaging its own 
liberation by reinforcing the center’s practices of exclusion, founded on the “assimilate or 
perish” kind of philosophy.  
By investigating the vampire’s transformations from the nineteenth century to the 
present, transformations that seem to have targeted solely its external makeup, what I 
suggest in this dissertation is that the tolerance vis-à-vis vampires in recent literature, 
film, and television series serves to emphasize that the vampire’s performative 
corporeality has consistently fulfilled a similar function since the nineteenth century, that 
of exposing the rigidity of the dominant structures, i.e., their inability to operate outside 
the constraints of the binary system. The vampire’s corporeal permutation projects or 
15 
 
perpetuates the idea of an “evolutionary” shift in the dynamic between the center and the 
periphery in the Western space – a space where reality has been replaced by illusions and 
imitations that are designed to operate under the guise of “revolution,” “change,” or 
“improvement.” What is different is the way in which “difference” and “diversity,” under 
a constant pressure for political correctness and push for multiculturalism, are represented 
today (i.e., aestheticized and stylized), as opposed to how they were “uglified” in the 
nineteenth century. By comparing the nineteenth-century hegemonic model to late 
twentieth and twenty-first-century responses to cultural and ethnic diversity, what I argue 
in this dissertation is that a “diachronic” reading of the vampire’s performativity unmasks 
the center’s travesty; that is, it actually reveals the slow alterability of the core-periphery 





Masquerading Femininity and Female Invalidism from S.T. Coleridge’s Christabel 
to Bram Stoker’s Dracula  
In the moonlight opposite me were three young women, ladies by their dress and 
manner […]  There was something about them that made me uneasy, some longing and at 
the same time some deadly fear. I felt in my heart a wicked, burning desire that they 




The female vampire of the nineteenth century was a creature so enthralling that 
she could lure any man into her deathly trap. She was identifiable by a set of distinctive 
physical characteristics – masses of glossy hair, pallid complexion, heavy-lidded eyes, 
interminable eyelashes, a languorous gaze, and glistening red lips. Not all of them 
possessed the “brilliant [sharp] white teeth that shone like pearls”
2
 paraded by Dracula’s 
sister-brides or Carmilla’s “sharpest tooth – long, thin, pointed, like an awl, like a 
needle,”
3
 but all were “energyvores” absorbing their victims’ vital essence, be it life force 
or blood.  Even though the first “real” vamps of the Gothic tradition were featured only 
toward the end of the nineteenth century in Sheridan Le Fanu’s innovative novella 
Carmilla and Bram Stoker’s Dracula, mythologies of femininity depicting hypersexual 
women with monstrous appetites for destruction had already been employed by Samuel 
Taylor Coleridge in Christabel and John Keats in “La Belle Dame sans Merci.” 
Paradoxically, the elegant and honey-breathed femmes fatales that perform under the 
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surveillance of the fascinated male gaze in these nineteenth-century male texts become 
foul smelling and physically repugnant in short stories written by female writers, such as 
“The Fate of Madame Cabanel” (1880) by Eliza Lynn Linton and “The Good Lady 
Ducayne” (1896) by Mary Elizabeth Braddon.  
What the texts above have in common is that their authors consciously adopt the 
concept of female masquerade to circulate scripts of normative female identity and 
promote invalidism as a “brand” of desirable femininity. While they allow their female 
masqueraders to perform invalidism to their advantage and thus to acquire a voice in their 
campaign against patriarchal subordination, they create only provisional sites of 
liberation through performance. The performers’ experiences are eventually manipulated, 
especially by the female authors, as a way to shock female readers into accepting the 
rigid gender system regulated by the male agent. Despite the vamp’s performative 
attempts to defeat the traditional sex/gender system, her empowerment is temporary as 
she is systematically exposed, blamed, chastised, staked, decapitated, or ultimately 
silenced.  
 
La Belle Dame and Geraldine 
Keats and Coleridge never employed the term “vampire” to describe their 
supernatural “belles” in “La Belle Dame sans Merci” (written in April 1819 and 
published the following year) and Christabel (composed between 1797 and 1800, and 
published in 1816). Nonetheless, there is something intrinsically vampiric about their 
appearance. Despite exhibiting the characteristics of invalids through their unnatural 
pallor and lymphatic movements and adopting an entrancing, even virginal demeanor, 
18 
 
Keats’s feral “belle dame sans merci” and Coleridge’s Geraldine are in reality fiends 
crafted to devour the masculine. Many scholars have attempted for the past few decades 
to provide an exhaustive definition of the “fatal woman” and crystallize a profile or a set 
of traits that describes coherently this special typology of womanhood. For instance, 
Silke Binias’ work on the origins, history, and applicability of the “fatal woman” 
prototype in Western culture identifies two major nineteenth-century archetypes of lethal 
femininity, even though the terminology itself has been employed “retrospectively” only 
since the dawn of the twentieth century: “the vampire-like woman” and “the exotic or 
ethereal fairy creature.”
4
 Despite their morphological differences, both categories refer to 
a specific kind of female identity; as Patrick Bade concludes in The Femme Fatale: 
Images of Evil and Fascinating Women, she is always “malignant, threatening, 
destructive and fascinating.”
5
 Interestingly enough, despite her sophisticated tactics, she 
is generally exposed and her noxious influence expunged before her reign of terror is 
complete, even though not every femme fatale from literature and art is punished with 
death.
6
 But who is she, what is her transgression, and how exactly does she prey on her 
victims?  
Analyzed ad nauseam by feminist critics, Keats’s “La Belle Dame sans Merci” 
and Coleridge’s Christabel both draw on the mythos of the “Lamia.” In The Living Dead, 
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James Twitchell explains the mythological genesis and history of the lamia, a hideous 
serpentine creature with a woman’s head and bare breasts. In classic lore, she is Zeus’s 
Libyan lover who turned to child cannibalism when her bastard children were massacred 
by Hera in a fit of jealousy. The myth also draws on the story of Lilith, Adam’s first wife, 
who became a bloodsucking fiend after being discarded by her husband. In other 
accounts of the myth, the lamia can assume the physical appearance of an enthralling 
woman who tempts young men to her cave with the purpose of draining them of their 
vitality. Her modus operandi is analogous to a “rite of initiation” that ensures the victim’s 
access to “the perplexities of manhood” (with its sexual connotations), even though he is 
“simply used and presumably forgotten.”
7
 This ritual, which is usually linked to the 
lamia’s retaliation against a male partner, not only compromises patriarchal authority by 
inverting the traditional gender / sex roles but also denounces the rigid male definitions of 
gender difference, which generally configure the man as the active agent and the woman 
as the passive receptacle. The lamia’s hybridity and her merci-less tantalizing 
machinations, incorporating both the Feminine Ideal (the chaste Mother) and the 
Monstrous Feminine (the insatiable Seductress as “a bisexual, masculinized, cradle-
robbing creature”
8
), become a source of extreme male anxiety, triggered primarily by the 
patriarch’s impossibility to reconcile these two archetypal images within the same female 
body. One of her tactics potentially explored by Keats and Coleridge in their poems is her 
corporeal masquerade, i.e., a shape shifting performance – from serpentine / animal to 
woman – that guarantees the success of her predatory act. During this performance, 
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which is in fact an enactment of the “normal” or “authentic” gender (i.e., constructed and 
expected by the male agent), the lamia’s (deviant) self is obscured, while her 
performance is meant to enable her to take advantage of what the male system deems 
appropriate or “natural” for a woman to be, feel, and experience.  
In her extensive study on the nature and function of masquerade in eighteenth-
century English culture, Terry Castle notes that this type of performance “projected an 
anti-nature, a world upside-down, an intoxicating reversal of ordinary sexual, social, and 
metaphysical hierarchies” and that its ultimate objective was the deliberate interrogation 
of all ideological demarcations, especially of gender, sex, and class.
9
 Traditionally, as 
already discussed in the introduction, the mask and costume are indispensable, as they 
serve to hide one’s identity and thus to allow transgression to occur. For the eighteenth-
century masquerader, the costume authorized not only “an inversion of one’s nature” or 
“the antithesis” of oneself but also “a voluptuous release from ordinary cultural 
prescriptions.” Even though the institution itself disappeared almost completely from the 
public space in the nineteenth century, the separation of the public and private spheres as 
well as the habit of avoiding any kind of social stigma in a transitioning age that 
sanctioned nonconformity forced women to adopt the masquerade in their daily lives, not 
as a temporary diverting deviation from the norm but rather as a permanent, self-imposed 
condition.
10
 As several scholars of nineteenth century literature contend, any kind of 
transgression – particularly gender and sexual - had to be silenced or erased in all public 
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sectors, literary texts included.
11
 Yet, it is this very silence or absence-presence that has 
become a fertile field of critical investigation. Starting in the early nineteenth century, the 
female “performer” had to put on, instead of an actual mask or a costume, an opulent 
show of normative femininity displaying the dominant prescriptions of womanhood, 
which rejected the juxtaposition of quiescent maternity and active female sexuality; 
however, this over-doing of femininity, when intentional and self-referential, can be read 
as an effective strategy of resistance to patriarchal gender constructions.
12
 It is important 
to note here, however, that this special type of masquerading femininity is possible solely 
within the restrictions of the patriarchal surveillance or the confines of the binary gazer – 
gazed at; the lamia’s performance of femininity cannot unfold in the absence of a viewer, 
whose very understanding of “femininity” is the very one that regulates the exchanges 
that occur between the spectator and spectacle. The question that the following section 
will attempt to answer is whether or not the female masqueraders encountered in Keats’s 
and Coleridge’s poems perform only for a male spectator’s benefit or their own.  
Keats’s “La Belle Dame sans Merci” debuts with a knight-at-arms’ post-traumatic 
perceptions. In an unexplainable state of despondency, he relates to an unidentified 
speaker the debilitating event which disrupted his existence and caused his current state 
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of mind, “so haggard and so woebegone.”
13
 The two men’s heart-to-heart unfolds in a 
barren and lifeless natural setting: the sedge is withering, the birds have ceased their 
songs, and the ripened crop has been already gathered. The function of the first two 
stanzas is to position the male sufferer’s tale in a timeframe - the end of autumn or the 
early stages of winter when Nature is preparing for hibernation, as well as to project an 
intimate correlation between the infertility of the landscape and the knight’s existential 
crisis. As Twitchell remarks, the knight’s broken spirit is also manifested in his 
“anguished” visage and idleness, given that a knight-at-arms should be a “man 
presumably of vigor and action.”
14
 The speaker and reader learn that the pale stranger’s 
current predicament originated in a brief yet debilitating encounter with an unusual 
woman with an abundance of loose hair and a wild gaze: 
I met a lady in the meads, 
Full beautiful, a fairy’s child; 
Her hair was long, her foot was light, 
And her eyes were wild. (13-16) 
 
In Idols of Perversity, Bram Dijkstra aligns the nineteenth-century fixation on 
“feminine invalidism,” a trend associating desirable womanhood with an almost “natural” 
invalidism (both mental and corporeal), with images of long tresses, which were 
fetishized as a sign of “mental disability” and super-femininity.
15
 The mysterious 
woman’s physical appearance in Keats’s poem forces the knight to assume an almost 
voyeuristic position, as he seems to derive (sexual) pleasure from seeing her in a feral 
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state, untouched by the precepts and regulations of civilization. This male spectator is 
perplexed, as he seems unable to “read” the woman’s interiority: Is she virtuous 
(inoffensive) or a fiend? Despite her untamed appearance, she displays the fragility or 
vulnerability (“her foot was light”) that the knight assesses as refined or socially proper 
(given that he ultimately refers to her as “a lady”). Hopelessly enraptured by her apparent 
elegance and gracefulness, he offers her flowery gifts: 
I made a garland for her head, 
And bracelets too, and fragrant zone; 
She look’d at me as she did love, 
And made sweet moan. (17-20)  
 
According to Anne Mellor in Romanticism and Feminism, the knight’s attempt to 
secure an intimate bond with this lady is symptomatic of his civilizing or “natural” drive 
to dominate her; his first impulse is to start implementing “a program of domestication” 
by binding her to him, “even if with lovely chains.”
16
 This strategy proves to be effective 
as the lady begins to perform a variety of maternal and domestic activities: she feeds him 
an aromatic concoction with herbs and honey and provides him with the comfort of her 
enchanted cave where she sings him to sleep: 
I set her on my pacing steed 
And nothing else saw all day long 
For sidelong would she bend, and sing    
A faery’s song. 
 
She found me roots of relish sweet,         
And honey wild, and manna dew,  
And sure in language strange she said—    
“I love thee true.” 
 
She took me to her elfin grot,    
And there she wept, and sigh’d fill sore,    
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And there I shut her wild wild eyes    
With kisses four. (21-32) 
 
It is worth noting here, however, that this performance of femininity renders the 
knight vulnerable and exploitable, as he seems to be completely unaware that the 
woman’s wildness, despite her apparent domesticity, may harbor a threat. Both Mellor 
and Twitchell theorize that her languorous look “as she did love” (19) and her “sweet 
moan” (20) may in fact indicate “resistance more than love or duplicity,” or that she 
“seem[s] not to return his affection.”
17
  When the knight labels the belle’s declaration, “I 
love thee true,” (28) as “strange,” (27) is it because she speaks a language that he cannot 
comprehend? Or, does he deliberately translate her words incorrectly as a way to 
persuade himself that her passivity is “natural”? The impenetrability of the woman’s 
“truth,” expressed here through a language that the knight may not recognize as his own, 
projects his failure to ascertain the lady’s agency, perhaps because his “translators” can 
understand only conventional or less strange versions of feminine expression. Therefore, 
this domestic bliss seems to be experienced solely by the knight as the entire exchange is, 
after all, filtered through his (and several other) patriarchal lenses: the lady’s almost 
savage beauty is what intrigues him initially, but it is her apparent silent submissiveness 
and helplessness that completely monopolizes his attention. Or, as Mellor insightfully 
notes, the woman’s reciprocity seems to be simply fabricated for it is a male construct: 
“Gazing on the lady’s face the knight ‘nothing else saw all day long’ – captivated by the 
mirror he constructs, he fails to realize it may simply reflect back his own 
enchantment.”
18
 His conceptualization of female agency and body testifies to his 
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incapability to acknowledge that the woman, just like him, may indulge in sexual 
exchanges.   
Another question that drives my analysis in this chapter refers to the outcome of 
the female masquerader’s performance: Is she ultimately constrained to cohabitate with 
the knight or does she in fact mimic the knight’s version of normative femininity in order 
to seize the power and reclaim her agency? At first sight, as Mellor points out, the knight 
functions primarily as a sexual predator, especially since he is the one who initiates the 
erotic interaction through male courtship: he attempts to seduce her by offering her 
(flowery) gifts and by gallantly mounting her on his horse; meanwhile, her desirability as 
a “proper” mate is materialized in her passivity and apparent acceptance of the seduction 
ritual. Nevertheless, through her awareness vis-à-vis the very mechanisms of her 
performative tactics, she seems to be, in fact, the one who occupies the active position. 
That is, she seems to deliberately adopt maternity and subservience to weaken the 
knight’s guard and as a way to lure him into her private space or womb, where she can 
launch her final predatory attack and exploit him for her own gain.  
In the last section of the poem, the failure of the union (from the male subject’s 
perspective at least) to reach completion is foreshadowed by the woman’s “sigh” (sorrow 
or relief?), as the consummation of the relationship is interrupted by the knight’s terrible 
vision of “pale kings and princes,” (37) who warn him about the belle dame’s treacherous 
clutches and admonish him for his naiveté. Shortly after, the lady vanishes and the knight 
suddenly wakes up, pallid and prostrate “on the cold’s hill side:” 
And there she lulled me asleep,    
And there I dream’d—Ah! woe betide!  
The latest dream I ever dream’d  
On the cold hill’s side. 
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I saw pale kings and princes too,    
Pale warriors, death-pale were they all;  
They cried—“La Belle Dame sans Merci    
Hath thee in thrall!”  
 
I saw their starved lips in the gloam,    
With horrid warning gaped wide,  
And I awoke and found me here,    
On the cold hill’s side. (33-44) 
 
What is reinforced here is that the domesticity shared by the knight and “his” 
woman may simply be his fetishistic projection, especially since after she devitalizes him, 
she violates her promises of eternal love by abandoning him. Furthermore, the lines “And 
there I dream'd — Ah! woe betide! / The latest dream I ever dream'd / On the cold hill's 
side” (34-36) intimate the possibility that the knight has never physically left the barren 
landscape in which the anonymous speaker finds him in stanza one, and that the entire 
romantic exchange is just a fantasy, perhaps induced by the lamia as she cannot drain her 
victim’s energy unless he is in a state of lethargic consciousness. His pale complexion 
and sudden physical debility, suggesting a lack of vitality, seem to be indicative of a 
supernatural creature’s predatory attack (perhaps his blood has been drained as well?).  
Her willing participation in this duplicity annuls thus the possibility of (male) 
rape, given that her masquerade, which only accommodates the knight’s expectations and 
perceptions of female corporeality, destabilizes his status as predator by feminizing him, 
as she eventually feeds on his energy. By the end of the poem, it seems that the lady’s 
ultimate project is depicted as her attempt to use and abuse the man, but she knows that 
the only way to attain this goal is to assume the role of object, exclusively for male 
consumption. Consequently, this performance of normative femininity not only enables 
her to elude a fixed position within the knight’s traditional view of gender but also serves 
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to expose the rigidity of gender prescriptions which confine women to a very limited 
typology of womanhood. Even though the poem grants access only to the knight’s 
version of the events, the fact that his story is narrated retrospectively and formulated 
almost as a cautionary tale implies either that the knight learned of the female 
masquerader’s trick too late or that he fears female manipulation. As this section will 
clarify, the female vampire’s ability to employ the masquerade as a tool to sabotage the 
dominant male ideology is eventually subject to male regulation, given that there is a 
male agent that controls not only her performance but also to what extent she exerts her 
female power over men. 
 Unlike Keats’s poem, which operates only within a heterosexual framework, 
Coleridge’s Christabel complicates the imagery of the “monstrous feminine” through the 
sexual victimization of a young woman, Christabel (Baron Leoline’s daughter), whose 
initiation into womanhood is determined by the interactions with a strange guest in her 
home. Christabel meets Geraldine, “a damsel bright, / drest in a silken robe of white” 
with an unnatural pallor (“The neck that made that white robe wan, / Her blue-veined feet 
unsandal’d were”) and “gems entangled in her hair” (58-65)
19
 under an oak tree while 
praying for her betrothed. The beautiful stranger reveals the origin of her visible disarray: 
she has been “chocked […] with force and fright” and “tied […] on a palfrey white” by 
“five warriors.” (83-84) Moved by the lady’s plight (as Geraldine claims to be “of a noble 
line” (79)) and her apparent physical invalidism, Christabel invites her to convalesce in 
her father’s home. When the two young women reach the gate of the castle, Geraldine is 
seized with sudden physical weakness, which forces Christabel to carry her over the 
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threshold, a nuptial behavior traditionally juxtaposed with images of hyper-virile 
masculinity. Oddly enough, once within, Geraldine regains her stamina “and move[s], as 
she were not in pain.” (134) Coleridge seems to adapt the popular convention that 
vampires cannot prey on their victims unless invited, even though Geraldine, like Keats’s 
cruel belle dame, is not a vampire in the strictest sense.  
In the intimacy of her bedroom, Christabel offers her guest a wine “of wild 
flowers” (made by her mother to be consumed during her daughter’s wedding night) 
while mourning her deceased mother’s absence: “Oh mother dear! that thou wert here!” 
(202) Her nostalgic sorrow incenses her female companion, as Geraldine performs a rite 
to banish the spirit of the mother, who seems to sense the threat posed by the beautiful 
stranger to her daughter’s virginal chastity: “‘Off, wandering mother! Peak and pine! / I 
have power to bid thee flee. / […] Off, woman, off! this hour is mine -- / Though thou her 
guardian spirit be, / Off, woman, off! ‘tis given to me.’” (205-213) What is most obvious 
about this curious exchange is that Geraldine is “eerily inseparable from the spirit of her 
victim’s mother, whom she both displaces and becomes.”
20
 This perverted maternal 
substitution manifests in Geraldine’s exhibitionist act of uncovering her breasts and 
allowing Christabel to gaze upon their voluptuousness and bareness: 
Her silken robe, and inner vest, 
Dropt to her feet, and full in view, 
Behold! her bosom  and half her side ---- 
A sight to dream of, not to tell! 
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In the touch of this bosom there worketh a spell, 
Which is lord of thy utterance, Christabel! 
Thou knowest to-night, and wilt know to-morrow 
This mark of my shame, this seal of my sorrow; (250 – 270) 
 
When Christabel touches her pseudo-mother’s exposed bosom, the erotic intimacy shared 
by these two women is complicated by its maternal dimension. Reminiscent of the 
knight’s brief domestic bliss, Christabel’s jouissance is interrupted abruptly when 
Geraldine puts her “daughter” under a bizarre spell that not only prevents her from 
betraying the former’s indiscretions but also allows for a parasitic relationship enabling 
the former to sustain herself. 
 As the poem progresses, Christabel’s energy levels decrease while Geraldine’s 
languor is strangely cured and her health revitalized. It appears thus that the homoerotic 
gaze exercised by Christabel is sanctioned and has dire repercussions for her. Geraldine 
forbids her to expose their nocturnal transgressions to Sir Leoline, the Father of the 
castle, whom she eventually targets. First, such divulgence would disturb the dynamics of 
the patriarchal gaze, i.e., the man as the subject of vision and the woman as the object, 
through its re-inscription as “female spectator - female spectacle.” Secondly, it would 
also disrupt the patriarchal ideology of “real” womanhood and motherhood, which would 
render Geraldine undesirable both as a wife to Sir Leoline and a mother to Christabel. 
Interestingly, “real” womanhood is never materialized in the poem, as Christabel’s 
potential is nullified by Geraldine’s malignant influence; despite Christabel’s initial 
conformity to patriarchal values and standards of femininity (i.e., her submission to the 
paternal authority and choice of a knight as future husband), her homoerotic desire is 
problematic, implying that the patriarch’s hetero-sexualizing program has failed to 
“normalize” his daughter. Christabel’s courage to experience her female body outside this 
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man-made domestic structure is drastically punished in the end. Coleridge’s use of the 
popular convention that vampires prey solely upon the willing suggests that Christabel’s 
susceptibility to Geraldine’s seduction and her subsequent deterioration are not 
accidental, but rather inevitable. 
The second part of the poem focuses less on Christabel’s affliction and more on 
Geraldine’s motivations for engaging in masquerading; as aforementioned, her final 
scheme targets, after all, the Baron’s fascinated gaze: after ruining his daughter, she seeks 
to lure him into marriage and possibly to usurp his authority. Her performance of 
normative femininity (i.e., inoffensive maternity), employed at first to corrupt the male 
spectator’s child, remains unknown until the very end. She readily assumes the roles of a 
“good mother” when she comforts the motherless Christabel (in order to access the 
patriarch’s private space and “possessions”) and of a “good (future) wife” when she 
manipulates her male conquest into believing she is a desirable match and maternal 
figure. When the Baron is introduced to Geraldine, he is so mesmerized (like the Keatsian 
knight) by her languid, invalid, and passive ladyhood that he fails to notice his own 
daughter’s degeneration. Like the lamia in “La Belle Dame sans Merci,” Coleridge’s 
female performer mimics the patriarch’s idea of normative femininity, possibly because 
what she wants is to destabilize the man’s domesticating tendencies.  
Of paramount significance for this chapter is that in both poems several male 
agencies construct the knight’s and Christabel’s reality respectively. In “La Belle Dame 
Sans Merci”, three voices dominate the “narrative:” the knight’s, the speaker’s, and the 
poet’s. The speaker encounters the knight who enumerates the details of his predicament 
and who describes his exchange with the lamia; the “narrating” voice, which filters the 
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knight’s tale through his detached lenses, allows the reader’s access to the knight’s 
terrible fate, i.e., the lamia’s treachery. Ultimately, the poet transcribes the speaker’s tale 
of the unfortunate events and his pen allows him to assume the identity of those “pale 
princes” (poets?) who emit the warning about the dangers of falling prey to merciless 
seductresses.  Mellor, who rejects the idea that the woman in Keats’s poem exercises her 
agency in any way, argues that the lamia takes her victim to her cave because she 
recognizes the inevitability of her role. She states that the tale of this union is “knowingly 
deployed by the artful poet” who “encodes this doom in a way that distributes its effects 
unequally, with all benefits accruing to the masculine subject,” i.e., the male poet’s 
“accession to an all-male [poetic] community.” She also remarks that Keats, through the 
knight’s quest, ultimately used and objectified femininity in order to gain access to “the 
poetic masters” or “the gang” of the “pale kings and princes in whose world ‘woman’ 
exists only as a delusive fantasy, a memory of a dream.”
22
 This conclusion, while 
insightfully emphasizing the male agent’s role in the inscription of the belle dame’s 
performance, does not consider a possible distinction between the lamia’s “narrative” of 
liberation (absence-presence) and the speaker’s / knight’s / poet’s version of the event; 
even though her performative machinations are exposed in the end, the power, albeit 
temporary, that she derives from her rehearsal of male-generated scripts of femininity 
should be acknowledged here. That is, the man’s (both the textual man’s and the male 
author’s) conceptualization of the woman’s body as an object of the male gaze seems to 
provide her with an opportunity for empowerment through performance.  
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Similarly, in Christabel, Geraldine’s sole opponent is actually a poet, Bard Bracy, 
an artist, and as Twitchell remarks, “Coleridge’s ‘other half,’”
23
 who attempts to warn Sir 
Leoline, albeit unsuccessfully, about his daughter’s ruination. Bracy describes his 
prophetic dream about “a bright green snake” (Geraldine) camouflaging in the grass and 
preying upon an unsuspecting dove (Christabel) (549-552). Within the context of Bracy’s 
and Coleridge’s authorial agency, their relationship to the lamia seems to emulate the 
exchange between the Poet and the Muse (i.e., the “pale” men who are so enthralled that 
they have to write about her); as Robert Graves remarks in The White Goddess, “all true 
poetry” needs “a lovely, slender woman with a hooked nose, deathly pale face, lips red as 
rowan-berries, startlingly blue eyes and long fair hair,” who will “suddenly transform 
herself into sow, mare, bitch, vixen, she-ass, weasel, serpent, owl, she-wolf, tigress, 
mermaid or loathsome hag.”
24
 However, since the act of creation is performed here by 
male agency and not the Muse, the relationship seems to operate solely within a 
hegemonic framework. In Keats’s and Coleridge’s poems, despite the masquerading 
lamia’s attempts to destabilize the very binary prescriptions that reduce her to the “bitch-
Muse,” her motion toward a space that would enable her to reclaim complete control is 
not possible, in that her duplicitous performance is exposed and ultimately exploited for 
male gain; as previously argued, the exchange is regulated after all by the male poets 
(disguised as several male “voices” in their poems). Neither Keats’s “belle dame sans 
merci” nor Geraldine dies, yet their denunciation by the male agent serves to (re)affirm 
“the social order and the very cultural norms which constructed the fatal woman as a 
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moralizing warning and deterrent.”
25
 Unlike Keats’s poem, however, where the knight is 
allowed to warn other men about the beautiful lady’s deadly tactics, Coleridge’s 
unfinished poem does not reveal its female performer’s ultimate fate, her victim’s, or her 
future husband’s, though Bracy can be posited in terms of Coleridge’s warning voice.  
 
The first bloodsuckers: Carmilla and Dracula’s Brides 
The fanged seductresses that “populate” Sheridan Le Fanu’s and Bram Stoker’s 
narratives seem to possess the same “flaws” that plagued their Romantic fatal 
ancestresses, Geraldine and Keats’s feral fairy. In Stoker’s original first chapter of 
Dracula, published posthumously as Dracula’s Guest, Jonathan Harker makes a 
discovery that strikes the reader familiar with Sheridan Le Fanu’s Carmilla as “uncanny.” 
On his way to Count Dracula’s castle, a savage snowstorm forces him to seek shelter in a 
tomb with the following inscription (originally written in German) on the Doric entry 
door: “COUNTESS DOLINGEN OF GRATZ / IN STYRIA / SOUGHT AND FOUND 
DEATH / 1801.”
26
 What Harker encounters within is a “beautiful woman, with rounded 
cheeks and red lips, seemingly sleeping on a bier” (possibly a suicide, as implicated by 
the inscription), whose sudden resurrection and predatory (vampiric) attack renders him 
unconscious.
27
 In her scrutiny of Stoker’s influences, Carol Senf points out the 
correlation between Stoker’s novel and Le Fanu’s shorter narrative, in that both the 
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freakish woman who renders Harker unconscious in this deleted chapter and Carmilla 
Karnstein are undead Styrian countesses.
28
 This parallel proposes a (vampiric) genealogy 
that targets the matrilineal in particular, as Carmilla’s corporeal and behavioral oddities 
are not only a replication of Geraldine’s but also reproduced in her offspring or Stoker’s 
representations (both the strange woman in “Dracula’s Guest” and Dracula’s 
daughters/wives in the novel, as this section will discuss shortly).  
In Le Fanu’s novella, Carmilla’s debut is clearly configured as a violation of 
Victorian constructs of (normative) femininity and female sexuality. The narrator is 
Laura, an English motherless young woman, who lives in a Styrian schloss along with 
Madame Perrodon, “a good-natured governess,” whose affection has insufficiently 
compensated for her pupil’s maternal loss, and Mademoiselle De Lafontaine, “a finishing 
governess.” (73) The narrative accentuates the debilitating solitude in which Laura is 
forced to make the transition from child to young adult, as her physical insulation and the 
rough topography prevents her from establishing any relations with the outside world. In 
fact, the first chapter of the novella opens with Laura’s post-traumatic perception of a 
disquieting incident, which occurred when she was six: “neglected,” she woke up 
whimpering, only to notice “a solemn, but very pretty face” watching over her. The 
beautiful stranger’s behavior toward the child was tender and soothing at first; however, 
the sensation of two sharp needles piercing her breast paralyzed the child, whose loud 
screams caused the intruder to vanish under the bed (74). In this scene, what is unsettling 
about the nocturnal visitor’s act is that she masquerades as a nurturing, concerned mother 
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when she gently pacifies the vexed child, but just as quickly her maternity is perverted 
when she sucks the child’s blood.  
Like Geraldine in Coleridge’s poem, Carmilla uses her ability to switch back and 
forth between “normal” and aberrant motherhood, her greatest transgression being her 
attempt (and partial success) to destabilize the myth of “real” womanhood. According to 
Nancy Armstrong in “Gender and the Victorian Novel,” several nineteenth-century 
biological, anthropological, and medical theories shaped how gender and gender relations 
were conceptualized. Gender constraints were considered not only legitimate but also 
necessary, given that natural selection was equated with the workings of capitalism, 
which irrevocably bound gender to materialism. The man, due to his financial monopoly, 
was the fittest to govern socially; consequently, it was his prerogative to emit and impose 
cultural rituals and restrictions.
29
 In his very astute discussion of Victorian male 
domesticity, John Tosh argues that the exclusion of women from the power structure 
impacted even their dominion over the domestic sphere, as ideal domesticity was 
ultimately appropriated by men, as the only ones capable of “establishing, protecting, 
providing for, and controlling” a home as well as of “training its young aspirants to 
manhood.”
30
 Carol Senf places Carmilla’s “dead body,” sustaining itself through the act 
of blood-sucking, within the context of nineteenth-century socioeconomics and politics. 
Both “vampire” and “woman” are dead – “one literally, the other legally; both are 
“defined by their physiology rather than by their intelligence or emotions”; and finally, 
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both are “parasitic creatures, the one by nature, the other by economic necessity.”
31
 
Consequently, marginal femininity – the one practiced by Carmilla when Laura is six – 
can be diagnosed both as resistance to passive domesticity and a rejection of the 
notorious “angel in the house.”  
Carmilla’s first vampiric visitation becomes, interestingly, the crux of Laura’s 
existence, in that the narrator cannot even remember her real mother’s face; thus, it is not 
the “original” loss or the archaic memory of her real mother that haunts the nineteen-year 
old, as Laura’s earliest conscious memories are in fact linked with this grotesque pseudo-
mother, Carmilla. In her article on Luce Irigaray’s sexual ethics and feminist philosophy, 
Elizabeth Grosz discusses the notion of “tactical homosexuality” in terms of a sexual 
interaction “modeled on the corporeal relations of the preoedipal daughter to her mother, 
aimed at exploring, and reclaiming, pleasures, knowledges, bodily contacts that the 
oedipus complex and repression attempt to eradicate from her consciousness and 
memory.”
32
 This alternate female sexuality, resulting from an (erotic) attachment 
between the mother and the daughter, can only be articulated outside the patriarchal 
system,
33
 which operates within what Judith Butler calls an “exclusionary matrix” and 
with “the heterosexual imperative” as sexual norm.
34
 The success of this imperative is, as 
Julia Kristeva remarks, contingent upon the father’s “symbolic” prohibition of the 
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maternal body “as a defense against autoeroticism and incest taboo.”
35
 Simply put, 
through this process, incestuous desire is sublimated or kept under control, in that the 
paternal interference is supposed to ensure the subject’s alienation from the original loss 
to such an extent that the archaic memory of the maternal body is buried within the 
unconscious. However, this loss and then the absence of the “original” maternal affection 
are merely internalized and may resurface as “anxiety” or fear of patriarchal reprimand. 
In Three Contributions to the Theory of Sex, Freud theorizes that (infantile) anxiety is 
“originally nothing but an expression for the fact that they miss the beloved person [a 
parent].”
36
 This implies that a motherless child’s libido changes into anxiety in the 
absence of the love object or the maternal body, and could directly contribute to that 
child’s future “selection of the sexual object” (as an adult).
37
  In Laura’s case, the loss of 
the maternal figure (Carmilla) is a significant process in the constitution of her (non-
normative) female identity, in that her abrupt separation from Carmilla’s maternal body, 
the only one that she remembers as a child, seems to have impacted her irreversibly. Her 
father’s efforts to neutralize the effects of this separation-trauma, by “laughing very 
heartily,” “patting [her] on the shoulder,” “kissing [her],” “telling [her] not to be 
frightened,” because “it was nothing but a dream” (75) signals the failure of the paternal 
function. Unbeknownst to the patriarch, Laura becomes, just like Coleridge’s Christabel, 
susceptible to the malignant influence of the devouring Mother. Her father’s dismissal of 
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his daughter’s fears, which continues well into the narrator’s young adulthood, is not only 
a sample of “patronizing” mistreatment of women by men in the nineteenth century, as 
Senf argues
38
, but it also implies that the lack of paternal understanding engenders 
Laura’s apprehension of herself and a transference of her libidinal energies to an “other.” 
Thus, when Carmilla re-appears approximately twelve years after her traumatizing first 
visit, she not only engages in a kind of perverted eroticism with Laura, but she also 
contaminates her to such an extent that the latter will end up “choosing” the lesbian 
identity to define herself.  
Shortly after learning of a bizarre malady decimating the female population of the 
nearby villages, Laura witnesses a carriage accident, a ruse concocted by Carmilla to re-
insinuate herself into Laura’s home and life without raising any suspicion. In order to 
enable her daughter’s predatory attack on Laura, Carmilla’s mother, a woman with a 
“lady’s air and appearance so distinguished,” and “a conviction that she was a person of 
consequence,” (81) invokes a life-and-death mission that prevents her from properly 
taking care of her “slender” and “very languid” daughter, now terribly shaken and 
incapacitated by the accident, which prompts the patriarch to turn his schloss into a 
convalescent home for the ailing young woman. Joseph Andriano, in his post-Jungian 
interpretation of Le Fanu’s novella, argues that the three women that Laura sees in the 
carriage - Carmilla, her mother, and an unidentified “black woman,” correspond to the 
threefoldness of femininity: “heaven” (the ideal mother), “earth” (“the goddess of love”) 
and “the underworld” (the devouring hag).
39
 Oddly, the third woman, described as 
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“hideous,” with “gleaming eyes,” “large white eye-balls,” and “teeth set as if in fury” 
(83) by Mademoiselle De Lafontaine, is replaced by a “deadly pale” gentleman (120) in 
General Spielsdorf’s “narrative” of Carmilla’s depredation on his niece, Bertha, who 
meets Carmilla in similar circumstances.   
Regardless of this descriptive inconsistency, the two accounts share several 
commonalities: both Bertha and Laura meet the female vampire in a setting that enables 
her to masquerade as a beautiful, inoffensive lady (in fact, Bertha makes Carmilla’s 
acquaintance at a masked ball); on both occasions, Carmilla is accompanied by her 
countess mother who dupes the patriarch into inviting her daughter into his home by 
displaying the advantages and charms of her noble rank; and most importantly, as 
Auerbach comments, both Carmilla and her mother may be subject to another person’s 
authority, either Matska (the repulsive female figure in the carriage, perhaps Carmilla’s 
maker) or the pallid man from the ball.
40
 Paradoxically, Carmilla’s body condenses the 
attributes of an entire “deviant” community embodied by the three women or the two 
women and the man, as she is able to perform Jung’s three femininities, often 
simultaneously: nurturing maternity (the angel in the house; languid; invalid; passive; 
domestic), active female sexuality (sensual; erotic; seducing; initiating), and masculinity 
(authoritative; violent; strong; penetrating; proliferating).
41
 In fact, Carmilla confesses (to 
Laura) having been “assassinated in [her] bed, wounded here [she touches her breast] and 
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never … the same since,” (101) which implies that her oddities are “inherited” or mere 
pathological manifestations plaguing her entire maternal genealogy.
42
 Laura’s father 
reveals as well that his wife was a descendant of an old Hungarian family, the Karnsteins 
(Carmilla’s ancestry), which projects the inevitability of Laura’s gradual degradation and 
possible descent into vampirism, as Carmilla’s frequent vampiric visitations affect 
Laura’s constitution and physical appearance. The Karnstein feminine line no longer 
fulfills the prescription mandated by male economy, defined by Butler as the feminine 
that is to “be entered, and give forth a further instance of what enters her,”
43
 but it is able 
to replicate versions of itself without male interference and thus to constitute a 
matrilineality that is self-sufficient.  
 Like Sir Leoline in Coleridge’s Christabel, Laura’s father is unable to recognize 
the threat posed by his “refined,” “beautiful,” “extremely engaging,” and elegant guest 
displaying the traits and deportment of a “high birth,” (122) perhaps also out of a covert 
male fascination with her. During the day, the exchanges between Laura and her invalid 
guest are inscribed within normative homosociality and subject to the patriarch’s 
moralizing yet unsuspecting eye, but in the absence of this male surveillance, their 
intimacy progresses into kisses, whispers, caresses, faster heartbeats, and even “dreadful 
[orgasmic, my addition] convulsions,” which Laura experiences during Carmilla’s 
nocturnal visits in her bedchamber (106). Both Ruth Anolik and Judith Halberstam 
identify a disposition of the Western culture, in vogue throughout the nineteenth century, 
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to correlate the surface (the skin) with what lies inside.
44
 Thus, “otherness” had to be foul 
smelling and “unclean” not only on the inside but the outside as well. The nineteenth-
century female vampire’s exclusion from this particular taxonomy of monstrosity is 
noticed only in literature written by men and may be attributed to the limited, fixed 
depictions of “ladies” as beautiful, gentle, and virtuous; the masquerading female 
vampire does not simply emanate an air of respectability through her “genteel” 
appearance, but is supposed to be respectable, since most male texts do not include 
working-class vampires.
45
 Carmilla, like Geraldine (her predecessor) and Dracula’s 
brides (her successors), as shown below, is pedigreed; her appearance and sexuality are 
inscribed as “queer” and “unclean” solely when the patriarch elucidates her dark secret 
(the masquerade itself whose scope is to obscure her “true” identity – one that rejects the 
hetero-patriarchal order).   
In Bram Stoker’s Dracula, anticipating Jonathan Harker’s inquisitiveness about 
the horrendous secrets held by the “locked rooms” of his decrepit castle, the Count issues 
a warning that is oddly meant to protect the English lawyer from potentially debilitating 
nightmares: “Let me advise you, my dear young friend – nay, let me warn you with all 
seriousness, that should you leave these rooms you will not by any chance go to sleep in 
any other part of the castle. It is old, and has many memories, and there are bad dreams 
for those who sleep unwisely.” (36)  Determined to decode the implications of such a 
mysterious caveat, Harker breaches Dracula’s policy by breaking into one of the 
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interdicted rooms, a boudoir with “a little oak table where in old times possibly some fair 
lady sat to pen, with much thought and many blushes, her ill-spelt love letter” and where 
“ladies had sat and sung and lived sweet lives whilst their gentle breasts were sad for 
their menfolk away in the midst of remorseless wars.” (39) Harker is so intrigued by this 
room that he visits it twice; it is specifically the enigmatically feminine air of the space, 
exacerbated perhaps by the Count’s ambiguous warning, that entices Harker’s prying 
gaze. Once in the room, he proceeds to “colonize” and accommodate it in accordance 
with his needs by repositioning the furniture and turning it into his sleeping chamber for 
the night. He is soon sedated by “a soft quietude,” and quite spontaneously, he falls into a 
deep slumber, only to regain consciousness a few hours later in the presence of three 
voluptuous women with “piercing eyes,” “wavy masses” of long tresses, and “brilliant 
white teeth.” What catches the conservative Englishman’s eye is their ladylike 
deportment and middle-class refinement that he has grown accustomed to in his home 
country, which puts him at ease for a moment. But he soon becomes aware that 
something about these women eludes him, “some dreamy fear” that he can recall, yet he 
has forgotten.
46
 His uneasiness, springing from his gentlemanly decorum violated by a 
sudden “burning desire” to be kissed “with those red lips,” is reason enough for Harker to 
admonish himself for engaging in improper voyeurism, as he quite unconvincingly 
documents in his diary the next morning that “it is not good to note this down, lest one 
day it should meet Mina’s [his fiancée’s] eyes and cause her pain.” (39) 
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These bizarre women’s visitation dislocates Harker’s being to such an extent that 
he can no longer control his self-imposed censorship; his depictions become, all of a 
sudden, luxurious and blush-inducing, as he associates the musicality of their laughter 
with the “tingling sweetness of water-glasses when played on by a cunning hand” or as 
he describes their “shivering touch of the lips on the supersensitive skin of [his] throat,” 
which immerses him in the delight of “a languorous ecstasy.” (41) In this scene, what is 
unsettling about the three strangers is that at first they appear as the embodiment of quiet, 
ladylike femininity (discretely walking toward Harker and “whisper[ing] together,” (39)) 
but just as quickly they engage in hyper-erotic behavior by coquetting aggressively with 
their “prey.” Perhaps what ultimately disturbs the Englishman is his inability to 
“decipher” what they truly are and whether or not their unladylike manners pose a threat 
to him. An interesting characteristic displayed by Dracula’s brides in this scene is their 
oscillation between passive femininity and active masculinity. At first, they display an 
acute sense of propriety by timidly urging each other to approach the “young” and 
“strong” lawyer, but just as quickly they start “licking their lips like … animal[s].” Their 
masquerading femininity seems to function like a veil obscuring their “true” identity, yet 
this performance cannot take place in the absence of Harker’s “spectatorial desire” to see 
what was considered taboo about a woman’s body in the nineteenth century.
47
  
The scope of this female masquerade becomes clear in this scene: once fully 
captivated, Harker drops his guard, “wait[ing] with beating heart,” which enables the 
three women to bite him and suck his blood without any resistance. (41) His experience 
of femininity is further complicated as the unfolding of this depravity and the finality of 
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the vamps’ act is disrupted by Dracula’s tempestuous sweeping into the room and claim 
that “this man belongs to [him].” (41) In order to distract his daughters/wives and 
appease their hunger for blood, Dracula tosses them a baby, which they immediately 
devour; the atrocity of this infanticide lifts the erotic spell under which the male victim is 
placed, as Harker’s fascinated gaze turns “aghast with terror.” (42) This female feast on a 
helpless infant and Harker’s visceral response project his inability to conceptualize 
“femininity” in terms of anti-maternity. “Woman,” as fantasized by him during this 
ménage-a-trois, becomes a fabricated or manufactured identity for the women who 
attempt to access his (male) power (blood or life force). As Catherine Craft-Fairchild and 
Ann Doane contend, the masquerade enables the female performer to “[play] the game 
knowingly” or to be whatever the male spectator desires her to be in order to expose the 
“exploitativeness” of the male look as well as what is “hieroglyphic” about her, i.e., the 
spectacle as the antithesis of herself.
48
  
 It is very interesting that both Carmilla’s and the Stokerian vamps’ fangs are 
exposed at all times; not only do they act as a constant reminder of their “unnatural” 
difference behind the masquerade, but they also reveal the gender dynamics that 
informed both Le Fanu’s and Stoker’s texts. The power of these fanged “ladies” is 
derived specifically from their mouth and lethal kiss, “luring at first with an inviting 
orifice, a promise of red softness, but delivering instead a piercing bone.”
49
 This buccal 
orifice fulfills more than one function: it becomes a metonym or substitution for sex. As 
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Allen and Goldfarb remark, nineteenth-century writers’ discreet narrativization of the 
erotic/sexual was part of a “conscious” attempt to either reinforce or sabotage the 
contemporary sexual ideology, which was intimately linked to heterosexuality and 
patriarchal notions of reproduction, and gender.
50
 When they bite, these fatal women 
engage in a kind of erotic ritual, which mimics sexual intercourse: the victim’s gaze is 
enthralled; once the victim’s guard is down, the fangs penetrate the skin; and finally, the 
performance exhausts the victim. Also, as Craft’s aforementioned assertion implies, the 
vampiric orifice with its redness and wetness but parading “piercing bones” evokes an 
image of irreconcilable opposites: “a vagina dentata” “populated” by penises, or a 
monstrous amalgam of female and male signifiers. Both Stoker and Le Fanu present 
their masquerading female vampire moving between two distinct topographies (male 
versus female) that never intersect in non-hegemonic or mutually beneficial ways. For 
instance, the exchange between Carmilla and Laura’s male protectors is an alienating 
experience for both parties, during which fingers are pointed accusatorily at the vamp’s 
desire to shift power relations by “stealing” these men’s most precious possessions, their 
daughters. Consequently, she is punished for her masquerade while they attempt to 
nullify her newly-acquired power by staking and decapitating her in her coffin. This 
ritualized annihilation signifies the patriarchs’ ability to neutralize or stifle any rebellion 
against their absolutist government. The men in Dracula, Harker included, eventually 
destroy Dracula’s aberrant female proliferations (permanently), while Laura’s father and 
General Spielsdorf ensure that Carmilla will no longer corrupt or prey on innocent 
daughters. Carmilla and Dracula’s brides do not lose their “piercing bones” per se, but 
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they are desexualized or castrated in order for the patriarchal system to persist, untainted 
and unperturbed. Stoker’s vampire brides do not function individually, but abide by the 
rules mandated by a male vampire’s monstrous ideology. While Carmilla’s masquerade is 
successful in exposing the tactics of patriarchy, which operates through the victimization 
of women, it is ultimately employed by Le Fanu to iterate the legitimacy of the traditional 
gender system. Even though Laura’s patrons fail to fully eradicate Carmilla’s influence 
on Laura, as the latter will be (delightfully) haunted by reveries of the former’s “light step 
at the drawing-room door” until her death (138), the letters that narrate the story are 
problematic; that is, even though Laura writes her life story to another woman and not to 
Dr. Hesselius (whose letters and medical documents make up Le Fanu’s novella) – a 
detail  that potentially posits “her writing” as “an example of a relatively new kind of 
power”
51
 –, the entire narrative is in fact filtered through three distinct male 
consciousnesses that minimize the effect that Laura’s perspective is supposed to have: 
first, through the German researcher’s posthumous papers and correspondence with 
Laura; secondly, through Hesselius’s medical secretary who collected and even edited the 
doctor’s essays and documents (by choosing to omit particular passages); and thirdly, 
through Le Fanu’s agency, as he is the last writer who regulates and modifies the entire 
text. In addition, in the absence of the original source that could provide further details or 
clarifications, i.e., Laura herself who died in the meantime, the story is presented as a 
warning: not against patriarchy, but about a woman’s materiality and its threat to male 
hegemony. 
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Eliza Lynn Linton’s and M.E. Braddon’s Female Performers 
In his scrutiny of the Victorian age (and its idiosyncrasies), Houghton remarks 
that it was both “one of indecision or suspended judgment”
52
 and “conspicuously 
dogmatic.”
53
 A significant repercussion of dogmatism was the employment of the binary 
system as the only legitimate way to conceptualize the world and its taxonomies. 
Consequently, the “true” or “real” English identity was construed as “active,” “healthy,” 
and especially “masculine,” as opposed to contagious “foreign” (non-English) identities, 
delineated as “passive, fevered, or feminine [my italics].”
54
 Of all marked topographies, 
the body was treated as a “polyvalent signifier” or politically charged surface, constantly 
“encoding and creating” meaning through its gender, age, social status, sex, and race.
55
 
As a result, an intimate correlation was generally established between the (gendered) 
body and the texts written during the latter part of the nineteenth century, in that the very 
act of reading and writing (popular / sensational) fiction was associated with excess, 
malady, infection, and the feminine culture (perceived as “naturally” inferior to the 
masculine elite).  
In Madwoman in the Attic, Sandra Gilbert and Susan Gubar discuss the late 
nineteenth-century female/male author polarity in hegemonic terms, the sterile writing 
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utensil of the female writer versus the male writer’s generative pen.
56
 In Disease, Desire, 
and the Body in Victorian Women’s Popular Novels, Pamela Gilbert argues that the 
nineteenth-century fiction readership and dissemination suffered as a consequence of 
such construction. The commoditization of literature led to an evident decline in quality 
and because it was the “sensational” female writers’ work that was favored by the reading 
public, the act of writing and indulging this type of fiction was posited as an immediate 
jeopardy to the health and well-being of the English body (individual, national, and 
imperial), through its potential to sabotage the Victorian bourgeois ideal and to propagate 
a dubious moral code. Several articles published in the late 1870s even attempted to 
discourage the public from reading “female” texts by engendering a mass hysteria about 
the unsafe circulation of books, seen as possible disease transmitters.
57
 Consequently, in 
order to gain male critics’ acclaim and approval, numerous women writers wielded their 
pens not only to capitalize on the major gender anxieties of the nineteenth century but 
also to maintain and validate the status quo of male dominion.  
The anti-suffragist Eliza Lynn Linton is considered to be the first female writer of 
the nineteenth century to be regularly remunerated for her writing,
58
 but she was 
notorious primarily for her vitriolic anti-feminism, which she advocated in her essay 
“The Girl of the Period,” a piece (published over a period of ten years in The Saturday 
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Review) attacking the “New Woman,” “a creature who dyes her hair and paints her 
face,”
59
 and whose sole desire is to be “flattered, fêted, and courted.” (5)  Her counterpart 
was the “generous,” “capable,” “modest,” “tender,” “loving,” “retiring,” and “domestic” 
fair Englishwoman, “who could be trusted alone if need be, because of the innate purity 
and dignity of her nature, but who was neither bold in bearing nor masculine in mind.” 
(1, 6) Linton’s definition of the “new” woman is very interesting, in that what she seems 
to interrogate, if not vilify, is both her excess and not-enough-ness; as Binias remarks, the 
femme fatale is always “too much” beauty, sex, appeal, power and “too little heart, mind, 
soul, and the emotions connected therewith.”
60
 When this negative cliché of femininity 
springs from male terror or is subject to the male gaze, it serves to iterate the precepts and 
institutions of patriarchy. But what about (fatal) womanliness represented by female 
writers?  
When Linton comments that “after all her efforts, the “New Woman” is only a 
poor copy of the real thing” and that “the real thing is far more amusing than the copy, 
because it is real” (7), she penalizes the woman who exaggerates her femininity and 
performs it to please the male spectator; however, it is not the correlation between the 
female masquerade and the propagation of male ideologies that Linton addresses in her 
essay, given that “the real thing” would be “content to be what God and nature had made 
[her]” (2). This type of performance seems to victimize the female masquerader, as men 
use her solely for amusement, but “they do not readily take her for life” (7).  
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Linton reinforces the system that demands, fetishizes, and forces femininity into 
narrow, limited, and reductive categories particularly in her short story “The Fate of 
Madame Cabanel,” published in 1880. Here, the reader makes the acquaintance of an 
orphaned and destitute English girl, Fanny, who marries an old respectable French man 
and moves to Pieuvrot, a village in Brittany. This change in geographical space signals a 
transgression of cultural frontiers, from “the luxuries” of English civilization to “the little 
hamlet” inhabited by “a simple, ignorant, superstitious set.”
61
 The plot is centered around 
Fanny’s supposed vampirism, an accusation formulated by Adèle, Monsieur Cabanel’s 
housekeeper and mistress. When the small village is plagued by a bizarre malady and 
Fanny’s health revitalizes with each death, Adèle places the blame on the newcomer. 
Motivated by obsessive jealousy, she invokes the Englishwoman’s physical appearance – 
beauty, red lips, rosy cheeks, and overall freshness – as a symptom of vampirism. One 
night, as Fanny soothes Adèle’s dying illegitimate baby, a drop of blood from his mouth 
stains her lips and thus signs her death sentence. Taking advantage of her master’s 
absence, Adèle persuades the villagers to aid her in executing the Englishwoman, who 
succumbs to suffocation and terror while being transported to a pit. Monsieur Cabanel’s 
unexpected arrival exposes the atrocity committed by the housekeeper, who kills herself 
by plunging into the very pit that was meant to contain Fanny’s staked body.  
Like Eliza Lynn Linton, Mary Elizabeth Braddon was one of the most prolific 
women writers of the nineteenth century, though her stance as an antifeminist is 
considered ambiguous at best. As Kate Mattacks notes in her book chapter on 
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antifeminist representations in Braddon’s literary works, Braddon practiced a writing 
style “carefully poised between expression and repression” and replete with “scientific 
observation rather than sympathy,” as a way to detach herself from her controversial, 
politically-charged material.
62
 Braddon’s methodology is quite interesting, in that her 
female characters’ desire and attempts to transgress are indicted, even though the 
sanctions are not as severe as the ones suffered by Linton’s female deviants.  
In her story “Good Lady Ducayne,” the heroine is Bella Rolleston, an eighteen 
year old girl, middle-class by birth but working-class by necessity, with “peony cheeks, 
bright eyes,” “unbridled vivacity” and freshness that appear “oppressive” and even 
exasperating to the Superior Person, the older woman in charge of placing young 
destitute women on the job market.
63
 Like Linton’s Fanny who is persecuted in a foreign 
country, Bella’s spatial transgressions come with a high price. Despite Bella’s initial 
positive impressions and perceptions of Italy, where she accompanies her employer, Lady 
Ducayne, this topography is eventually scripted as a hazardous or lethal space for young 
girls who, instead of having pursued the benefits and protection of marital domesticity, 
decide to adventure outside the comfort of their native land and prescribed roles. 
Enthusiastic yet naive, Bella fails to detect the threat harbored by her surroundings and 
her very old and aristocratic employer. Lady Ducayne, with her unpleasant physical 
appearance – “shinning black eyes” gazing at Bella “awfully,” (143) “claw-like fingers” 
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opulently displaying jewels, “sharply pointed chin,” a “small, aquiline nose,” (142) and 
mask-like “parchment complexion” (145), can only exert her malevolent influence in a 
foreign land. Her peculiar interest in Bella’s robust health and overall freshness is not 
accidental as she and her decrepit Italian companion-lover, Dr. Parravicini, masquerade 
as respectable, charitable individuals and use the exoticness of non-English geographies 
and the promise of financial stability to lure, exploit, and drain young English women 
through nocturnal transfusions. But unlike her predecessors who deteriorated and died at 
the hands of these two parasitic fiends, Bella is eventually saved by a young English 
doctor, Herbert Stafford, who not only blackmails the old aristocrat into providing her 
victim with a substantial monetary compensation, but also rectifies the young woman’s 
situation by marrying her, despite her social inferiority.  
As discussed throughout this chapter, nineteenth-century normative femininity 
was constructed by bourgeois masculinity as a facilitator, passive receptacle, and 
soothing maternity. According to Nancy Armstrong, Victorian writers negotiated the 
conflict between ideal (desirable) and deviant (dangerous) womanhood by using the two 
opposing female archetypes to create their female characters (generally a heroine versus 
her “fallen sister”
64
 or mother). Linton’s story stages the rivalry between a “young, pretty 
and fair as an angel” (235) Englishwoman and a foreign, petulant, and masculinized 
housekeeper with savage black eyes, dilated “arched nostrils,” “sinuous lips,” and “small 
square teeth” (240). Similarly, Braddon narrativizes the victimization of an innocent, 
virginal girl at the hands of a pretentious, unrestrained, and non-maternal aristocrat who 
wishes to prolong her decadent life by preying on young women. Nineteenth-century 
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alternate femininity, as depicted by female authors, was never afforded a normative or 
even human appearance, as female desire, “once it is allowed to take charge of a woman's 
body, distorts that body so that it cannot be placed within the categories of middle-class 
culture.”
65
 It is not accidental that Adèle is French or that Lady Ducayne, a decrepit 
aristocrat in a progressive age, is aided by her Italian lover, as both are posited right from 
the very start as the young English women’s evil (foreign) doubles; as Linton herself 
remarks in “The Girl of the Period,” the ideal woman, “the most beautiful, the most 
modest” and “the most essentially womanly in the world” (9) is English; she is 
“something franker than a Frenchwoman, more to be trusted than an Italian,” “more 
refined” than an American, and “as domestic as a German” but “more graceful.” (1)  
Even though Linton’s Fanny is suspected of vampirism, she is neither a lamia nor 
a bloodsucking fiend, as it is not her physical and cultural inadequacy that the narrator’s 
rigid lenses scrutinize, but the Frenchwoman’s. Interestingly enough, despite her belief in 
the cultural and technological advancement of the English “race” and her rational 
skepticism, the narrator engages in wild speculation of her own that targets Adèle. As 
Sarah J. Bilston comments, her “feral, serpentine form,” contrasting heavily with Fanny’s 
angelic appearance, implicates that it is in actuality the Frenchwoman who is the “real” 
vampire or lamia in the text.
66
 Like Coleridge’s Geraldine, Adèle terrorizes and 
eventually persecutes an innocent young woman in order to ensure her access to the 
patriarch; her sexual desire for Monsieur Cabanel is so turbulent and unmanageable that 
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it disrupts Fanny’s marital bliss, which is contingent upon the Englishwoman’s status as 
“the angel in the house.” Similarly, Bella’s rebellion against the domestication of women 
and the patriarchal erasure of female desire or aspirations is condemned by Braddon. In 
fact, both Linton and Braddon seem to proffer patriarchal ideals of femininity by 
celebrating passivity, pre-marital virtue, and naturalness and by sanctioning promiscuity 
or any kind of female excess or desire experienced outside and against the patriarchal 
system. Both female archetypes explored in the two narratives, however, seem to 
ultimately converge toward a central campaign of (female) demonization, as the two pairs 
of women, Fanny-Adèle and Belle-Lady Ducayne, are dismissed and punished for their 
types of femininity, configured as either not enough or too much. It is not only Adèle’s 
masculinized, polluting sexuality or Lady Ducayne’s decadence and penetrating needle 
that Linton and Braddon respectively interrogate and denounce, but the two young 
Englishwomen’s excessive femininity and invalidism (Fanny) and non-normative 
aspirations (Bella) as well. At first sight, the two short stories are centered on the 
conflicting relationship between domestic womanhood (i.e., English, desirable, passive, 
natural, etc.) and its foreign counterpart (French, repugnant, masculinized, abnormal, 
etc.), as the English “angel in the house” is either brutally murdered for her natural 
beauty and domesticity by a French woman consumed by sexual rage or almost ruined by 
the attempt to exercise active subjectivity within a space that deems it illicit. However, 
what complicates both texts is the man’s phallic eye, whose surveillance is what either 
triggers both women’s extreme behaviors (i.e., Adèle’s and Fanny’s rapport with 
Monsieur Cabanel and each other) or punishes them (i.e., Herbert Stafford’s authority to 
chastise one and save the other).  
55 
 
In “Womanliness as a Masquerade,” Joan Riviere theorizes that “womanliness” 
can be “worn as a mask” and that all femininity, be it “superficial” or “radical,” is 
performed to neutralize anxiety and as a defense mechanism against male retribution, 
which generally targets a woman’s masculine qualities.
67
 More importantly, she argues 
that this masquerade of femininity, while fully functional in the presence of the male 
spectator, is highly “transparent” to other women.
68
 Both Fanny Cabanel’s and Adèle’s 
extreme passivity and “determination to do her duty cheerfully and faithfully” 
respectively (237) appear to be tactical at times: the young wife takes advantage of her 
newly-acquired position by escaping her marital chores and obligations, which are 
willingly performed by Adèle who seems to be her substitute in most respects and who 
attempts to hide her masculine traits whenever Mr. Cabanel is around. Fanny’s 
performance of proper femininity is not only detected by Adèle, who lacks the attributes 
of “the angel in the house,” but also exposed and penalized publicly. Similarly, Lady 
Ducayne masquerades as inoffensive womanliness by openly projecting the image of a 
helpless, invalid old Mother. Curiously, neither active nor passive femininity seems to be 
allowed to triumph in the end, as Adèle and Fanny end up dead at the bottom of the same 
pit that has been designed for monstrous femininities and Lady Ducayne and Bella are 
disciplined by the patriarch, who is the one to deliver the final judgment.  
As seen in this chapter, the feminine masquerade of the nineteenth century, 
narrativized by both male and female authors, is a performance that benefits primarily the 
male spectator. Despite the female masquerader’s ability to emulate normative 
womanhood in order to escape patriarchal judgment and his penalty of exclusion, her 
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performance is ultimately inscribed within the sex/gender systems regulated by the male 
agent and serves to propagate certain ideals of femininity. Subliminally, both Linton and 
Braddon may have attempted to employ the feminine masquerade as a means to unmask 
the inner workings of these systems that fetishize and victimize women, yet their texts 
penalize only the female masquerader while the male fetishist remains detached and 
unharmed.  Thus, while the female performer’s persecution exposes the rigidity of 





Middle-Class Masculinity and Class Masquerading in John Polidori’s The Vampyre 
and Bram Stoker’s Dracula  
I had been at the window somewhat less than half an hour, when I saw something 
coming out of the Count’s window. I drew back and watched carefully, and saw the 
whole man emerge. It was a new shock to me to find that he had on the suit of clothes 
which I had worn whilst travelling here […]. There could be no doubt as to his quest, and 





As discussed in the previous chapter, what characterizes the nineteenth-century 
female vampire’s corporeality is her ability to imitate man-made scripts of femininity and 
even exaggerate them in order to escape patriarchal judgment and exclusion. Unlike his 
elegant and beautiful female counterpart, the male vampire of the nineteenth century did 
not always possess her disarming elegance and attractive physical attributes. His 
corporeality, while operating within the same cultural paradigm, was not fetishized but 
rather scrutinized by a rigid male system emitting certain definitions of masculinity, 
authorized solely as binary representations and taking shape in a time of imperial 
expansion abroad and the emerging capitalist order at home. Despite the several decades 
separating their work, John Polidori’s The Vampyre – the first notable English narrative 
featuring a literal vampire – and Bram Stoker’s Dracula – the novel that has substantially 
influenced at least two generations of literary and visual vampires – share a significant 
commonality in their representation of the interconnection between masculinity, social 
class, and Empire. That is, these two texts reflect not only the nature of the exchanges 
and frictions between hegemonic (imperial) masculinity and its peripheral versions, but 
also the intimate correlation between gender disparity and class formation within a 
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capitalist economic system; they also facilitate an understanding of the factors that were 
responsible for the shifting of boundaries and the dispersion of masculine power from the 
early nineteenth century to the decline of the British Empire. As this chapter will show, 
the terror associated with Lord Ruthven’s and Dracula’s masculine masquerades was 
inspired less by the notion of fetid walking corpses draining and parasitizing the living 
and rooted more in nineteenth-century anxieties regarding either the violation or the 
artificiality of the white, middle-class, and Christian male ideal.  
 
Lord Ruthven  
In the summer of 1816, the ingenious group consisting of P. B. Shelley, Mary 
Wollstonecraft Godwin (Mary Shelley after December 30,1816), Lord Byron, Claire 
Clairmont, and John Polidori decided one evening at Byron’s Swiss vacation home, Villa 
Diodati, to each compose and share “a tale depending upon some supernatural agency” as 
part of a story-telling contest.
2
 This writing competition is known to be the very source of 
Mary Shelley’s Frankenstein and Polidori’s The Vampyre, even though Polidori’s 
original contribution involved in fact “a skull-headed lady, who was so punished for 
peeping through a key-hole.”
3
 When the novella was published in April 1819, Polidori’s 
admission that it was a creative revamping of Byron’s fragmented tale from Villa Diodati 
incited strong accusations of plagiarism. Despite Byron’s attempts to invalidate the 
assumptions about Polidori’s intellectual theft, the reading public continued to attribute it 
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to the former’s genius, and the scandal only enhanced the reputation of the tale, both in 
England and on the Continent. Since its inception, several critics have theorized that Lord 
Ruthven was modeled after Byron, whose notoriety matched the vampire’s and who was 
harshly criticized by his contemporaries for his unconventionality and liberalness.
4
 Both 
James Twitchell and Richard Switzer remark that the name Lord Ruthven was assigned 
in 1816 by Lady Caroline Lamb to the protagonist of her novel Glenarvon and intended 
as a mockery of Byron, her former lover. The association with Lady Caroline’s Lord 
Ruthven, which only strengthened rumors of Byron’s incest, adultery, homosexuality, 
and dissolute indulgences, forced the poet into complete ostracism.
5
 A persona non grata 
in England by 1816, he was forced to retreat to the Continent, where he was accompanied 
by his physician and paid travel companion John Polidori, whose abrupt manners, 
“feistiness,” “quick wit,” stubborn notions, and aspiration to literary fame soon started to 
exasperate his elitist employer. By the spring of 1817, their personal and business 
relationship had become unsalvageable and subject to gossip.
6
 Perhaps not coincidentally, 
the plot of The Vampyre revolves around the failing relationship between two men: the 
depraved, high-brow Lord Ruthven and his exploitable neophyte Aubrey, whose 
fascination with his social superior turns quickly into indignation and resentment when 
his lordship’s propensity for immorality is gradually exposed. This brief incursion into 
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Lord Ruthven’s social affairs as well as his personal transactions with his traveling 
companion explains to a great extent some critics’ theoretical stance that the novella 
might have been meant by a disgruntled Polidori to satirize Byron’s idiosyncrasies and 
masculinity. For instance, Simon Bainbridge prompts us to consider the similarity 
between Lord Ruthven’s social irresistibility - due mostly to his outstanding verbal 
abilities - and Byron’s “mastery of rhetoric” or sophisticated poetics, which was powerful 
enough to seduce the minds of any female audience.
7
 The ingenuity of Polidori’s text 
resides, however, not in its biographical projections but rather in its unique treatment of 
the male vampire, creatively transformed from the reanimated blood-thirsty putrefying 
corpse of Eastern European folklore into the aristocratic bloodsucker. Most importantly, 
by making the vampire’s socialization, masculinity, and seduction tactics the object of 
scrutiny, the novella provides a set of tools that enables us to access nineteenth-century 
gender and class anxieties.  
The Vampyre debuts with a description of Lord Ruthven’s singularities and his 
gradual insinuation into London society, which is depicted as a space that maintains the 
façade of social propriety, yet is frequented for behind the scenes sexual commerce and 
unconventional entertainment. Although his “dead grey eye”
8
 horripilates his company at 
social events, it is this very physical bizarreness - perceived as a sort of exotic, 
sophisticated detachment - that initially captivates his audience’s attention: 
It happened that in the midst of the dissipations attendant upon London winter, 
there appeared at the various parties of the leaders of the ton a nobleman more 
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remarkable for his singularities, than his rank. He gazed upon the mirth around 
him, as if he could not participate therein. […] Those who felt this sensation of 
awe, could not explain whence it arose: some attributed it to the dead grey eye, 
which, fixing upon the object's face, did not seem to penetrate, and at one glance 
to pierce through to the inward workings of the heart; but fell upon the cheek with 
a leaden ray that weighed upon the skin it could not pass. His peculiarities caused 
him to be invited to every house; all wished to see him, and those who had been 
accustomed to violent excitement, and now felt the weight of ennui, were pleased 
at having something in their presence capable of engaging their attention. (7) 
 
Patrick O’Malley argues that Lord Ruthven’s social infiltration is not necessarily 
attributable to the skill with which he manages to “mingle” in society, despite his distinct 
physical difference. On the contrary, he suggests that it is his alterity (most specifically, 
his “dead” appearance) that facilitates his social fluency, in that it is what has ultimately 
become the object of the fascinated public gaze. It is important to interject here, however, 
that the society in which the Polidorian vampire functions only seems to fake acceptance 
of Ruthven’s peculiar physiognomy, primarily because his manners are not, after all, 
fully alien or “un-English,”
9
 as O’Malley himself observes. What O’Malley and other 
critics do not examine in their analyses of Ruthven’s character is the possible 
implications of Ruthven’s public facade, i.e., his prudent restraint and apparent 
irreproachable social behavior, especially when he is spotted in the company of proper 
women and their virginal daughters: 
But though the common adultress could not influence even the guidance of his 
eyes, it was not that the female sex was indifferent to him: yet such was the 
apparent caution with which he spoke to the virtuous wife and innocent daughter, 
that few knew he ever addressed himself to females. (7) 
 
This restraint or apparent lack of interest in women is often regarded with 
suspicion, as it is implied that Lord Ruthven is believed to be a homosexual by his social 
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counterparts. However, within the context of Aubrey’s excavation of the truth that his 
aristocratic mentor finds, in fact, gratification in irreversibly ruining virtuous women, the 
caution exercised by Ruthven in public has significant implications for our understanding 
of Ruthven’s conduct as a performance of masculinity. His initial public and very 
strategic seduction ritual, during which he under-performs his masculinity by pretending 
to be an inoffensive individual who is immune to the female charm, is followed by an 
over-performance of masculinity when his fangs violently penetrate his female victims’ 
throats or when he undermines his male companion’s credibility and reputation by 
competing for a young Greek virgin’s affection. This chameleonic behavior indicates that 
Ruthven has the ability to perform more than just one “style” of masculinity; that is, he 
possesses a kind of male versatility that ultimately serves to denounce the very 
performative nature of masculinity, though it should be noted here that it does not enable 
the masquerader to escape public judgment (on the contrary). Ruthven’s oscillatory 
masculinity, defined thus by this ability to assume at least two “male” masks throughout 
the narrative, is what Todd Reeser defines as “masculinity in dialogue,” i.e., masculinity 
engaged in a “kind of conversation with a number of others,” or “a series of responses.” 
This dialogical model refers to masculinity that “blends in” or passes and that is based on 
“similarity,” and masculinity that “does not blend in” / does not pass and that is based on 
“difference.”
10
 What Reeser’s observation implies then, if we apply it to Ruthven’s 
particular case, is that the vampire’s masculinity cannot be rationalized but in relational 
terms, i.e., through both its resemblance and opposition to hegemonic / dominant / 
traditional masculinity. According to Michael Roper and John Tosh, a dominant ideology 
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of masculinity becomes functional solely when its “superiority” and “difference” is 
maintained and when it is employed for the very purpose of subjugating and exerting full 
control over alternate male identities.
11
 By performing a version of masculinity that is 
sanctioned as an experience outside hegemony (for instance, homosexuality), which 
allows the male performer to “appropriate” scripts that are “marked” as “antithetical to 
masculinity,”
12
 Ruthven’s intention is, in fact, to infiltrate what Reeser calls “the recesses 
of the all-female space” – a strategy that a man can adopt for a three-fold purpose: to 
“better seduce women with whom [he] might not otherwise have a chance,”
13
 to 
minimize the perception of his threat to his female victims and their men, and  to gain 
complete access to all of the advantages attached to the space he attempts to colonize.  
Ruthven’s victims do not inherit his vampirism but strangely die almost instantly 
due to acute exsanguination. O’Malley explicates Ruthven’s vampire impotence by 
pointing out that he was probably projected by Polidori “as a single monster, [and] not 
the patriarch of an extending family…infiltrating England through the sheer numbers of 
his progeny.”
14
 While Ruthven is not the originator of a vampire line, the terms 
“colonize” and “infiltrate” can be, in fact, employed to describe the Polidorian vampire’s 
perceived threat, despite his reproductive disability. The gossip surrounding Lord 
Ruthven’s “embarrassed” affairs (9) and the warning letters that Aubrey receives in 
Rome from his guardians demonstrate the kind of prejudice that the vampire is met with 
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at home. Despite being tolerated socially, Ruthven is actually regarded as a source of 
infestation, his licentious behavior being perceived as a threat not only to individual 
morality but also to national security. As Aubrey gradually learns from his protectors, 
“all those females whom [Lord Ruthven] had sought…on account of their virtue had, 
since his departure, thrown even the mask aside, and had not scrupled to expose the 
whole deformity of their vices to the public gaze” (11). The elitist London society that the 
vampire frequents is depicted, even prior to his infiltration, as a nest of vice and decadent 
entertainment, yet the blame for its moral corruption (implicitly extended to the entire 
nation) is conveniently and ultimately assigned to the bizarrely looking newcomer. Lord 
Ruthven may not be able to perpetuate his vampire nature but his influence is deemed 
pestiferous, especially since some of the (married) women he has pursued seem to have 
transformed into his female versions by indulging in destructive sexual non-conformity.  
Of utmost significance in the narrative is the relationship between Ruthven and 
Aubrey, which is shaped mostly by class disparities. Left with considerable wealth but 
not accustomed to the eccentricities of the English aristocracy, the uninitiated “young 
gentleman” Aubrey (as the narrator describes him) initially forms a highly romanticized 
vision of Ruthven’s manners, which he proceeds to scrutinize as a sort of social 
experiment despite his guardians’ reservations, and which will end up tarnishing his 
credibility. While abroad, Lord Ruthven contracts a band of robbers to shoot him in the 
young man’s presence, though what Aubrey does not know is that his lordship also 
requires his employees to expose his corpse “to the first cold ray of the moon” (18), a 
ritual needed for his annual resurrection. Before expiring from the mortal wound inflicted 
by the robbers, Ruthven capitalizes on his superior social station and his companion’s 
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honorability (or rather fixation with honor) to oblige the latter to take an oath that he will 
never reveal the circumstances of Ruthven’s death and subsequent disappearance. 
Consequently, despite the initial pseudo-paternal nature of the two men’s transactions, 
the father-son bond is ultimately replaced by a sort of lord-vassal relation or an 
arrangement with a serious social and moral dimension. Once reanimated and back on 
English soil, the rejuvenated vampire resumes his social masquerade under a different 
identity, i.e., as the Earl of Marsden, an aristocrat with an unknown pedigree and thus an 
impeccable reputation. Curiously, Lord Ruthven’s constant recycling of aristocrat 
identities emerges out of thin air, in that it seems to be linked to fictive family names and 
possessions. In fact, in his entourage, nobody knows where the Earl has come from or 
who he is; yet, he is treated with a certain kind of reverence. The news of his sister’s 
impending wedding to this Earl plunges an already ailing Aubrey into a severe state of 
delirium, but ironically, as Twitchell points out, even though he finds the courage to 
violate his code of honor by writing a letter to his sister, his state is “so pathetic and his 
powers of concentration so weak that all who hear the story [of Ruthven’s machinations], 
including the same trustees who had earlier warned him of Ruthven, consider it the tale of 
a madman.”
15
 The novella ends on a very pessimistic tone with the realization that 
Aubrey’s moral code does not triumph; on the contrary, he dies shortly after an acute 
mental paroxysm, while the fiend responsible for his and his sister’s tragedy is allowed to 
roam free and to continue to spread his depravity in a society that continues to be both 
perturbed and enthralled by his questionable presence. Thus, the “horror” of the text, 
when placed in its specific context, stems less from Ruthven’s actual atrocities and more 
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from the anxiety that his aristocratic masculinity (constantly shifting and adapting) elicits 
in individuals like Aubrey, i.e., individuals of the emerging middle-class.
16
 The type of 
masculinity that Aubrey embodies  is not only subverted but also supplanted by 
Ruthven’s, given that in the end it is the vampire who manages to escape unscathed after 
ruining or killing innocent women. Still, writing the vampire’s oscillatory male identity 
(from effeminate to excessive) as a polluting object, Polidori denounces aristocratic 
masculinity as an antithesis to a more desirable type of masculinity, i.e., the kind that is 
more suitable for the best daughters of England and thus for the well-being of the nation 
as a whole.  
In “‘A Christian and Civilised Land’: The British Middle Class and the Civilising 
Mission, 1820 – 42,” Alison Twells discusses the significance of the “civilising mission” 
for “the construction of a middle-class identity and cultural authority in Britain,” initiated 
as early as the end of the eighteenth century.
 
She notes not only that the leaders of 
societies that sent missionaries abroad consisted primarily of members coming from 
“newly developing … urban elites,” but also that they were committed to “shared 
discourses of enlightenment, progress and civilization.”
17
 Interestingly enough, she also 
emphasizes that the repercussions of this mission were not necessarily enjoyed “out 
there” but rather at home, since it impacted first and foremost the relations of class and 
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gender;  more specifically, “the relationship between the self-representation of many 
Britons as agents of civilization and their identities as middle-class.”
18
 Even though the 
notion of “Empire” became an integral part of the English national conscience only 
starting with the second half of the nineteenth century, attitudes that can be qualified as 
“imperialist” (i.e., chauvinist) permeate Polidori’s narrative, which often tackles  the 
issues of “national identity” and English supremacy (albeit not as extensively as Bram 
Stoker’s fin-de-siècle piece Dracula, for instance).  
Throughout the novella, Aubrey interacts with two distinct versions of Lord 
Ruthven: the integrated, supposedly “civilized” aristocrat at home and the savage, 
primitive brute abroad. Paradoxically, Ruthven exhibits the full extent of his barbarity 
only on foreign ground (in Italy and Greece), as if to imply that such practices are not 
authorized in England. This discrepancy also serves to suggest the emergence of the 
notorious nineteenth-century trend of aligning “uncivilized” and “subhuman” behavior to 
the image of the mindless beast encountered in non-English territories (which describes 
perfectly Ruthven’s predations). It is worth mentioning here, however, that the vampire is 
an actual physical threat only to the female characters, whose deaths are precipitated by 
their inability to resist him. The men who Ruthven interacts with throughout the novella, 
especially his companion Aubrey, do not suffer physical injury at his hands, though they 
do resent him for tainting, stealing, and eventually killing women whom they perceive as 
their property. When Aubrey travels to Greece alone in an attempt to extricate himself 
from the vampire’s malevolent influence, he falls in love with Ianthe’s (a Greek girl’s) 
unadulterated innocence and pursues her, despite his serious reservations about her 
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inferiority (based on gender, class, and national origin).
19
 His desire to possess this 
delicate, “sylph-like figure” (12) should actually be inscribed within the same 
“colonizing” practice that Ruthven engages in, as Aubrey’s seduction of this virtuous 
Greek girl closely mirrors the vampire’s “heartless destruction” of [her]
20
 and other 
female victims. The implication here is that Aubrey seems to entertain the temptation to 
“corrupt” the pure girl, an act which Ruthven eventually prevents. The relationship that 
develops between Aubrey and Ianthe is not founded on gender or national equity, given 
that Aubrey constantly and chauvinistically assesses the differences between English and 
Greek cultures, especially when he mocks her and her parents’ superstitions and 
rudimentary belief system. Viewed from the foreign female victim’s perspective, both 
Aubrey’s seduction and the vampire’s violent subjugation, violation, and “colonization” 
of a native woman capture the ideology of imperial expansion and domination. As Gelder 
remarks in Reading the Vampire, Greece is actually depicted by Polidori as “an inhabited 
[my emphasis] country – where ‘the people’ are callously used and discarded by […] 
vampire-like, ‘citizens of the world.’”
21
 Interestingly, it is quite difficult to determine if 
Ruthven’s performance of masculinity exaggerates and perverts the characteristics of the 
middle-class male ideal represented by Aubrey or if Aubrey is influenced by Ruthven’s 
performance of “colonizing” masculinity. 
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Polidori is invoked by literary critics not only as the first writer in English 
literature to transform the filthy bloodsucker from folklore into a figure that his 
readership could identify as realistic or culturally relevant, but also for his significant 
influence on the vampire melodrama of the nineteenth century; for instance, Charles 
Nodier’s Le Vampire (1820) and Alexandre Dumas’ Le Vampire (1851) in France, and 
James Planché’s The Vampire; or, the Bride of the Isles (1820) and Dion Boucicault’s 
The Phantom (1852) in England. The target audience for Polidori’s Gothic narrative, 
given its celebration of middle-class masculinity, was the emerging middle-class; by 
contrast, the theater was considered in the nineteenth century to be a much lower form of 
entertainment than Gothic fiction, as it generally targeted “a largely sub-literate 
audience.”
22
 Planché’s contribution, while reproducing quite faithfully the Polidorian 
plot, adds a new element to Lord Ruthven’s seductive feeding ritual; the vampire weds all 
of his victims before draining them - a tactic undoubtedly invented by the playwright to 
appeal to his bourgeois viewers who, as Senf remarks, “may have already felt guilty 
about attending the theater.”
23
 However, the most important detail transplanted and 
adapted from folklore is perhaps the vampire’s non-Englishness, often depicted through 
the playwright’s choice of setting. For instance, Planché cited managerial considerations 
for his choice of Scottish props, setting, and costumes for the opening of his play in 1820, 
yet his final version is curiously set in Hungary.
24
 Regardless, Lord Ruthven’s bizarre 
manners, while English in Polidori’s text, become almost entirely “foreign” in the plays 
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of the 1850s, thus creating a clear analogy between vampires and the threat of invasion 
and infiltration from the outside.
25
  
Despite the tremendous progress (scientific and economic) at home during the 
first half of the nineteenth century, the situation abroad was almost antithetical. The 
Continent was dislocated by its second revolutionary wave (1848), as the European 
powers (Britain included) were disputing their hegemony over territories of the declining 
Ottoman Empire. The turbulence on the Continent generated in England mass hysteria 
and a constant fear of insurgency.
26
 In the 1850s, England also witnessed the first major 
insurrection against British rule in India (the Indian Mutiny of 1857); this rebellion along 
with the great Irish famine led to the formulation of the very first conceptions of “race,” 
“racial purity,” “national identity,” and “empire.” Wilson theorizes that the Great 
Exhibition was ultimately “designed as a demonstration not merely of British superiority 
to other nations but, in some way, of British independence and isolationism.”
27
 By the 
late 1850s, xenophobia or a repudiation of non-Englishness was thus already prevalent at 
home, magnified by the ramifications of the Indian mutiny and the potato famine in 
Ireland. Both “races” (Irish and Indian) were perceived as inferior to the “English race,” 
and assigned a series of qualifiers (i.e., resistant to civilization, religious fanaticism, 
idleness, recklessness, etc.). Even cholera, the first major pandemic in England taking 
place in 1817 and believed to have originated in the trade between Britain and India, 
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came to be strictly associated with contagion and disease from without.
28
 Therefore, 
within the context presented above, the most scandalous transgression performed by Lord 
Ruthven’s dramatic successors, while recycling the original Lord Ruthven’s 
idiosyncrasies, acquired new meanings beginning with the 1850s, with England’s efforts 
to continue its already visible movement toward democracy and capitalism. 
As Henry Morley, one of the earliest Professors of English Literature, brilliantly 
remarked in his Journal of a London Playgoer after attending Don Bouccicault’s play 
The Vampire (later renamed The Phantom) in 1851, it was not the vampire’s violation of 
biological taxonomies that elicited so much cultural anxiety but rather the facility, if not 
naturalness, with which he adopted the norm of Christian manhood in order to migrate 
undetected to the source of power and thus be granted privileges that he, by his own 
nature, should not have access to: 
To ‘an honest’ ghost, one has no objection; but an animated corpse which goes 
about in Christian attire, and although never known to eat, or drink, or shake 
hands, is allowed to sit at good men’s feasts; which renews its odious life every 
hundred years by sucking a young lady’s blood, after fascinating her by motions 




The most notorious male vampire of the mid-nineteenth century was not, 
however, one of the melodramatic variations of Lord Ruthven but Sir Francis Varney, 
featured in James Malcolm Rymer’s
30
 penny dreadful Varney the Vampire or, The Feast 
of Blood, a serialized novel published between 1845 and 1847 and rated by critics as “one 
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of the most redundant, exorbitant, digressive, thrilling, tedious, and fantastic works ever 
written.”
31
 Varney’s indebtedness to Polidori’s vampire is fairly transparent as the two 
blood drinkers share certain commonalities: both have an aristocratic upbringing; their 
preferred “meal” is young and female; and both follow a similar pattern of illicit behavior 
(highly sexualized). At least two significant discrepancies can be identified as well: 
Varney’s gradual physical degradation or uglification from a gentleman with distinct 
features into a cadaver-like beast and his ability to propagate his vampirism. However, 
Ruthven and Varney’s machinations, despite equally repulsing and captivating audiences 
for decades, did not match Count Dracula’s spectacle of monstrosity, as it is Bram 
Stoker’s vampire that attained the maximum perversity in the (late) nineteenth century 
and became the very quintessence of anti-English masculinity.  
 
Dracula 
When Bram Stoker published his epistolary novel in 1897, his vampire’s 
villainous status was optimally materialized in the writer’s choice of narrative technique; 
Dracula’s agency is entirely stifled and passed through a multitude of filters: the author’s, 
the characters’ and ultimately the readers’. At a discursive level, the entire text 
communicates a single world-view, the English one, even though the events of six 
chapters unfold in a foreign location, Transylvania. Dracula does not fall within the 
generic characteristics of the travelogue, yet the popularity the novel enjoyed (though 
modest at first) in the late nineteenth century could have been derived from its readers’ 
desire to journey to a geographical location that provided the perfect ingredients for an 
imaginary, albeit horror-inducing, tourist experience. This propensity to choose a 
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completely alien or foreign setting for the practice of non-English, and thus “uncivilized” 
behaviors, can be detected first in Polidori’s narrative, as very briefly discussed in the 
first section of this chapter. The writer of The Vampyre never set foot in Greece but 
discovered its picturesque idiosyncrasies via Byron’s enthusiastic descriptions and 
recollections (as the latter was an avid supporter of Greek culture).
32
 Like Polidori’s 
Greece, Stoker’s Transylvania was mostly unknown to nineteenth-century readers but 
also to the novelist himself, who never travelled farther than France and Germany. In her 
well-documented book Dracula, Sense and Nonsense, Elizabeth Miller provides a close 
inspection of Stoker’s notes at the Rosenbach Library, which reveal that he consulted 
numerous sources and travelogues about Transylvania (mostly written by English 
travelers). Initially, Stoker toyed with the idea of naming his vampire Count Wampyr, but 
upon discovering a footnote in one of his sources that provided an accurate translation of 
the word “dracul” from Wallachian to “the devil” in English, he was indubitably 
fascinated with the mythical aura and the exotic yet haunting presence that his antagonist 
would acquire, if named this way.
33
 Also, as Miller remarks in her discussion of 
misconstrued facts about Stoker’s choice of Transylvania, “What more appropriate 
residence for a monster who emerges from his lair to threaten Victorian England!”
34
  
Before I scrutinize the novel and its vampire, a clarification of the English 
intellectual framework and attitudes toward traveling, which were responsible to a great 
extent for the production of Dracula and its monster, is necessary here. If one thinks of 
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mass travel or tourism in general, it refers to an “interest in or appreciation of that which 
is different, strange or novel in comparison with what the traveler is acquainted with in 
his cultural world.”
35
 Any kind of spatial transgression involves thus the subject’s 
movement from center to margin, native to foreigner, and familiar to strange, and poses 
the threat of dislocating the self, especially when the experience ends up being negative. 
In “The Image of Transylvania in English Literature,” Carmen Andras offers insight into 
the mechanisms of the traveler’s transition from foreigner to tourist, a transition that 
depends for the most part on the flexibility or inflexibility of the traveler’s “cultural 
fibers” as well as his “difficulty dealing adequately with the foreign culture.” The 
subject’s movement from foreigner to tourist depends, therefore, on the former’s 
willingness to experience the “real” culture; predictably, however, not every foreign 
traveler is willing to go back home “spiritually enriched.”
36
 According to Andrew 
Hadfield, early modern or colonial travelogues were produced as a way “to participate in 
current pressing debates about the nature of society, […], the fear of foreign influences 
undermining English / British independence, the need to combat the success of other rival 
nations, religious tolerance and persecution, and the protection of individual liberty.”
37
 
Maria Todorova argues that this trend did not mutate much in the eighteenth and 
nineteenth-century, though it did add a new tendency to “objectively” assess the different 
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levels of civilization enjoyed by other cultures.
38
 For the century in which Stoker wrote 
his novel, a high level of civilization was attainable solely through the rejection of the 
tyranny plaguing other corners of the world and consequently, the countries that did not 
meet the English standards of civilization and progress were perceived as both inferior 
and harboring some kind of threat.
39
 During the second half of the nineteenth century, 
this phobia of the foreign “Other” coincided in fact with anxieties about the weakening or 
disintegration of the British Empire’s colonial power – anxieties that were primarily 
triggered by a paranoid belief in the possibility of “reverse colonization.”
40
 Due to the 
rise of nations in Europe and rebellions in Asia and Africa, territorial losses and 
economic regression constrained both the British and the Ottoman Empire to reconsider 
their allies, which in turn led to a deterioration of English-Turkish diplomatic relations 
and to a reconfiguration of European and Oriental civilizations. As Vesna Goldsworthy 
notes, England’s main coping tactic was demonization, consisting in “the Balkanization,” 
“the Orientalization,” and “the Exotization” of Eastern Europe.
41
  
In Dracula, the reader makes the acquaintance of an English lawyer, Jonathan 
Harker, who undertakes a voyage to Transylvania to sell Count Dracula a property in 
London. The passage from Budapest to Transylvania is recorded by the Englishman in 
his diary as follows: “The impression I had was that we were leaving the West and 
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entering the East; the most Western of splendid bridges over the Danube, which is here of 
noble width and depth, took us among the traditions of Turkish rule” (1). With this 
horizon of expectation, most probably shaped by the political tensions of his time, 
Harker’s travel to Transylvania is perceived, in his mind, as a transgression of cultural 
frontiers from Western civilization to the ordeals and savagery of the Oriental world. A 
sense of latent horror permeates his account as he conveys his fear of wandering away 
from the train station without a map from the British Museum (“There are no maps of this 
country” [2]). Despite his restlessness and uneasiness, he does not fail to perform the 
function of an objective observer when he scrutinizes the differences in civilization, both 
among the various populations of Transylvania and between this Eastern European land 
and England:  
In the population of Transylvania there are four distinct nationalities: Saxons in 
the south, and mixed with them the Wallachs, who are the descendants of the 
Dacians; Magyars in the west and Szekelys in the east and north. I am going 
among the latter, who claim to be descended from Attila and the Huns. This may 
be so, for when the Magyars conquered the country in the eleventh century they 
found the Huns settled in it. I read that every known superstition in the world is 
gathered into the horseshoe of the Carpathians, as if it were the centre of some 
sort of imaginative whirlpool; if so my stay may be very interesting (4). 
 
His assessment here seems to emphasize, first and foremost, Transylvania’s reputation as 
Europe’s Tower of Babel, with its negative connotations. Transylvania’s diversity of 
“races” or cultural amalgam, engendering the possibility of hybridized reproduction, 
seems to signal for Harker a lack of cohesive nationalism, and thus the impossibility to 
function properly. This lack of national unity appears to be, at least initially, not more 
than a source of amusement for the Englishman. Curiously, however, his patronizing 
fascination is soon replaced by horror, as he starts to toss and turn in his bed at night 
under the influence of “all sorts of queer dreams.” (4) Perhaps, Transylvania’s 
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multiethnic character reminded him of the societal turbulence that his England was 
experiencing at the time: mainly, the massive immigration of Jews from Central Europe 
and the destabilization of England’s imperial politics.
42
 Interestingly enough, this same 
anxiety may influence Harker to attribute to Dracula, when they first meet, 
stereotypically Jewish physiognomic features.  
Throughout his interactions with the people of Transylvania, Harker is 
scandalized by their superstitious nature, yet his degree of civilization and the manners he 
assimilated at home prevents him from vocalizing his rational skepticism. As he prepares 
to embark on his carriage voyage to Count Dracula’s castle, a woman warns him about 
the dangers of his hazardous journey:  
Finally she went down on her knees and implored me not to go; at least to wait a 
day or two before starting. It was all very ridiculous, but I did not feel 
comfortable […] I therefore tried to raise her up, and said, as gravely as I could, 
that I thanked her, but my duty was imperative, and that I must go. She then rose 
and dried her eyes and taking a crucifix from her neck offered it to me. I did not 
know what to do, for, as an English Churchman, I have been thought to regard 
such things as in some measure idolatrous, and yet it seemed so ungracious to 
refuse an old lady meaning so well and in such a state of mind […] Whether it is 
the old lady’s fear, or the many ghostly traditions of this place, or the crucifix 
itself, I do not know, but I am not feeling nearly as easy in my mind as usual (7).  
On his way to Dracula’s castle, even though he is deeply fascinated by the wilderness of 
the mountainous landscape, a visceral horror seizes his mind and senses. This journey 
into the very heart of the Carpathians is accompanied by darkness, thunderous “rolling 
clouds overhead” (12), “a chorus of screams from the peasants and a universal crossing 
of themselves” (13), and “a ring of wolves, with white teeth and lolling red tongues, with 
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long, sinewy limbs and shaggy hair” (16). In this hostile environment, Harker’s 
Protestantism is of no use to him, but only because his averseness to undergo a process of 
positive self-knowledge and “a wonderful epistemological discovery of the Other” results 




  Harker’s transactions with Dracula demonstrate similar patterns of demonization. 
When he sees the vampire for the first time, the Englishman cannot “repress a shudder” 
and “a horrible feeling of nausea” (22). It is the vampire’s “marked physiognomy”, i.e., 
his “very strong - aquiline” face, “peculiarly arched nostrils,” “lofty domed forehead,” 
hair “growing scantily round the temples,” the mouth “fixed and rather cruel-looking, 
with peculiarly sharp teeth protrud[ing] over the lips”, his hairy palms, and his long, 
sharp nails (21), that reminds the latter that what he is gazing at is “something” that does 
not align with the expectations or images of manhood scripted by his culture. Harker’s 
choice of the word “marked” to describe Dracula’s facial features and his visceral 
response to them are particularly revelatory here, as they project that the Count’s 
manhood, because it inhabits a foreign (i.e., non-English) body, is regarded as unnatural, 
unpredictable, and potentially perilous. The vampire’s “marked” otherness originates first 
and foremost in the inconceivable overlapping of two essential, mutually exclusive states 
of being (i.e., being alive and being dead), as Harker is evidently disturbed by his host’s 
pallor and cadaverous breath. The uncontrollable, profound nausea that stirs all of his 
senses translates into his almost automatic attempt to protect himself from this non-
Englishness. In fact, in this scene, Harker experiences the utmost of abjection, which 
Kristeva theorizes as a human reaction to “something” (a “non-thing”) that resists 
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categorization, an indefinable in-betweenness that poses a threat to destabilize the 
coherence of the self, which is constantly regulated by a binary taxonomy.
44
 By rejecting 
and demonizing what he perceives as abnormal, Harker is able to cope with his 
disintegrating reality and thus to preserve his identity. Since the entire interaction is 
narrated by Harker (the “I” of the text) for an audience that shares his deeply engrained 
prejudices, Dracula’s body is rationalized by the Englishman as monstrous, as “a non-
thing” that is neither here, nor there, but either oscillating between here and there or both 
here and there. In another instance, when Harker discovers the Count’s inert body in the 
coffin, but still bearing the proof of its aberrant nocturnal animation (i.e., blood trickling 
from the corners of his mouth), his reaction parallels his country’s  colonial affairs:  
I shuddered as I bent over to touch him, and every sense in me revolted at the 
contact, but I had to search, or I was lost… This was the being I was helping to 
transfer to London, where, perhaps, for centuries to come he might, amongst its 
teeming millions, satiate his lust for blood, and create a new and ever-widening 
circle of semi-demons to batten on the helpless. The very thought drove me mad. 
A terrible desire came upon me to rid the world of such a monster. (54) 
 
In Harker’s view, Dracula’s contagious marginality poses a threat, not just to individual 
bodies but also to the integrity of the entire world. The Englishman’s self-assigned duty 
to remove perhaps the biggest impediment to civilization mirrors his country’s fin-de-
siècle imperial ideology that defined the white, English man’s mission in terms of a 
“burden,” to put it in the well-known Kiplingian terms.  
Dracula’s otherness not only stems from his transgression of the boundaries that 
define the binary model life-death, human-animal, or English-foreign, but also from his 
social status, which Harker’s observant narrative does not fail to scrutinize. The Count’s 
status as a member of a different social class – a deteriorating one - seems to be 
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materialized in the “rank” odor his body emanates; as aforementioned, he is “marked” 
and thus subject to the gentleman’s gaze and moral judgment. Stoker’s decision to make 
his antagonist a Hungarian speaking aristocrat is a little curious, though explicable. As 
Duncan Light discusses in “The People of Bram Stoker’s Transylvania,” according to the 
maps and demographic statistics of Transylvania that Stoker consulted for his novel, the 
area in which Dracula’s castle is positioned was populated at the time of Harker’s visit by 
an overwhelming majority of Romanians (90%), but 0% Hungarians.
45
 Interestingly 
enough, at the start of the novel Harker interacts only with inhabitants of Transylvania 
who are much lower in social status than Dracula, who is the last member of a formerly 
glorious family of rulers. While the vampire’s complete isolationism is necessary for his 
status as a “Gothic” villain, his living in a decrepit castle – the very symbol of faded 
power – is an anxiety trigger for Harker, who seems to be reminded of the dynamics of 
class politics at home. Even though Dracula is a foreign aristocrat, his manners seem to 
be English in the way he approaches and relates to Harker, who is only a middle-class 
professional. Analogous to the English aristocracy’s political status at the end of the 
nineteenth century, Dracula’s prestige in the area has considerably eroded, mirrored in 
the increasingly decayed condition of his castle and furniture, as well as the absence of 
servants to perform menial tasks. Harker’s narrative betrays his confusion at the Count’s 
insistence on carrying the luggage from the carriage to the former’s room. Even though 
the host indirectly apologizes for the lack of help to see to his guest’s comfort, it becomes 
obvious to Harker by the end of his stay that Dracula is in charge of everything, from 
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driving the carriage that brought Harker to the castle to making the bed to preparing 
meals for his guest. In Making a Man: Gentlemanly Appetites in the Nineteenth-Century 
British Novel, Gwen Hyman argues that by efficiently performing tasks that are typical of 
the working class and at the same time “sucking” Harker’s professional abilities (i.e., his 
linguistic skills and judicial knowledge), only to abandon him to die at his hunger-
frenzied vamps’ mercy, Dracula seeks in fact to return to the former feudal system and 
thus to “obviat[e] the need for the hard-working, entrepreneurial-class gentleman.”
46
 In 
many ways, Dracula’s ability to absorb the very talents that Harker has to offer evokes in 
Harker’s middle-class paranoia the nineteenth-century English wealthy aristocracy’s 
ability to adapt to the new social order and to find new ways to secure its power in a 
society obsessed with capital accumulation.  
Angus McLaren, in his discussion of the link between the Victorian medico-legal 
system and the discourse of hegemonic masculinity between 1870 and 1930, argues that 
despite the implementation of a new ethic that favored a man’s daily social behavior (“to 
act like a gentleman”) over the privileges of his birth and wealth, middle class individuals 
often continued to aspire to “aristocratic connections” and be “obsessed by status 
anxieties.”
47
 Similarly, according to Geoffrey Beard, despite the democratization of 
Victorian England, the middle class continued to fantasize about having “descended from 
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landed gentry who at some period had lost their estates in a suitably gentlemanly way.”
48
 
During their initial social intercourse, the Count seems to intimidate the Englishman 
profusely; this implies that despite his rejection of the upper class and its idiosyncrasies, 
Harker continues to adhere to the deeply engrained etiquette of maintaining a kind of 
reverence vis-à-vis the members of the aristocracy; his nausea can thus be interpreted 
also as a manifestation of this deeply engrained respect for the upper class.  
The power of Stoker’s vampire, however, results less from his imposing, 
aristocratic presence and more from his ability to move between two social spheres that 
are incompatible. As aforementioned, on the one hand, Dracula belongs to an aristocratic 
lineage and possesses the capital associated with his rank (despite the decrepit condition 
of his castle), but on the other hand he is able to successfully function as a member of the 
middle class (or even of a lower social class), both in Transylvania and England. The 
novel presents two significant moments in which the vampire grossly transgresses his 
“assigned” social order. Firstly, a horrified Harker catches a glimpse of Dracula climbing 
down the walls of his castle and wearing the former’s English clothes: 
I had been at the window somewhat less than half an hour, when I saw something 
coming out of  the Count’s window. I drew back and watched carefully, and saw 
the whole man emerge. It was a new shock to me to find that he had on the suit of 
clothes which I had worn whilst traveling here, and slung over his shoulder the 
terrible bag which I had seen the women take away. There could be no doubt as to 
his quest, and in my garb too! This, then, is his new scheme of evil: that he will 
allow others to see me, as they think, so that he may both leave evidence that I 
have been seen in the towns or villages posting my own letters, and that any 
wickedness which he may do shall by the local people be attributed to me. (46)  
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Secondly, Dracula travels to London in order to infiltrate its society and invade England 
from within, which he plans to achieve by spending his capital and engaging in 
commerce with English agents. His absence from the castle, however, enables Harker to 
escape and return to England just in time to warn the others of the Count’s machinations. 
In her diary entry, dated September 22th, a few months after Harker’s flight from 
Transylvania, Mina captures Harker’s reaction at seeing the vampire walk the streets of 
London in broad daylight disguised as a respectable Englishman: 
We came back to town quietly, taking a bus to Hyde Park Corner. Jonathan 
thought it would interest me to go into the Row for a while, so we sat down; but 
there were very few people there […]; so we got up and walked down Piccadilly. 
Jonathan was holding me by the arm, the way we used to in old days before I 
went to school. […] I was looking at a very beautiful girl, in a big cart-wheel hat, 
sitting in a victoria outside Giuliano’s, when I felt Jonathan clutch my arm so 
tight that he hurt me, and he said under his breath: “My God!” […] He was very 
pale, and his eyes seemed bulging out as, half in terror and half in amazement, he 
gazed at a tall, thin man, with a beaky nose and black moustache and pointed 
beard, who was also observing the pretty girl. […] His face was not a good face; it 
was hard, and cruel, and sensual, and his big white teeth, that looked all the whiter 
because his lips were so red, were pointed like an animal’s. […] “It is the man 
himself!” The poor dear was evidently terrified at something – very greatly 
terrified; (157) 
 
In both instances, Dracula cunningly masquerades as a gentleman – the most desirable 
and respectable form of masculinity in nineteenth century England. According to Douglas 
Sutherland, the middle class man was encouraged to abide by a very specific aesthetic 
code in order to differentiate himself from the other classes: “a gentleman looks well-
dressed and has an indefinable distinction even in his oldest clothes.”
49
 Thus, the 
Victorians relied primarily on external appearance to make judgments and conduct social 
transactions; not wearing the appropriate “uniform” (in accordance with one’s social 
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standing) or wearing it despite one’s rank was treated as a serious violation and 
sanctioned.
50
 Harker’s reactions to seeing Dracula parade in an English gentleman’s 
clothes mirror, first and foremost, the Victorian rigidity regarding social class formation 
and the maintenance of class disparities: Was being a gentleman an inherited designation 
(English by excellence), or could any man, regardless of his ancestry and occupation, 
become a member of this club in England?  
In The Perfect Gentleman, Karen Volland Waters scrutinizes the history, 
evolution, and patterns of the gentleman figure in Britain since feudal times and 
establishes a clear profile – one founded on birth privileges and excessive morality. By 
the nineteenth century, since warfare was no longer considered a gentleman’s primary 
“job,” the art of dueling - as an identifying marker of his social status - was replaced by 
professions that reflected the radical socio-economic change and democratization in 
England, which was primarily prompted by the Industrial Revolution.
51
 Toward the end 
of the nineteenth century, the figure of the gentleman was subsumed within the ideal of 
imperial masculinity, which was promoted as a standard that extended beyond the Empire 
and that contrasted with foreign (or imported) manhood.
52
 As a foreigner in England, 
Dracula inhabits the periphery, yet he is able to migrate toward the source of power and 
“become” English, simply by wearing the appropriate uniform. The vampire emulates a 
socially-constructed dress code both to navigate English society effortlessly and to garner 
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the privileges enjoyed by a certain social category. His English counterparts’ class 
anxieties usually manifest themselves in strong physical symptoms and are triggered by 
Dracula’s ability to assume a different social class and nationality. On the one hand, the 
vampire shifts or hides his “otherness” behind clothes as a shield between his body and 
the social space in which he moves, to divert attention from himself, and to make a 
statement by mocking the fragility of England’s class system; on the other hand, his 
masquerade also exposes the tactics employed by the center not only to maintain social 
domination through the perpetuation of artificial and superficial demarcations, but also to 
reduce class disparities to such superficial demarcations. It is obvious that the threat of 
Dracula’s class performance resides primarily in its potential to destabilize the legitimacy 
of the status of gentleman, as the Count engages in activities and interactions that make 
the wearing of the gentleman’s “suit” problematic. When Dracula performs in an English 
gentleman’s clothes, he challenges the very notion that to be a gentleman is a natural 
state, a state of being that cannot be learned and that is defined by one’s Englishness and 
belonging to a particular social class.  
As a consequence of democratization and the emergence of an industrial elite, the 
middle class in Victorian England could not claim legitimacy based on ancestry, which 
led to the creation of a new set of rules that favored character over birth. As Waters and 
Philip Mason concede, personal integrity and a strict moral (Christian) code of conduct 
were added to the ideology of the gentleman.
53
 A moral character entailed, as enforced by 
the public school system designed by Thomas Arnold in the 1830s, “self-control through 
adherence to rules and discipline,” as well as the ability to endure any kind of 
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chastisement for misconduct in a “manly” or gentlemanly way.
54
 In the second half of the 
nineteenth century, the ideal of the gentleman was impacted by the change in the 
structure of the family and household. As discussed in the first chapter of this 
dissertation, women were almost completely excluded from the public and domestic 
spheres, which allowed men to redistribute their roles and perpetuate images of female 
powerlessness and bodily weakness. The way the Victorians viewed the body and 
sexuality was closely connected to their understanding of notions such as “culture” and 
“civilization” – a relationship shaped both by scientific discourse and imperialism. In 
Sexuality in Victorian Fiction, Dennis Allen points out that the sexual was inevitably 
posited outside civilization and equated with nature - chaotic, anarchic, and dangerous. 
The sexual instinct was located within the body (i.e., a weak, unruly body), which clearly 
violated the rational (localized in the mind).
55
 Consequently, women and other peripheral 
groups (non-English in particular) were perceived to have “natural” dispositions while 
the English gentleman or (middle-class, civilized) man was more prone to exert self-
control and rationalize sexuality to the point of almost entirely excluding it from his daily 
life. Sexually promiscuous behaviors of any kind were widely treated as pathologies that 
needed to be suppressed on both moral and legal grounds. In addition, because of its 
emotional dimension and failure to appeal to reason, sexual expression in general was 
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Since femininity was often associated with the excessive body, contagion, and the 
female culture, the ideal of the gentleman had to “write the body out” of the equation and 
replace it with masculine aggression, sexual self-control, and moderation.
57
 Thus, this 
rejection of the feminine or foreign element consolidated the idea that English 
masculinity not only had to be shielded from any kind of degenerative outside influence 
but also upheld as a national and even international ideal. As Philip Mason and Michael 
Brander point out in The English Gentleman and The Victorian Gentleman respectively, 
what resulted from this ideology were “factories for gentlemen,” i.e., a preparatory school 
system whose sole purpose was “to encourage and develop the qualities that made a 
gentleman”
58
 and to inculcate standards of behavior that formed “future leaders for the 
Empire.”
59
 Also, in “Domesticity and Manliness in the Victorian Middle Class,” John 
Tosh argues that gentlemen in the Victorian era rejected the “feminine ambiance” of 
domesticity by engaging in social activities with other men, as far away from home as 
possible.
60
 This partially explains why men’s clubs were so in vogue throughout the 
nineteenth-century, which Douglas Sutherland describes as masculine centers “concerned 
with whom they should exclude rather than with whom they should admit.”
61
 These 
centers thus made readily available, for the Victorian man, a safe space that advocated for 
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homosociality among men, not only as a way to counterattack the effeminizing influence 
of home but also to step into the active sphere of Empire building and leadership. 
However, interestingly enough, the male bonding enjoyed by the members of these 
exclusively male clubs evolved toward the end of the nineteenth-century into a cause for 
alarm, as the very immutability of Victorian masculinity was called into question by 
escalating homoerotic anxieties. As Kelly Hurley remarks in The Gothic Body, Victorian 
science configured both homosexuality and sexual promiscuity as a set of degenerative 
(sometimes primitive) desires and behaviors, both socio-culturally and morally,
62
 while 
simultaneously posing chaste heterosexuality as the only “normal” and civilized practice. 
In Dracula, Harker’s assessment of the Count’s adherence to practices that Harker 
views as “ungentlemanly” (thus uncivilized) is recorded religiously in the former’s diary, 
even though it comes across rather as a paranoiac projection triggered by homophobic 
anxieties than reality. For instance, on the morning of May 8
th
, when Harker cuts himself 
while shaving, the Count’s closeness not only perturbs the Englishman but also puts him 
in a defensive mood:  
I had hung my shaving glass by the window, and was just beginning to shave. 
Suddenly I felt a hand on my shoulder, and heard the Count's voice saying to me, 
"Good morning." I started, for it amazed me that I had not seen him, since the 
reflection of the glass covered the whole room behind me. In starting I had cut 
myself slightly, but did not notice it at the moment. Having answered the Count's 
salutation, I turned to the glass again to see how I had been mistaken. This time 
there could be no error, for the man was close to me, and I could see him over my 
shoulder. But there was no reflection of him in the mirror! […] This was startling, 
and coming on the top of so many strange things, was beginning to increase that 
vague feeling of uneasiness which I always have when the Count is near. 
[emphasis added] (27)  
 
When drops of blood start trickling down on Harker’s chin, the Count seems to lose 
control of his body for a second and lunges hungrily at his guest’s throat, only to be 
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repelled by the crucifix hanging above the bed. Dracula’s behavior in this scene, as well 
as his tendency to invade Harker’s private space, is odd enough for Harker to believe that 
the Count’s intention is to abuse him in some morally ambiguous way; however, it is 
invested with an almost inevitable sexual undertone in another scene that takes place 
eight days later, when Harker is seduced by Dracula’s three vamps and when the Count 
disrupts the orgy by rushing tumultuously into the room:  
How dare you touch him, any of you? How dare you cast eyes on him when I 
have forbidden it? Back, I tell you all! This man belongs to me! [emphasis added] 
(41) 
 
This aberrant behavior projects the vampire (in Harker’s heterocentric view) into a 
deviant who seems to experience bouts of violent homosexual desires that turn him into a 
dangerous predator. Most interestingly also, this episode victimizes Harker to the point of 
feminizing him, in that the Englishman is treated by the vampire like a damsel in distress 
who needs a man to jump to her rescue. Christopher Craft thus suggests that Dracula's 
intervention in this particular scene not only “suspends and disperses throughout the text 
the desire maximized at the brink of penetration” (given that the orgy is interrupted only 
a few moments before Harker’s climax) but also “repeats the threat of a more direct 
libidinous embrace between Dracula and Harker.”
63
 This embrace is further complicated 
by the vampire’s polygamy and adultery --- practices that, even though abiding by 
heterosexual norms, defy the moral transparency and sexual moderation associated with a 
gentleman’s masculinity.  
Throughout his stay in Dracula’s castle, Harker (who envisions himself to be the 
absolute victim) sinks into promiscuity himself by pursuing sexual affairs outside of his 
relationship with Mina, his future wife. As the first chapter of this dissertation discusses, 
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the erotic exchange between the Englishman and Dracula’s three masculinized female 
companions force him to relinquish his aggressive masculinity and adopt female passivity 
(if not invalidity). Even though Harker attempts to rationalize this episode by invoking 
supernatural forces beyond his control, the cult of the middle-class gentleman, with its 
standards of moral chastity and aggressive masculinity, is destabilized not only by his 
sexual arousal (indicative of willing submissiveness) but also his determination, after the 
fact, to keep the incident a secret from his countrymen (especially Mina). The reasoning 
behind Harker’s fearful resolution to keep his temporary immorality a secret is his 
knowledge that his clandestine acts – albeit experienced on foreign ground – might 
dangerously expose the fabricated quality of the ideal of masculinity, as well as disrupt 
the harmonious relationship between the late nineteenth-century discourse of masculinity 
and Empire.  
According to Eve Sedgwick, the binary heterosexuality / homosexuality, with its 
emotional responses – homophobia and heterosexual pride –, not only provoked intense 
bouts of mass hysteria or mass paranoia, most transparently featured in fin-de-siècle 
Gothic texts, but it was also “acted out in ‘Oedipal’ terms.”
64
 Thus, many scholars, 
starting with Maurice Richardson in “The Psychoanalysis of Ghost Stories,” have read 
Stoker’s Dracula in terms of a family (Freudian) romance driven by deviant rivalrous 
relationships among men (bound by friendship and blood) with Woman as their prize.  
The band of English men featured in Stoker’s novel act collectively and collaboratively, 
while at the same time engaging in a fierce competition for their women’s attention, 
which often places them at odds with one another. The Count’s biggest transgression then 
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is his attempt (and partial success) not only to steal these real men’s women (i.e., Lucy 
and Mina) but also to ridicule English masculinity in the process. Most interestingly, 
there are other male figures in the novel who do not quite meet the English standards of 
masculinity, both in terms of ancestry and class. Van Helsing’s foreign idiosyncrasies are 
problematic, in that they can easily be interpreted as villainous; his knowledge of the 
supernatural, on which his English followers depend to obliterate the vampire, authorizes 
him at times to abuse his power. In many ways, he and Dracula share a menacing 
otherness, yet the latter’s is far more alarming specifically because his ability to shift into 
something less threatening or to assume an identity that is not “marked” is malignant and 
detrimental to England as a whole. Also, it is important to note here that Dracula and Van 
Helsing enjoy different degrees of foreignness, Dracula’s being perceived as the worst 
kind (as implied in the first portion of this chapter that examines nineteenth-century 
English perceptions of the Eastern space and its inhabitants).  
The Dutch doctor is not the only member of the band that does not have a middle-
class background.  However, like him, Arthur Holmwood (an aristocrat and Lucy’s future 
husband) and Quincey Morris (a Texan cowboy and one of Lucy’s suitors) are willing to 
collaborate with middle-class English professionals and even absorb the norms of the 
middle-class culture to work toward a common goal. Deborah S. Wilson, in “Technology 
of Misogyny,” posits that what makes this alliance between distinct social classes and 





English Empire and commerce.
65
 The men in the novel are able to put their differences  
aside due to the threat posed by Dracula, which inspires among the members of the group 
a sense of harmony and consolidates the belief in the importance of national pride, 
evidently exalted over the idea of social class. Despite their non-English status, both the 
Dutch doctor and the wealthy American land owner are able to identify with English 
standards: Van Helsing, due to his Western European affiliation, and Morris, due to his 
adherence to imperial, “civilizing” standards and the politics of exclusion (practiced by 
his home country toward the end of the nineteenth century as well).  
Dracula’s presence in London is deemed an immediate threat to public security 
and even English morality when Mina Harker and Lucy Westenra, two acutely desirable 
objects of adoration for Van Helsing and his disciples (though for completely opposite 
reasons), are contaminated by the vampire’s perverted blood. Lucy’s yearning to step 
outside the Victorian convention of moderation and chastity and her resistance to 
behavioral social codes deemed respectable and appropriate for a Victorian woman puts 
her in a vulnerable position by making her more susceptible to the vampire’s influence. 
Her metamorphosis into Dracula’s first English bride and then a devourer of children is 
what initiates and then facilitates the relationships among Van Helsing’s men. This 
becomes evident in the chapters tracing Dracula’s machinations in London, which also 
showcase a shift of focus, from Harker’s anxieties vis-à-vis the homoerotic implications 
of Dracula’s male gaze to the men’s heterosexual rivalry and Dracula’s hyper-virility and 
beastly masculinity; for instance, the scene in which the Count assumes the shape of a 
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bipedal beast with “a white face and red, gleaming eyes” (92) and (sexually) embraces 
Lucy, who is in a state of somnambulism. Despite the vampire’s heteronormative 
practices, his penetrating fang is hyper-virilized and hyper-vilified, which projects a 
masculinity that is excessive, and thus destructive and perilous.  
Dracula is so libidinous and sexually unsatiable that he is perceived not only as a 
perversion of the ideal of the gentleman but also as an immediate threat to the English 
women’s purity, both physical and moral. However, unlike the other men in the novel, 
the Count does not seem to discriminate among typologies of femininity, as his plan to 
pollute English women in order to retaliate against English men includes both the 
exhibitionist Lucy and the domestic Mina. Even though Van Helsing and his men resent 
Dracula for having perverted Lucy’s body and attempt to “cure” her, it is Mina’s bodily 
and moral corruption that is perceived as the vampire’s ultimate transgression against 
England – i.e., tainting the English man’s most prized possession: the angel in the house. 
In fact, it is more than tainting, in that Dracula’s plan seems to be that of replicating the 
English patriarchal order. Once bitten or infected by the vampire’s blood, both Lucy and 
Mina begin metamorphosing into versions of their creator-father-husband. Thus, the band 
of men fight less for their women’s integrity and more for the preservation of their own 
dominance, threatened by the Count’s colonization of England as well as his apparent 
desire to create a following of women serving one and only one patriarch.  
Secondly, the kind of control that Dracula seeks to attain and that his English 
counterparts fear the most obviously extends beyond the domestic sphere to the English 
nation as a whole. When Harker inquires about Dracula’s racial origins, the latter’s 
94 
 
emphasis on “we,” as well as his tendency to speak “in the plural, like a king speaking,” 
(30) projects him as an imperialist: 
We Szekelys have a right to be proud, for in our veins flows the blood of many 
brave races who fought as the lion fights, for lordship. […] Ah, young sir, the 
Szekelys – and the Dracula as their heart’s blood, their brains, and their swords – 
can boast a record that mushroom growths like the Hapsburgs and the Romanoffs 
can never reach. The warlike days are over. Blood is too precious a thing these 
days of dishonorable peace; and the glories of the great races are as a tale that is 
told. (30-33) 
 
These remarks that the Count articulates about “imperialism” are related to an analogy 
between the Szekelys – presented as a special, unique race of empire builders and leaders 
– and other dynasties, i.e., the Hapsburg and Romanoff monarchies. He describes the 
Hapsburgs and the Romanoffs as mere “mushroom growths” that cannot compare to the 
“heart,” “brains,” and “swords” of his “race.” Harker’s reaction here is very revelatory, in 
that Dracula’s imperialist accounts fascinate him instead of alarming him, perhaps out of 
a sense of solidarity or understanding of the imperial mission. However, once this 
conquering mission is conducted by the vampire on English soil, the Englishman’s 
fascination turns immediately to anxiety and horror; as Stephen Arata brilliantly remarks 
in “The Occidental Tourist: ‘Dracula’ and the Anxiety of Reverse Colonization,” the 
vampire’s invasion and “appropriation” of bodies, which starts with the women, 
generates so many anxieties due to its disturbing familiarity. Dracula’s reverse 
colonization of Britain, at the very intersection between two kinds of dominations – over 
bodies and territories, resonates deeply with the other men in the novel specifically 
because it emphasizes the practices and mechanisms of British imperial ideology at the 
end of the nineteenth century.
66
 What makes Dracula’s invasion particularly fear-
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inspiring is that his migration from a peripheral position to one of absolute power blurs 
the significant distinction between colonizers and colonized. Most importantly, his 
masquerade enables him to orchestrate a take over from the inside that is, according to 
Arata, far superior to the strategies employed by British imperialists, whose knowledge 
the vampire absorbs before initiating the attack.
67
 Therefore, it becomes obvious that 
Dracula’s performance of hegemonic masculinity and apparent absorption at the center – 
right under the center’s nose - produces anxieties that are mostly related to the possible 
reversal in polarity. This inversion of power becomes a real threat for the center when the 
periphery presents the potential to take advantage of the center’s privileges and standards 
by acquiring the knowledge and functions that allow it not only to rise above the center 
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The Return of the Performing Vampire and the Politics of Identity in the Twentieth 
Century 
And then the skull mask was thrown suddenly into the wings and Death showed a 
beaming white face to the audience, his hurried hands stroking his handsome black hair, 
straightening a waist coast, brushing imaginary dust from his lapels. Death in love. And 
clapping rose for the luminous countenance, the gleaming cheekbones, the winking black 





As discussed in the previous two chapters, nineteenth-century vampires 
masquerade under the guise of proper gender and class identity, while subliminally 
employing tricks to access, defeat, or reverse the influence of the center.  After the 
publication of Dracula, vampire narratives continued to proliferate both in Britain and 
the United States. In the twentieth century, the introduction and subsequent popularity of 
the horror film as an ideal medium to negotiate cultural anxieties, the significant 
transformations in the private and public domains in the United States, and the 
redistribution of imperial power in the West, demanded that vampires move their dusty 
residences to America, a land of democracy no longer subject to monarchical precepts.
2
 
This switch from monarchy to constitutional democracy is significant, as it provides clues 
about the ways in which this shift in ideological values informed the representation of 
vampires in mass-produced texts (i.e., horror film and popular fiction). In her 
examination of the twentieth-century popular culture and American market, Senf argues 
that the film industry is the one responsible for revolutionizing the vampire by making a 
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conscious effort to break away from previous representations of vampires as fetid, 
heinous, and nausea-inducing bloodsuckers, and by favoring instead images of physical 
beauty, sensual carnalities, and at times even moral acuity.
3
 This representational 
mutation of “otherness” can be observed especially in the literature of the late twentieth 
century, in that vampires are afforded a voice, sometimes monopolizing, to convey the 
“truth” about their peripheral status. Unlike most of their predecessors who are insular by 
choice or necessity, the vampires that populate twentieth-century literary texts and horror 
films insist on being seen or recognized by their human counterparts. As this chapter will 
discuss, once transplanted to the New World, vampires are tired of the shadows; they 
exhibit their idiosyncrasies through various performative acts to invite the public gaze 
into their private space, and more importantly, they aspire to freedom, authentic self-
expression, and liberation from oppression.  
The corpus of vampire texts produced in the twentieth century is immense. Even 
though scholarship so far has been greatly concerned with the Count’s influence beyond 
the confines of the nineteenth century and his reappearance in the horror film, it has paid 
little attention to Dracula’s descendants or  the “lesser” vampires of the twentieth century, 
many of whom grossly deviate from the patterns established by Stoker’s novel. Although 
there are numerous films and literary pieces that illustrate the vampire’s performative 
body, I decided to limit my analysis in this chapter to a selection of male-centered films 
and novels: the iconic Dracula (1931), the fairly ignored The Return of Dracula (1958), 
and Anne Rice’s Interview with a Vampire (1976) and The Vampire Lestat (1985). Even 
though this selection is based, to a great extent, on my own personal preferences, its main 
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function is to explore narratives that not only reflect the cultural and political landscapes 
of their times but also capture the gradual transformation undergone by the vampire’s 
masquerade throughout the twentieth century.  
 
Count Dracula Goes to the Movies 
When one thinks of twentieth-century horror, one thinks inevitably of the horror 
film. With the introduction of technological advances in visual arts, the horror film has 
greatly surpassed its written counterpart, the novel, and become the perfect medium for 
audiences to release negative energies, safely and securely, without having to subject 
their physical bodies to harm. As Gelder points out, what is particularly significant about 
this medium is its ability to elicit a response from the audience, even while the audience 
fully grasps the fictional nature of the images that this technology produces.
4
 Another 
explanation for film becoming an ideal medium to inspire horror is obvious: for instance, 
it is one thing to read about Mina Harker gorging on the blood dripping from Dracula’s 
self-inflicted chest wound and another to be subjected to the shock of visualizing the 
scene on screen. Interestingly, the vampire dominated the horror film of the twentieth 
century, more than any other Gothic stock character. As Lyndon W. Joslin remarks in 
Count Dracula Goes to the Movies, Dracula is indubitably “one of the most-filmed 
characters in all fiction – maybe the most.”
5
 If we take a look at the numbers, Dracula has 
gone to the movies a lot since 1922. The novel and the Count have inspired over 200 
titles and numerous impersonations respectively, though there are also a significant 
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number of films that capitalize on Dracula’s notorious name in their titles, even if their 
characters and plots are not related to him in any way.
6
 What Lyndon’s analysis captures 
very effectively is the transitions or “guises” that the Count underwent on the big screen 
in the twentieth century: from the “gaunt, rat-faced, pestilential presence” in F. W. 
Murnau’s Nosferatu (1922 to the “suave, tuxedoed Continental gentleman” in Tod 
Browning’s Dracula (1931) to the inhuman “fierce aristocrat” in Terence Fisher’s Horror 
of Dracula (1958) to the “romantic fop blubbering over his lost love”
7
 in Ford Coppola’s 
Bram Stoker’s Dracula (1992).
8
 Twitchell pursues a similar line of argument in Dreadful 
Pleasures, where he discusses the development of two predominant male vampire 
typologies in the twentieth-century horror film: the bizarrely-shaped fiend taken straight 
from folklore and the “articulate, sensitive, and cultured” gentleman,
9
 the latter enjoying 
greater success both in Britain and the United States. Thus, from 1922 through 1992, 
what male vampires – especially those from the first half of the twentieth century – have 
in common is their constant identification, though creatively recycled, with the original 
Dracula. This identification can be observed especially at a function level, in that the 
horror film, despite reinventing Stoker’s vampire to some extent, continues to imitate 
certain patterns established by the fin-de-siècle (Imperial) Gothic novel: the vampire as a 
source of illicit eroticism; the horror text as a carrier of “prescriptive codes” concerning 
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sexual behaviors in Western society;
10
 and the vampire’s otherness as posing threats of 
infestation, colonization, and moral corruption. 
What pervades most of the Dracula films produced in the first half of the 
twentieth century – films that belong to what Tim Kane coins “the malignant cycle,”
11
 –  
is sex and invasive violence, though what they lack is perhaps the shocking graphic 
quality of Stoker’s novel. Despite being provided readily available visual spectacles, 
audiences are not shown as much as they are invited to speculate on the kind of deviant 
activities that the Count engages in. These films demonstrate the ability to grip and 
horrify their audiences less through graphic imagery and more through the power of 
suggestion, even though many critics argue that this was primarily the direct result of 
censorship codes that governed the film industry in the 1930s. The first major Dracula 
film of the twentieth century was indubitably Tod Browning’s 1931 Universal Pictures 
rendition of Stoker’s novel, starring the brilliant Bela Lugosi as the Count. While this is 
not actually the very first movie about Dracula – a status given to F. W. Murnau’s silent 
film Nosferatu – it has been invoked as the first film to capture accurately the essence of 
nineteenth century anxieties. Even though the film immerses the audience into a 
historical past, what makes it so effective is its ability to draw attention to just how 
modern it actually is by making subliminal references to the twentieth-century 
preoccupation with identity (in all its forms) – individual (i.e., gender, racial, and sexual) 
and national.  It also showcases the ways in which the Western space continued to recycle 
nineteenth-century anxieties in the twentieth century. Even though the setting is strictly 
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nineteenth-century Eastern Europe and London, to put it in the terms of a more 
sophisticated Van Helsing, “The superstition of yesterday can become the scientific 
reality of today.”  
The plot of the film is predictable to audiences familiar with Stoker’s novel: an 
Englishman – Renfield instead of Harker – travels to Transylvania to finalize a 
transaction with Count Dracula.  His first encounter with the Transylvanian peasants, 
who speak Hungarian for the most part, mimics the model established by Stoker in the 
first chapters of his novel. When the peasants are not portrayed with their eyes staring 
wide open or their mouths dropped open in shock at the mere mention of Dracula’s name, 
they are shown crossing themselves or attempting to persuade the foreigner to abandon 
his plans to visit the castle. Even though Renfield dismisses their fears as mere 
superstition that feeds ignorant minds, his journey to the castle is anxiety-filled: when he 
leans out the coach to yell at the driver (who is none other than the Count, identifiable by 
his transfixing gaze) for driving imprudently, he notices that what is leading the coach 
down the rocky path is in fact an abnormally large bat. Although the castle is in an 
advanced state of ruin and an enormous spider web hangs across the principal staircase, 
Renfield’s uneasiness as he enters this place of decay seems to disperse almost instantly, 
once he is greeted by Dracula. Unlike Stoker’s putrid-smelling vampire, this version of 
the Count does not assault the Englishman’s senses. Fangless and slick haired, as well as 
dressed in a black tuxedo and cape, Lugosi’s Dracula appears to be too well groomed and 
too pompous to be the bloodthirsty beast from the peasants’ accounts. His manners do not 
entirely alienate his guest, as he exhibits all of the traits and behaviors that any 
“civilized” man should possess, despite inhabiting a region that is portrayed as almost 
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primitive and barely attaining the Western standards of “civilization.” Besides his heavily 
accented English, which is rather expected by the viewers, and the occasionally bizarre or 
macabre statement, the only other discernible peculiarity or mark of otherness is his 
intense stare (featured in numerous close ups), which the film producers emphasized by 
throwing a band of light across Lugosi’s eyes. As Kane argues, what is significant about 
the Count’s gaze is that it seems to serve a dual function, to either exert control over the 
victim through hypnosis or to externalize his “burning desire.”
12
 While Stoker explores 
Dracula’s ability to use several forms of mind control to subjugate his victims’ wills, his 
narrative technique places the vampire under constant surveillance. In Browning’s film, 
interestingly, it is the vampire who is “the bearer” of the look, which has several 
implications: the Count seems to exert his gaze not only to keep his opponents under 
surveillance as well but also as a sort of fetishistic act, which enables him to reflect back, 
for the viewers, the very patterns in the constructions of “otherness.”  
What makes this surveillance even more powerful is that its purpose remains 
unknown to the victim until it is too late. For instance, when Dracula and Renfield climb 
the stairs to the latter’s room and the former passes through the spider web imperceptibly, 
the camera focuses on a giant spider just as Dracula articulates the very words that reveal 
his tactical idiosyncrasies, unbeknownst to his guest: “The spider spinning his web for 
the unwary fly.” Throughout his stay at the castle, Renfield is completely unsuspecting of 
his host’s identity or plans; Dracula’s strange tendencies are perceived rather as a foreign 
quirk than an actual threat; after all, he lives in Transylvania on the top of a mountain, 
completely isolated from other human beings. Unlike Harker, who spends several days 
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trapped in the castle, Renfield’s fate is decided on the night of his arrival: Dracula slips 
drugs in his wine and bites him after he loses consciousness. Interestingly, this scene 
never fully materializes on screen but fades to black as the vampire prepares to penetrate 
his guest’s throat. The next time we see Renfield, he is aboard the Vesta ship and exhibits 
Dracula’s facial immobility and pallor; he also seems to have developed a frisson-
inducing grinning-laughter that often lingers, even as the scene transitions into another, 
and that the other characters identify as a mark of madness. The audience can only 
imagine or suspect the kind of interaction that occurs between these two men, especially 
when later in the film it is revealed that the victim of Dracula’s bite has to drink his blood 
in order to transition from human being to vampire. In light of the rigid censorship 
imposed on the film industry in the 1930s, this implied illicit exchange of fluids between 
Dracula and Renfield had obvious sexual connotations, which fell at the time within the 
“unrepresentable” category; regardless, even though the film obstructs the visualization 
of the actual act, the scene is powerful enough to leave a notable impact by enabling the 
viewers to imagine or infer what transpires.  
The act of penetration is absent but the implication remains even off-screen: 
Renfield’s physical and subsequent moral degradation is linked directly to his “close,” 
deviant contact with the Count. What is significant about this scene is that it transmutes 
the anxiety experienced by the viewer into something concrete – a fade to blackness that 
carries the object of this anxiety: homoeroticism and the fear of sexually transmitted 
diseases. According to Allan M. Brandt, even though AIDS was not seared into the 
American national consciousness until the 1980s, the transmission of sexual diseases 
caused major fears in the 1930s. In the first decades of the twentieth century, a rigorous 
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health campaign was initiated, not only to encourage the public to practice abstinence but 
also to instill a profound phobia concerning sex.
13
 The very notion of homosexuality 
mutated in significant ways in the twentieth century as well. While in the nineteenth 
century it was intimately linked with the notion of delinquency and penalized legally, in 
the twentieth century it was treated as a “disease,” which shifted the focus from 
“culpability associated with … behaviors” to a “lack of volition, or at least, a failure of 
individual agency.”
14
 This switch, however, did not eradicate the fear of contagion; on 
the contrary, it seems to have exacerbated it by associating homosexuality with a 
condition that is transmissible and that the public should guard against. The “lack of 
volition” mentioned by Brandt projects the idea that homoeroticism was perceived as a 
major threat, specifically because like any other disease, it did not discriminate; any man 
was susceptible to contract it through inappropriate contact with another man. In addition, 
Fred Jandt and Dolores Tanno argue that during the first half of the twentieth century 
psychiatrists adhered almost exclusively to “the mental illness paradigm,” according to 
which homosexuality was a manifestation of insanity.
15
 Even though homoeroticism 
circulates within Stoker’s novel as an alternative lifestyle that Dracula contemplates, it 
never materializes in the same way it does in Browning’s film. This Dracula, even though 
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he seems to prefer preying upon women, is not exclusively heterosexual, given that he 
bites and converts Renfield  but also attempts to hypnotize Van Helsing to relinquish 
control of his body and to come to him, undoubtedly because he wants to penetrate his 
throat the same way he does Renfield’s.  
One shot of Dracula in London is interesting: it does not include an actual 
Englishman observing the scene, though what the film obviously does is to transfer this 
particular function to the viewer. Also, as Joslin points out, this London is not Stoker’s 
but rather the London of the 1920s, with its “honking” and “beeping automotive 
traffic.”
16
 The scene shows the Count walking among the populace of the city, both 
mingling in and standing out simultaneously, given that his “costume” is both familiar 
and foreign to the audience, in that it relatively mimics the elegant “uniform” of the 
nineteenth-century gentleman, yet it adds unique elements (such as the black cape and a 
star-shaped medallion).
17
 Despite wearing his tuxedo, cape, and medallion as a kind of 
“aesthetic” statement of otherness and thus intentionally attracting attention to himself,
18
 
Dracula’s presence in London does not seem to inspire, at least not initially, the same 
kind of uneasiness that Stoker’s stealthy Count did. Unlike the original Dracula, whose 
invisibility or stealth in London is specifically the object of ultimate fear, what 
Browning’s Dracula seems to do instead is to single out the Other as “something” that 
can be easily identified and thus kept in check. Also, Stoker’s Count, despite being able 
to masquerade effectively as an Englishman under his opponents’ noses, implements his 
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“colonization” of England with less elegance; his interactions with Van Helsing’s group 
are almost always brutal, while the film Dracula’s transactions with his opponents follow 
the required social etiquette, even when the latter ascertain the former’s identity. 
Interestingly enough, the place where the vampire looks for his English victims is the 
concert hall, which seems to imply that the Dracula of the twentieth century has more 
finesse and exhibits more human qualities than his predecessor.  
The most significant characteristic that shows the film’s preoccupation with 
modern concerns, such as the nature and expression of “identity” and “alterity,” is 
primarily the Count’s exacerbated theatricality, which is enhanced by the cape that 
Lugosi brilliantly uses at specific moments and that becomes an extension of Dracula’s 
vampirism. When he is “just” the charmingly exotic Transylvanian Count, he does not 
wear his cape; in one instance, he even renounces his medallion. The cape is featured as a 
crucial element of Dracula’s “vampire costume” each time he engages in “vampiric” 
activities, i.e., when he assaults his victims in their bedrooms or on the streets, or when 
he attempts to protect himself from the sight of the cross. His vampirism is hidden from 
his victims and opponents at first, and it is only the viewer that is privy to his identity 
from beginning to end. Interestingly, however, once he is openly labeled a vampire and 
his intentions exposed, Dracula assumes the cape at all times and wears it almost as a 
mark of distinction. His thick accent coupled with this singular “uniform” implies that to 
be a vampire, in Browning’s universe, is to sound and look like one; thus, Lugosi’s 
excessive theatricality draws attention less to what Dracula does (though this is very 
important) and more to how he does it. When Dracula’s vampirism is too visible, and this 
is particularly obvious to twenty-first century viewers used to less campy impersonations, 
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it morphs into a comic spectacle that conveys just how fabricated the vampire’s 
performance actually is. Thus, unlike Stoker’s Dracula, whose masquerade reiterates 
dominant ideologies (i.e., of masculinity, class, etc.) and enables him to “pass” 
temporarily, Browning’s vampire constantly hyperbolizes his difference to such an extent 
that he ends up damaging his entire image in the process.  
Another interesting aspect about Dracula’s marked body or visibility is that it is 
not entirely singular in the film. It is not accidental that his biggest opponent, the only 
one who has the means to annihilate him, is Van Helsing, portrayed by Edward Van 
Sloan; the doctor’s mannerisms and heavily accented English are almost as peculiar as 
Dracula’s, though much less alienating. It is this very visibility that enables the two men 
to recognize and acknowledge each other’s difference. Auerbach sees Van Helsing as “a 
pale parody” of the vampire
19
, while Cynthia Erb argues that Van Helsing’s “foreignness 
continually binds him to Dracula” in a way that projects him as the vampire’s double.
20
 
“Now that you have learned what you have learned, it would be well for you to return to 
your own country” is what Dracula tells Van Helsing, shortly after his predations of Mina 
are disclosed, perhaps to imply that there is room for only one of them in England. Even 
though Dracula’s assaults are limited to only one English household and are highly erotic, 
his foreign ways are potentially dangerous for the nation at large, though this threat is 
rather secondary and not as overtly as explored by Stoker. In Browning’s universe, the 
Englishmen are passive and a bit suspicious of Van Helsing’s “scientific” explanations. 
As in Stoker’s novel, there is only another foreigner who can fully grasp and eradicate 
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Dracula, though the film’s Van Helsing acts alone rather than as the leader of a crew. 
This projects the idea that such dreadful things occur only “out there” but are brought 
over by foreigners. In the end, Dracula’s words seem to ring true: despite Van Helsing’s 
commitment to save his surrogate motherland, his foreignness lingers (both on and off 
screen). The film concludes with the English couple (John Harker and Mina Seward) 
stepping into the light of the rising sun and leaving behind the Dutch doctor and 
Dracula’s staked body in the dark vault underneath Carfax Abbey.
21
 Thus, both Dracula 
and Van Helsing seem to belong to a world that is far divorced from the everyday reality 
of the other characters (or the viewers). Even though Browning’s film seems to recycle a 
set of nineteenth-century anxieties (especially about sexual identity), it still manages to 
engage in what Gelder calls a “process of ideological and cultural ‘remodelling’” of old 
formulas.
22
 Stoker’s vampire reproduces anxieties about invasion and imperial 
disintegration; he is almost entirely silent, so silent that he infiltrates undetected not just 
the other characters’ private space but even their narratives, and eventually their nation. 
The original Dracula does not want to flaunt his accent lest his strategic desire to 
infiltrate England from within be exposed; as he tells his audience, through Harker’s 
voice: 
Well, I know that, did I move and speak in your London, none there are who 
would not know me for a stranger… I am content if I am like the rest, so that no 
man stops me if he see me, or pause in his speaking if he hear my words, to say, 
‘Ha, ha! a stranger!’ (23) 
 
By contrast, Browning’s Dracula insists on asserting his alterity and even on expressing it 
at the expense of the other characters’ normality. His performance is meant to speak back 
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overtly or, as Auerbach remarks, “After his American transplantation, to be Dracula 
meant speaking in a different voice.”
23
 Put in slightly different terms, to be Dracula 
meant capitalizing on his ability to speak. The fascination with the vampire’s 
idiosyncrasies, while labeled “strange,” is embraced, if not slightly romanticized. The 
female characters in the film, for instance, develop a fixation with Dracula’s exotic 
rhetoric and Old World air that is so fetishistic that they unknowingly invite his bite. 
When Lucy meets him for the first time, she is so enthralled by his foreignness that she 
fancies herself his countess, away in his Transylvania; also, Mina feels so overwhelmed 
to be in his presence that she hyperventilates; in fact, her reactions – her inability to focus 
and her intensified breathing – imply sexual excitement. Regardless, even though 
Lugosi’s Dracula morphs into an extremely humanized suave man who gains access to 
London’s inner circles specifically due to his foreignness, he remains essentially a villain 
whose attempts to “colonize” women (and by extension, their men’s nation) must 
eventually be stopped. Therefore, if there was anything that Lugosi’s Dracula taught 
twentieth-century viewers, it was that the exotic “transplanted” to America carried a 
threat – an exotic that was, luckily, easy to identify and perhaps even laugh at.  
According to Paul Meehan, by the early 1940s, the audiences of the horror film 
were no longer engaged by the “tired formulas” of the previous decade but expected 
approaches that better mimicked contemporary realities.
24
 This seems to have resulted in 
a shift away from Dracula’s aristocratic, excessively exotic ways in favor of more 
American or ordinary incarnations. Paul Landres’ The Return of Dracula, a 1958 film 
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starring Francis Lederer as Dracula and generally ignored by scholarship, captures 
perfectly not only why and how Dracula transplanted his otherness to the New World but 
also the ways in which the horror film of the twentieth century capitalized on the 
vampire’s specific singularities to negotiate anxieties over both the massive immigration 
experienced by the United States starting with the end of the nineteenth century and the 
emerging cultural politics of difference that would end up dominating the second half of 
the twentieth century.  
Initially set in a much more modernized Transylvania (i.e., 1950s Romania), The 
Return of Dracula debuts with a group of vampire hunters and a priest – armed to the 
teeth with crosses, stakes, hammers, and bibles – attempting to eradicate the notorious 
Count once and for all by ambushing him in his crypt at the break of dawn. Curiously, 
when they inspect the contents of Dracula’s casket, they are dismayed to find it empty. 
Unbeknownst to them, the Count has emigrated to the United States by stealing the 
identity of his countryman, Bellac Gordal, an artist who prepares to leave for Carlton, 
California not only to live with relatives he has never seen but also to escape the 
oppression of the Communist regime. The Count’s arrival in the New World is 
punctuated by a sequence of images showing a boat crossing the ocean and reaching Ellis 
Island within sight of the Statue of Liberty. The shot of the Statue is significant here: first 
of all, it is a symbol of welcome and promise of freedom for all immigrants; secondly, 
however, given that one of the immigrants is none other than a bloodthirsty masquerading 
vampire trying to infiltrate American society, it also alludes to this very promise proving 
to be potentially damaging for America.  
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The film emits a warning and emphasizes right from the very start the American 
fear of political instability by associating Dracula with a very specific kind of threat: he is 
a bloodsucker constantly recruiting followers and spreading “his evil dominion ever 
wider,” from Eastern Europe to the rest of the world.  In their discussion of Landres’ film 
as an example of the cold war rhetoric, both Cynthia Hendershot and Stacey Abbott argue 
that on the one hand, the Count’s “penetration” of the New World becomes thus 
synonymous with the threat of Communist infiltration;
25
 on the other hand, it also 
exposes the politics of assimilation practiced by the United States during the first half of 
the twentieth century, which was adopted in an attempt to unify against the threat of 
ideological infestation.
26
  In “Nativism and Prejudice Against Immigrants,” Tyler 
Anbinder explains that during the first three quarters of the twentieth century, most 
Americans embraced assimilation, which prescribed “what individuals or groups must 
learn, do, and become if they [were] to be accepted as members of the nation.”
 27
 
Assimilation was proposed as an ideal meant to forge and uphold a national identity, 
especially “in the face of a potentially rupturing process receiving new and dissimilar 
elements into [the] population.”
28
 During the Cold War, in particular, as Erika Lee points 
out in “A Nation of Immigrants and a Gatekeeping Nation,” restrictive legislation was 
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implemented in an attempt not only to track “subversives” more efficiently but also to 
expedite the “Americanization” of those immigrants already in the United States. 
Consequently, Communists were prevented from entering the American space, while 




In The Return of Dracula, the vampire’s masquerade and insinuation into a small 
California town is much more complicated than his being just a Communist attempting to 
destabilize the American way, even though the film seems to focus on presenting him as 
an infiltrator with a malignant agenda. As Abbott observes, Dracula himself tries to break 
free from the confinement and the control of the Communist regime and the church in his 
country;
30
 however, to accomplish that, the vampire understands that he must perform a 
certain role in America in order to avoid the label “subversive” associated with his 
“cultural” background. That is why in public he adopts very human behavior. He no 
longer exhibits the eccentricities of his predecessors but performs rather as an ordinary 
man. In fact, Landres makes him look and speak exactly like an American, as there is 
nothing Eastern European about his accent and dress, or vampiric about his appearance 
and demeanor. At first, Dracula is granted the freedom to exert his agency as he pleases. 
The film seems to go to great lengths to depict the vampire taking advantage of this new-
found freedom to engage in anti-American behaviors, as he kills his supposed family’s 
pet, assaults a blind girl in her bedroom and turns her into a vampire, and then concocts a 
plan to start over his dominion by corrupting Rachel, his family’s young daughter.  
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Interestingly, however, it also enables the viewer to fully grasp, even if 
unsympathetically, Dracula’s motivations and complex responses to his environment.  
The Count’s American “relatives” initially welcome him and do not seem to be 
too alarmed by his refusal to engage in daily familial or community activities. In fact, 
Rachel finds his reserved, polite manner to be a sign of European refinement and 
graciousness, which she constantly pits against her boyfriend’s lack of sophistication and 
immaturity. Still, this unconditional acceptance does not seem to last, even though 
Dracula excels at hiding his true identity. When his alterity – i.e., his resistance to adopt 
the schedule and customs of his new family – becomes too much of an impediment to his 
assimilation into the family’s culture and the community’s at large, his ways are 
eventually interrogated. For instance, on the evening of his arrival, the Count explains his 
refusal to join the family for dinner in a way that projects not only his acute self-
awareness as an outsider but also a history of oppression: 
You see, my life has been confined. That’s why I’ve come here. For freedom. I 
must have it. Perhaps I will grow to learn your ways in time, but until I do, I may 




Despite this explanation, Rachel fails to grasp her Romanian cousin’s need to maintain 
his own habits and own traditions. In a later scene, when he refuses to attend a Halloween 
party and she questions his cold detachment, his passive-aggressive response betrays a 
profound frustration with the way in which Rachel’s discourse of tolerance seems to 
disguise, in fact, an expectation of conformity:  
Rachel: Have we offended you? I don’t think you’ve given us a chance, and we 
want to accept you very much. 
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Bellac: And is the price for your acceptance for me to conform, to be as you 




What these conversations reveal is that Dracula’s refusal to fully assimilate may be 
intimately connected with his profound desire to escape surveillance and to experience 
the freedom that the vampire only imagined existed in the United States.  
For the Count, to be truly free means to be allowed to preserve his identity. Once 
on American soil, his actions are under constant scrutiny, even though he masquerades to 
conceal those aspects of his identity that would completely alienate the Americans that he 
lives among.  For instance, not long after Dracula’s arrival in the United States, Mack 
Bryant, an immigration officer,  pays him a surprise visit to “check his papers:” 
Mack: Everything seems to be in order, Mr. Gordal. I hope I haven’t 
inconvenienced you too much.  
 
Bellac: No, not at all. In my country, I’m used to it. 
 
Mack: Yes, I guess that’s one of the big differences between our countries. You 





Even though the Count’s papers are legitimate (since the real Bellac is also escaping 
Communism and thus has a valid visa), the officer continues to interrogate him about his 
affiliations and even stealthily takes his photograph with a lighter camera. The viewer 
finds out later that Mack collaborates with a vampire hunter from Interpol and a priest in 
an attempt to ascertain the identity of the infiltrator and ensure that once caught he will be 
eliminated. Interestingly, after he is interrogated both by Rachel and the Immigration 
Services, Dracula seems to retaliate by setting his vamp on Mack, who ends up dead in a 
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ditch by the railway. He also begins to invade Rachel’s mind and prepares her for her 
future role as his bride. To a certain extent, this implies that the more Dracula is hunted, 
the more aggressive he becomes. In some ways then he seems to develop throughout the 
film what sociologists Frank D. Bean and Gillian Stevens call “reactive ethnicity,” which 
they define as the periphery’s strong reaction to loss of identity and which they link to its 
experience of discrimination and intolerance.
34
  
When the film starts, the real Bellac sees America as his salvation (“At least, I 
will be welcome.”) Ironically, Dracula learns that this welcome is conditional, after all, 
and may require an erasure of identity. The film ends inevitably with the vampire’s 
destruction: Rachel manages to escape Dracula’s repulsive corruption, but only because 
in a moment of negligence the Count trips and falls into a pit of stakes (when he is 
pursued by Rachel’s boyfriend with a cross). The manner in which he dies is quite 
significant, in that it implies not only that American values can be preserved solely by 
enforcing the ideal of assimilation but also that the individual who refuses to assimilate 
cannot sustain himself in a society that extends protection solely to those who abide by its 
standards.     
 As argued in this section, the horror film from the first half of the twentieth 
century, even though it attempted to modernize the vampire by humanizing or making 
him more appealing, did not completely move away from him as a metaphor for national 
invasion from without. As Cynthia Hendershot remarks, “the monstrous continued to 
emerge from a fantasy representation of Europe and as such evoked an atmosphere of 
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dreams and nightmares rather than a real and recognizable landscape.”
35
 It was only 
starting with the second half of the twentieth century that the vampire text started to 
morph into what Tim Kane, James Ursini, and Alain Silver call the “sympathetic” 
cycle,
36
 which often depicted the vampire as a member of an oppressed group, 
marginalized by gender, race, or sexual orientation.  Even though there are numerous 
films and texts that attempt to de-villainize the vampire by emphasizing its profound need 
for acceptance, the texts that capture most vividly the major cultural shifts of the second 
half of the twentieth century, more specifically the ways in which the categories of 
“diversity,” “difference,” and “multiculturalism” were perceived and treated, are Anne 
Rice’s Interview with the Vampire and The Vampire Lestat, two novels narrating the life 
and existential crises of vampires from the vampire’s point of view.  
 
Anne Rice’s Flamboyant Vampire Performers 
An unnamed reporter (“the boy”) in Interview with the Vampire (published in 
1976) is offered the opportunity of a lifetime, i.e., to interview Louis, a statuesque 
vampire whom he meets in a bar in the gay district of San Francisco.  The first thing that 
the reader notices about this interaction is the boy’s rapt fascination with the “white” and 
“smooth” stranger, gazing at him intensely with his “two brilliant green eyes that looked 
[…] like flames in a skull” (4). The shudder that he reporter experiences, however, does 
not seem to be the tremor of ultimate fear or repugnance that dislocated Jonathan 
Harker’s entire sense of being in Stoker’s Dracula. Louis is elegant par excellence, 
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emitting perhaps a discreet aristocratic air, not only in dress and appearance (finely 
tailored black coat, silk ties, wavy long hair combed back, resembling a long-flowing 
allonge wig of the eighteenth century), but also in demeanor; Louis’s gestures seem 
elaborate and exaggeratedly sensual, while his speech is French-accented. The reporter is 
not identified, specifically because he is supposed to fulfill a symbolic function. As 
Gelder remarks, “the novel builds its own ideal reception – where the interviewer is 
thoroughly passified, standing as an image for the converted reader, the fan – into its 
structure.”
37
 As he listens in wonder and anxiously asks questions, he embodies the 
typical ambivalent response to “otherness:” the vampire’s peripheral excessiveness is 
both repudiated and exoticized. 
The most important singularity that strikes the reader about this vampire is that he 
craves self-disclosure. Unlike his predecessors who were refused a voice, if not prevented 
from voicing their exclusion from the master narrative, Louis wishes to monopolize the 
text in order to be able to control the reality of what he is. Put in different terms, he wants 
to supervise the creation, inscription, and reception of his “difference” by the audience; 
by seeing through the eyes of the persecuted minority, readers are not only offered access 
to the former’s feelings of inadequacy but they are also enabled to recognize the 
pressures exerted by the dominant structures and their discourses upon the periphery. 
Interview with the Vampire is essentially about Louis’s vampiric existence, presented 
mostly as an affliction and undesirable alternative lifestyle. Turned into a vampire in 
1791, Louis spends more than two hundred years trying to come to terms with his 
“otherness” and trying to discover its meaning. The interview supposedly takes place in 
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1973, the year that Louis decides to “come out” of his self-imposed solitude to reveal the 
truth about the “Dark Gift,” bestowed on him by Lestat de Lioncourt. The entire plot of 
the novel is driven by the malign dynamic between Louis and his maker. Unlike Louis, 
who experiences despair for having to live on the fringes of society, Lestat is narrativized 
as a rebellious vampire devoted to hedonism and sensation rather than self-introspection 
and self-surveillance.  
Like most of Rice’s vampire novels, Interview lacks the powerful female vampiric 
presence of the nineteenth century text; the only vamps here are Claudia, a sixty-five year 
old trapped in the body of a five year old, and Madeleine, a doll maker whom Louis 
agrees to turn into a vampire for Claudia’s protection. Thus, as Haggerty argues, this 
emphasis on the male vampires’ corporeality and desires illustrates that what fascinated 
Rice in the late twentieth century – and her reader by extension – is homoeroticism.
38
 
Louis’s first encounter with Lestat is marked by a dubious (if not unsanitary) exchange of 
blood:  
… I wanted to struggle, but he pressed so hard with his fingers that he held my 
entire prone body in check; and as soon as I stopped my abortive attempt at 
rebellion, he sank his teeth into my neck… I remember that the movement of his 
lips raised the hair all over my body, sent a shock of sensation through my body 
that was not unlike the pleasure of passion… taking his right hand off me, [he] bit 
his own wrist…. I drank, sucking the blood out of the holes, experiencing for the 
first time since infancy the special pleasure of sucking nourishment, the body 
focused with the mind upon one vital source. Then something happened. (17 – 18) 
 
What occurs in this scene becomes the nexus of Louis’s tortured existence; it also 
reveals not only how his specific otherness replicates, but also its consequences. 
Mesmerized at first, human Louis accepts the vampire’s embrace; however, after the 
transition, when he sees the coffin in which he is supposed to sleep, he is stricken with 
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absolute terror. When the reality of his transactions with Lestat sinks in, Louis realizes 
that the vampire’s alterity is exotic only when experienced as a spectacle, that is, from a 
spectator’s or outsider’s point of view. Lestat’s infesting (blood) lust comes at a terrible 
cost but it is paid primarily by Louis, as his initial curiosity to experience what Lestat is 
forces him to adopt an undesirable alternative lifestyle: 
The coffin struck such a chord of terror in me I think it absorbed all the capacity 
for terror I had left. Then came only my mild alarm at having to share a coffin 
with Lestat […] The first thing which became apparent to me, even while Lestat 
and I were loading the coffin into a hearse and stealing another coffin from a 
mortuary, was that I did not like Lestat at all…I can’t really make this clear to you 
for the obvious reason that you are now as I was before my body died. You 
cannot understand. But before I died, Lestat was absolutely the most 
overwhelming experience I’d ever had. (20 – 23) 
 
The only way to become a vampire in Rice’s world is through the exchange of 
body fluids, through a sort of dangerous reciprocity.
39
 As Kristeva argues, blood (when it 
is configured as corporeal waste or when it mixes with other body fluids), due to its 
viscosity and lack of definite shape, poses a threat, that of infiltrating, transgressing, and 
polluting the boundary that separates “the clean” from “the unclean.”
40
 William Hughes 
proposes a conceptual parallelism between blood and semen, which he defines as 
“carriers of individual qualities.”
41
 The dispersal of semen leads to procreation, in the 
same way vampiric blood is generative. Thus, the ultimate anxiety of the post-sixties 
culture springs less from sexuality in general and more from a specific type of sexual 
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intimacy: the masculine entering the masculine. As depicted by Louis, Lestat 
aggressively penetrates a passive Louis’s virginal neck and Louis, in exchange, sucks 
Lestat’s “holes” dry. A kind of sexual ecstasy is experienced by the two, either through 
penetration or orally. These sexual exchanges are not genital, even though the 
interactions depicted by Rice seem to be largely modeled after patterns of sexual 
behavior. In Rice’s world, even though the absence of genital sex seems to imply a 
movement away from “real” sex and thus, as Jennifer Smith notes, away from “sexual 
taboos” and “cultural restrictions on sex,”
42
 it actually switches the focus from 
heteronormativity, as the dominant discourse of sexuality and sexual fulfillment, to 
alternative expressions of sexuality that are primarily defined by their debilitating 
consequences. That is, as aforementioned, what happens after such non-genital / 
abnormal exchanges is significant, in that Louis’s homo-curiosity receives a new, 
identifiable body  modeled after his maker’s – a dead body that becomes synonymous 
with the spread of an incurable, debilitating condition.  
When Louis, repulsed by Lestat’s extreme indulgences, contemplates leaving him, 
Lestat attempts to repair their deteriorating relationship by creating a daughter, the five 
year old Claudia. Both Gelder and Haggerty claim that this trio or ménage-à-trois is a 
queer family, emulating heterosexual familial structure and codes.
43
 The two vampires 
manage to maintain the illusion of a family until their “dark secret” is interrogated by 
Claudia, who obsessively and incessantly demands to know how she was made by her 
“fathers.” As Haggerty argues, these peculiar interactions between Louis and Lestat as 
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well as their failed attempts to maintain and protect an alternative family were informed 
by the mainstream’s “Americana nervosa” about the dangers of unsafe sex – more 
specifically, of the non-heterosexual kind. The “healthy [heterosexual] male body” is 
shown being “weakened” by the diseased body – an excessive body belonging 
exclusively to the homosexual.
44
  
Once “otherized,” Rice makes Louis constantly repress his nature and embark on 
a search for redemption, a process during which he seeks not only to atone for his lost 
morality and innocence but also to come to terms with his (male) decenteredness and 
disempowerment. As James R. Keller observes in Anne Rice and Sexual Politics, Louis’s 
and Lestat’s relationship seems to recycle the nineteenth-century schism between the 
man’s public sphere and the woman’s domestic space. Louis is maternized to a great 
extent by his transactions with the patriarchal Lestat, in that he is primarily confined to 
the home to tend to domestic affairs and their “daughter,” while Lestat “moves through 
New Orleans stalking, seducing, and destroying…”
45
 When Claudia grows dissatisfied 
with Lestat’s patriarchal order, she claims her independence, both as a woman and a 
daughter, by cutting her father’s throat and throwing his body in a swamp. Interestingly, 
after her patricide, she and Louis begin a quest for the “original” mother
46
 – a quest that 
for Louis also means a recuperation of his masculinity, which he attempts to reclaim by a 
return to the heterosexual model of the family structure.   
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This search leads him and Claudia to Paris, where he meets Armand, the founder 
and leader of the Théatre des Vampires – a theater which stages vampire performers 
performing as human actors performing as vampires in front of a delighted audience 
which demands and wishes to consume such representations, despite their initial 
uneasiness. What is remarkable about this troupe of vampire actors is, as Atara Stein 
points out, that it is the audience’s hunger for such abject spectacles that provides this 
marginal group with “the safest cover possible – open acknowledgment of their 
existence.”
47
 Armand’s actors appear as a kind of vampire drags, acting out 
representations of themselves, expected and anticipated by the audience. This 
performance reveals that it is ultimately only through this theatrical act or performance of 
vampirism that the vampires can become vampires; as Gelder brilliantly puts it, “to be a 
vampire” is “to act” like one: 
…the troupe presents the audience with an illusion (theatricality) of an illusion 
(“real” vampires); far from leading Louis and Claudia to the “origins” of 
vampirism, they show it to have been (always?) a mode of representation, a sign 




If these vampires are performing a performance, that is, if they are in actuality vampires 
pretending to be human beings while simultaneously pretending to be vampires, this 
performance within performance implies that there is no being a vampire but solely 
becoming a vampire. Central to this becoming, in Rice’s world, is thus the ostentatious 
public display of otherness, which denounces both how stereotyping or the construction 
of “otherness” operates and how a culture obsessed with “difference” consumes such 
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stereotypes and constructions. Like Louis, these consumer spectators are bound to fall 
prey to their own fascination with “otherness,” only to discover that the experience of it is 
neither glamorous nor desirable. As Haggerty puts it, Armand’s theater looks like “a 
trendy gay disco of the 1970s, fascinating, thrilling,” but eventually “deadly.”
49
  
Despite their ability to resort to a conscious, intentional performance as a 
liberatory possibility, such performance only preserves the dominant narrative of 
“vampirism,” in that the entire troupe of vampires needs to abide by a rigid, pre-
determined script of vampirism in order to claim some form of visibility. Their 
masquerade does not grant them absolute mobility and freedom from the norm; their 
empowerment is temporary and in fact contingent upon their ability to perform their own 
role, as imagined by their audience. As Stein brilliantly remarks, “They are like teenagers 
who proclaim their uniqueness and rebellion by wearing the same T-shirt and 
unconventional hairstyle as all their friends do, thereby turning unconvention and 
rebellion into a new form of group identity and conformity.”
50
 By confining her vampires 
to a specific setting (a stage) as well as by making them engage in excessive, flamboyant 
masquerades, Rice denounces the homophobia of the late twentieth century. However, 
interestingly enough, by not allowing Lestat and Louis to experience domestic and 
romantic bliss, she also seems to re-inscribe the failure of homosexuality, specifically 
because it is not like its “natural” counterpart, heterosexuality. Louis seeks to locate and 
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identify the origin of vampires, yet the only thing he can find is an absence of meaning 
and authenticity, a reality where “being and acting collapse into each other.”
51
 
Unlike Interview with the Vampire, The Vampire Lestat (1985) is structured 
around Lestat, who is actually Rice’s preferred vampire and narrator. Lestat’s quest is 
much different from Louis’s: while the latter’s narrative is relatively anemic and conveys 
a sense of complete defeat and self-loathing, the former’s voice articulates not only a call 
for integration but also, as Linda Badley argues, “a cultural need for self-creative myth 
making.”
52
 The Lestat the reader discovers in Rice’s second novel is a rock star; like 
Armand’s vampire actors, he pretends to be a human being pretending to be a vampire 
who sings about vampires. However, unlike them, he wants his performance to defy and 
break away from identity scripts in order to realize his own subculture as well as 
propagate a distinct self-image. A lot like Lugosi’s Dracula, by adopting a personal 
excessive style, Lestat refuses to adhere to any rules; in addition, he finds that rock and 
roll’s rhetoric and aesthetic of the 1980s suits his vision of self-making. As Robert 
Walser points out, in the 1980s, rock and roll, heavy metal in particular, besides 
celebrating the “Other,” attempted to re-define the political body and its freedoms by 
challenging the dominant institutions and their discourses and by “creating communal 
bonds:” 
Heavy metal explores the “other,” everything that hegemonic society does not 
want to acknowledge, the dark side of the daylit, enlightened adult world. By 
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The heavy metal scene was dominated by nightmarish images, where “acting, spectacle, 
psychodrama, and savage rite became indistinguishable”
54
 and more importantly, where 
exaggerated individualities could voice their feelings of alienation and “otherness.” 
Lestat emerges in 1984, in the vibrant city of New Orleans, after fifty five years 
of lying in the ground, waiting and anticipating. What prompts him to venture on the 
outside is the “whining electric guitars” and “frantic singing” of Satan’s Night Out, a 
rock band consisting of “slender, sinewy, and altogether lovely young mortals – 
beguilingly androgynous and even a little savage in their dress and movements.” (5) Once 
awakened, he proceeds to fashion and promote a self-image so glamorous and inflated 
that it soon becomes “inseparable from the cult phenomenon that it refers back to and 
completes.”
55
 Tired of the shadows, he intends to violate the most sacred law of his kind, 
i.e., to fully disclose his identity and the secret of his “race:” 
But there was another reason for the whole adventure – a reason even more 
dangerous and delicious and mad. ... I wanted mortals to know about us. I wanted 
to proclaim it to the world …. And it didn’t matter that they didn’t believe it. It 
didn’t matter that they thought it was art. The fact was that, after two centuries of 
concealment, I was visible to mortals! I spoke my name aloud. I told my nature. I 
was there!” (17) 
Lestat capitalizes not only on his audience’s insatiable thirst for celebrity but also 
its tendencies to fetishize and consume difference. This type of audience develops such a 
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fixation with Lestat’s glamorous image that the image ends up replacing the “real” 
Lestat; his reality is so aestheticized that its “truth” is obliterated and turned into a 
commodity. His revelations are marketable, in that he promotes a brand defined by 
several products – a best-selling autobiography, MTV videos, and a sold out album – and  
creates his own subculture, modeled after some of the subcultures of the 1980s, i.e., 




Subcultures generally define an identity by producing and replicating 
representations that are meant to consolidate a certain reality or experience. In “The 
Whims of Change: The Avant-Garde of the 1980s,” Richard Bolton argues that such 
“radical” new representations, however, while promising to alter the status quo and 
challenge the dominant culture, solely turns “dissent…into entertainment, compensating 
the public, fulfilling the need for change while ignoring the politics of that change;”
57
 as 
he explains, the subculture is never available but through images filtered by the media, 
such as Hollywood movies and other mass-produced discourses.
58
 Consequently, Lestat’s 
audience – primarily consisting of sensation-seeking young people craving the experience 
of the “Other” – associates the liberation of this “Other” solely with cultural visibility, 
which at a fundamental level is not liberation at all but yet another mechanism through 
which the dominant culture maintains its hegemony. Lestat’s screaming fans do not 
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believe that what Lestat is selling is an authentic “difference” but that becoming part of 
the brand that Lestat is selling equates buying with a form of social protest; as Bolton 
remarks about the 1980s, “The consumption of products and images is presented to the 
consumers as a form of resistance, with the ‘revolutionary’ commodity replacing active 
social challenge.”
59
 Also, to reiterate Gelder’s statement that “to be a vampire” is “to act” 
like one, Lestat’s performance does not unveil an original or authentic “otherness,”, but is 
rather a product of a consumer culture; or better yet, it seems to lead not to liberation but 
to the institutionalization of “difference.”  
As discussed in this chapter, the male vampire from the first half of the twentieth 
century continued the nineteenth-century tradition of depicting the foreign, “less 
civilized” (Eastern European) Other as a villainous and corrupting influence upon 
Western democracy.  While the post-sixties liberation movements afforded vampires 
more humanized representations as well as a more sympathetic treatment in literature, 
they also cultivated and promoted images of difference that seemed to emphasize 
visibility over actual inclusion and tolerance. In conclusion, the late twentieth-century 
vampire’s “otherness” was staged.  His performance reveals that consumers of 
“difference" wanted to experience the Other solely from a place of safety, without 
actually being interested in learning the “truth” that the Other was so eager to share with 
the world. To put it in Lestat’s words: 
And everywhere I saw pale mortal throats bared, boys and girls shoving their 
collars down and stretching their necks. And they were gesturing to me to come 
and take them, inviting me and begging me, and some of the girls were crying. 
The blood scent was thick as the smoke in the air. Flesh and flesh and flesh. And 
yet everywhere the canny innocence, the unfathomable trust that it was art, 
nothing but art! No one would be hurt. It was safe, this splendid hysteria (538). 
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Triangulation, Fetishization, and “Playing Human” in The Vampire Diaries, 
Twilight, and True Blood 





What would Dracula or Lestat think about Edward Cullen, the “devastatingly, 
inhumanly beautiful”
2
 high school vampire who marries the awkward human Bella? 
Would they envy Bill Compton for drinking bottled synthetic blood in the most popular 
bar in Bon Temps, Louisiana? Would they sacrifice for a human woman, like Stefan 
Salvatore from The Vampire Diaries for Elena? But more importantly, would they 
willingly renounce their immortality to be human again? One could easily imagine a 
somewhat vexed and embittered Dracula, sulking and puffing at the contemporary 
vampires’ behaviors. But nobody knows Dracula anymore. His excessiveness remains 
consigned to oblivion within the decrepit walls of his castle in Transylvania, while his 
outdated vampirism, regarded today primarily as a relic of nineteenth-century English 
culture, evokes audience apathy at best. Contemporary vampires cannot define 
themselves but by assiduously denying their progenitor; they contemptuously reject 
Dracula’s old-fashioned ways by dismissing him as an imbecilic myth and by refusing to 
dwell at the peripheries of culture, banished and eternally haunting people’s nightmares. 
What they want instead is to blend in imperceptibly, to move to the center or occupy the 
desirable “middle,” to live among us. Contemporary vampire texts, such as Twilight, True 
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Blood, and The Vampire Diaries are populated by bloodsuckers who masquerade as 
human beings and who are willing to renounce their prescribed “otherness” in order to 
gain membership into the dominant culture; they repudiate their difference to such an 
extent that they even contemplate suicide.  
As this chapter will discuss, the trademark of the contemporary vampire project –
both film and television – is the exceptionally sympathetic treatment of vampires, an 
approach that has been informed, especially for the past two decades, by the very 
intensive campaigning for a much needed change in perceptions and attitudes toward the 
dynamic relationship between insiders and outsiders. Our vampires, through self-
discipline and self-surveillance, aspire to assimilate and do so by constantly defending 
the values of the center, drastically penalizing those who attempt to subvert its very 
foundation, and even by self-assigning the role of “protector” (of center). Even though 
they suffer from human blood addiction, these bloodsuckers abandon their vampiric 
cravings and value system to be admitted into the “mainstream” and voluntarily sequester 
themselves from their own kind, more specifically the ones who refuse assimilation. 
However, this movement from periphery to center comes at a high price for the vampire 
who wishes to be integrated into the mainstream, i.e., defanging or fetishization, a 
process through which the vampire’s body has either altered to such an extent that it is no 







Visual Consumerism and Fetishism in the Contemporary Vampire Text 
 In Visual Consumption, Jonathan Schroeder points out that the advancement of 
information technology since the late nineteenth century, but especially for the past two 
decades – i.e., advertising and marketing in particular – has radically impacted the 
apparatus of consumerism, especially in the Western space, by positioning the image at 
the very center of the economy.
3
 As shown in the previous chapter, starting with the 
1980s, the act of consumption has become even less about the product and more about 
the ability of that product to perform a certain image or to project a fabricated 
(consumerist) ideal. In the twenty-first century “hyperaffluent economy,” as Schroeder 
further explains, products cannot be marketed, bought, and sold unless they are 
excessively aestheticized or stylized.
4
 This emphasis on style and not functionality in 
everyday life has had, according to Nicholas Abercrombie and Brian Longhurst, a 
Baudrillardian effect, in that not only has the image replaced the product almost entirely 
but it has also infiltrated the consumers’ mentality to such an extent that the boundary 
separating reality and image has been blurred.
5
  
If one surveys the vampire tradition of the past two centuries, then one might 
observe that the evolution of the vampire figure from the repugnant, physically deformed 
monstrosity of the nineteenth century to the excessive artist-performer of the twentieth 
century to the highly eroticized spectacle of the twenty-first century can be attributed less 
to the Other’s liberation and more to a stylistic but superficial revolution. Simply put, the 
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vampire’s corporeal permutation, very conspicuous especially starting with the last part 
of the twentieth century, seems to have resulted rather from the intensification of 
consumerism than an actual change in the perception of “otherness.” As Abercrombie 
and Longhurst remark, an extremely consumerist society is “spectacular” par excellence; 
it not only invites the fetishistic gaze but it also operates a shift from possession 
(“having”) to an illusion (“appearing”). Overproduction and overconsumption demand 
constant stylistic innovation and variation, which means that images and brands run the 
risk of becoming obsolete and unmarketable very quickly.
6
 Thus, in order to function 
well and to fulfill the ever-changing consumers’ needs, the contemporary vampiric body 
has been forced in the twenty-first century not only to adhere to the rules of the consumer 
market but also to find new and more exciting forms of expression.  
 According to Ella Taylor in Prime-Time Families, network television – probably 
the most popular medium of mass communication today – already surpassed cinema in 
popularity by the mid-1950s. The numbers that she provides are quite revelatory: from 
1950 to 1960, the sales of television sets increased impressively, from 4.4 million to 50 
million.
7
 Robert Kubey and Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi report that a few decades later (in 
the 1990s) watching television became the principal entertainment activity in the United 
States; that is, the average American was spending up to four hours daily in front of a 
television set.
8
 Given the massive number of television shows that air daily today, and 
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whose existence or continuation is contingent upon high ratings, one can estimate that the 
hours spent watching television have gone up considerably since the 1990s.  
If one considers the evolution of the Gothic tradition, the vampire illustrates 
perfectly how a consumer society has adapted to new consumerist demands since the 
nineteenth century. As previously argued in this dissertation (Chapter One), the novel –as 
the predominant medium of expression for the Gothic – was extremely profitable during 
Queen Victoria’s reign. For financial reasons, however, writers were constrained to 
publish their work in weekly or monthly installments, a practice that fundamentally 
altered not only the market but also the transactions between author and audience, in that 
readers made substantial interventions into the creative process by collaborating with the 
writers through correspondence. Most importantly, reading novels in the nineteenth 
century was, as Kate Flint argues, “a common sociable family activity within the middle-
class home, members taking it in turn to read aloud from the current volume…”
9
 The 
introduction of cinematic and television technology respectively, starting with the first 
few decades of the twentieth century, has led to the decline of the novel, though it is 
worth mentioning here that viewing film and television preserves a similar communal or 
familial function, in that it demands audiences or viewers to sit and consume the product 
as a group (in a theater) or as a family (within the privacy of one’s home). Thus, the 
Gothic novel, the modern film, and contemporary television share significant 
commonalities, in that all of these forms of communication are commodities produced for 
the masses and treated as “low” entertainment with a questionable character. In addition, 
all of them maximize profits by being produced in episodic series or several installments. 
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For instance, both The Vampire Diaries and True Blood, before being adapted for 
television, were published in a large series of novels by L. J. Smith and Charlaine Harris 
respectively. Both television shows have had at least four seasons and collectively aired a 
total of one hundred and forty eight episodes so far since 2008. Another example is the 
Twilight Saga, a series of four novels written by Stephenie Meyer and five films released 
by Summit Entertainment. Apart from functioning in various installments, these 
franchises – because the vampire has become a specific brand today – attempt to 
stimulate the economy and supplement profits by creating a large inventory of 
merchandise for fans, ranging from clothing, logoed glasses, posters, toys, bags, and 
other accessories, and by organizing conventions where fan communities can celebrate 
their favorite television shows. In addition, each franchise has a considerable online 
presence, materialized in official and fan-created sites (such as blogs, discussion forums, 
and fan fiction sites) and social networks (such as Twitter, Facebook, and Tumblr). For 
instance, there are numerous online resources for  and created by True Blood, Twilight, 
and The Vampire Diaries fans, which often extend to an obsession with the real people 
involved in the creative act (i.e., the actors, writers, and producers).  
Interestingly, a specific pattern can be observed in the promotion of vampire 
merchandise today, in that the nature of television shows and films has exacerbated how 
consumers perceive the relationship between fantasy and reality. What is very significant 
(and already well known) about the contemporary systems of mass communication, 
where representation and style take precedence over “the real,” is that they have mutated 
the very experience of being a participant in the act of consumption. As they point out, 
reality is displaced by a set of performances performing that reality, which creates a 
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distance, both in space and time, between the producers and consumers.
 10
 Television and 
film, in particular, which rely on constant editing before they reach an audience, prevent 
viewers from engaging with an authentic reality. What they access instead is a 
“fragmented” reality that, according to J.B. Thompson, solely “acts for others who are 
physically absent, or act in response to others who are situated in distant locales.”
11
 In 
addition, the acting conventions employed in contemporary cinema and television have 
switched from presentational modes (used in the theater, where the audience is enabled to 
experience an immediate reality and directly interacts with the performers) to 
representational modes (where the audience has access to a mediated experience and 
where the actors blur the borderline that separates the characters from the real persons 
performing the role).
12
 For instance, Paul Wesley, the actor starring as the handsome, 
guilt-ridden vampire Stefan Salvatore in The Vampire Diaries narrated the following 
occurrence on Lopez Tonight on February 14, 2011: 
I was in a bar in Atlanta and one girl asked me to bite her.  I get those requests 
often. I think I was a little drunk and I was like, “You know what? I’m gonna do it 
this time. I’m gonna bite her.” I think she was expecting a really sexy bite on the 
neck, but I felt uncomfortable so I sort of just really reluctantly grabbed her arm 
and I kind of drooled on it a little bit. She was oddly repulsed. We kept oddly 
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What Paul Wesley’s narrative implies is that even though the vampire’s popularity in the 
contemporary text can be interpreted in terms of an invitation, if not a step toward 
tolerance and liberation through the act of rendering difference visible, it also projects the 
idea that tolerance is eventually reduced to an act of consumption. That is, becoming 
visible and acquiring an agency is contingent upon the buyers’ willingness to consume 
certain products, which are carefully crafted, designed, and promoted to appeal to the 
those buyers’ desires. As the MacBride Commission remarks, advertising “encourages 
people to jump through identification rather than through reflection,” and thus treats the 
target audience as mindless consumers.
14
 The example that the Commission provides is 
significant and can be applied to the incident Paul Wesley reported: the notion that a car, 
for instance, is often promoted as a mark of distinction and a desirable possession for any 
man who wishes to be seen in the company of attractive women may appear as an act of 
irrational persuasion (despite the fact that figures reveal that such advertising is in fact 
highly effective; cars do sell after such promotion, after all).
15
 Similarly, consumers of 
vampire texts are not content to simply watch television shows and buy merchandise; as 
Maria Mellins remarks by referencing Henry Jenkins’s discussion of “the art of world-
making,” “fans desire ‘to break’ and ‘dislocate’ the text from its original media and to 
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 Even though they know vampires are not real, fans are so invested in 
the products they consume that they want them to be real. 
Another specific phenomenon related to the idea that consumers of vampire 
narratives often act as an extension of the products they consume is the proliferation of 
“teams” or “ships” as yet another promotional strategy employed by marketers. In 
Twilight, The Vampire Diaries, and True Blood, viewers are constrained – through the 
writers’, producers’, and advertisers’ methodologies – to adhere to specific fan groups 
defined by the romantic couple they favor and support. In Twilight, Bella is pursued by 
the vampire Edward Cullen and Jacob Black, a werewolf descending from a Native 
American tribe. Even though the two men constantly compete for her affection, the 
triangle is never materialized, at least not in the strictest sense, as Bella never 
consummates her relationship with Jacob. Regardless, the books and films are not only 
marketed to a female audience (both young and the so-called Twilight moms) as a 
romantic ménage-à-trois, but they also attempt to capitalize on the clear division between 
teams by promoting items, such as “Team Edward” and “Team Jacob” clothing and 
accessories. In “Consumed by Twilight: the Commodification of Young Adult 
Literature,” Marianne Martens provides a small table with various comments posted by 
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The same “ship wars” can be observed on websites and discussion forums where 
fans engage in discussions of The Vampire Diaries and True Blood. Both television 
shows feature a full-blown romantic love triangle: Stefan and Elena (called “Stelena” by 
their fans) versus Damon and Elena (Delena) in The Vampire Diaries and Sookie-Bill 
versus Sookie-Eric in True Blood respectively. For example, Julie Plec, one of the 
executive producers of The Vampire Diaries, often increases the gap between the two fan 
divisions by setting the two teams against each other via commentary on Twitter that 
either focuses exclusively on the romantic triangle (and thus ignores other aspects of her 
creation that are not directly related to the central love story) or is meant to induce intense 
feelings in the fandom on both sides.  
If one thinks of the contemporary Gothic text in general, especially when 
produced by female writers and targeted to a female audience, as is the case with The 
Vampire Diaries, Twilight, and True Blood,
18
 one can argue that it often relies on the 
male heroes’ or villains’ physical appearance and body to appeal to their female readers 
and viewers’ desires.  All of the online sites where fan communities engage in perusal of 
their favorite vampire television shows and films feature a large amount of comments, 
which suggest that some female fans’ adherence to a particular team is motivated less by 
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the dynamic between the heroine and her love interest and more by the male vampire’s 
physical attractiveness. For instance, on Bite Me Damon on Facebook, the fans of the 
character quantify how many “likes” a picture of the actor Ian Somerhalder (who stars as 
Damon Salvatore in The Vampire Diaries), and which features the caption “How many 
likes for sexy Damon?,” can gather. As Paul Wesley’s description of his encounter with 
female viewers demanding to be bitten demonstrates, the Facebook trend mentioned 
above reveals the intimate transactions between a celebrity (the real person) and the 
consumption of commodities. The celebrity’s persona seeps into the vampire’s, while the 
character and the real person are interwoven in such a way that the vampire’s difference 
is almost normalized through the act of consumption.  
As the aforementioned example provided by the MacBride Commission suggests, 
the sale and purchase of a car is blended closely with certain ideals of masculinity and 
success. Similarly, the promotion of the vampire is related to the ideal of stardom. That 
is, to desire the vampire-celebrity is to experience a lifestyle that is not readily available 
to the “regular” viewer; like Lestat’s fans, contemporary viewers buy into an illusion of 
difference, which is marketed as non-conformity and “coolness.” One of the primary 
effects of this marketing strategy is that the world of experience ends up being “framed, 
looked at, gazed upon, registered and confronted.”
19
 Given the high demand for highly 
stylized products in the twenty first century, the experience of “otherness” must then be 
turned into a spectacle. What this leads to is an inevitable fetishization of that spectacle – 
a process through which the “Other” is commodifed and appropriated; that is, the 
spectacle substitutes for the “real” Other, whom the viewer cannot access directly. 
Consequently, fetishistic images –which also become a visual projection of the 
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consumers’ desires – are promoted to sell a product or an experience / event. This idea is 
perhaps best conveyed in True Blood, a world where vampires boldly live out in the open 
and attempt to capitalize on their otherness by participating in the very society that 
fetishizes them.  
In True Blood, vampires take full advantage of the late capitalist system to benefit 
from their non-human status. The leaders of the American Vampire League (AVL), a 
political organization interested in promoting equal rights for vampires, make frequent 
television appearances to manipulate the human population into believing that the 
vampire community poses no danger due to the production and marketing of bottled, 
synthetic blood as an alternative to human blood. “Strange Love,” the first episode of the 
show, opens with the president of the AVL, Nan Flanagan, making a statement on a 
televised show, Real Time with Bill Maher: 
Nan Flanagan: We’re citizens. We pay taxes. We deserve basic civil rights just 
like everyone else. 
Bill Maher: Yeah, but—I mean, come on. Doesn’t your race have a rather sordid 
history of exploiting and feeding off innocent people for centuries? 
Nan Flanagan: Three points: Number one, show me documentation. It doesn’t 
exist. Number two, doesn’t your race have a history of exploitation? We’ve never 
owned slaves, Bill, or detonated nuclear weapons. Most importantly, point 
number three, now that the Japanese have perfected synthetic blood, which 
satisfies all our nutritional needs, there is no reason for anyone to fear us. I can 
assure you that every member of our community is now drinking synthetic blood. 




The synthetic blood is constantly advertised, while owners of bars and stores are 
encouraged to sell it to their vampire customers. Such marketing strategies are heavily 
politicized, however, in that Flanagan relies on advertising to communicate with the 
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human electorate. This mode of communication reflects what political scientists describe 
as the “professionalization of politics,” which refers not only to the practice of “image-
building” and “news management and the control of the media,”
21
 but also references the 
extent of political manipulation and emphasis on style (over substance) in contemporary 
politics.
22
 As Stacey Abbott remarks in “TV Loves Fangs,” Flanagan situates her pro-
vampire rhetoric within the context of contemporary vampires no longer needing human 
blood to subsist, yet desiring to be granted the equality enjoyed by their human 
counterparts. Thus, she employs advertising to propagate the image of a victimized or 
subordinated group in order to elicit a reaction from the mainstream electorate.
23
 
However, as Abbott herself points out, vampires in True Blood, including Flanagan, 
despise the synthetic blood and do engage in human blood drinking behind closed doors, 
which showcases that the AVL manipulates public opinion to benefit from the 
construction of the vampire identity as “minoritarian,” which Dennis Rothermel links to 
the vampire community’s right to “defend their existence and history publicly.”
24
 
Interestingly enough, the True Blood vampire’s subjugation or victim status is a 
fabrication or illusion, in that in actuality the hierarchy is reversed. As an immortal 
creature with supernatural speed and strength, the ability to fly and “glamor” (hypnotize) 
people, and regenerative blood, the vampire here is anything but inferior to his human 
counterparts. In fact, as showcased in several violent interactions between vampires and 
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humans throughout the show, the former can easily destabilize the social order and 
annihilate the human race, if desired. But, because diversity is what sells and mainstream 
consumers are fascinated with difference, Flanagan has to propagate an artificial image 
for the vampire group: the danger inherent in the vampires’ need to subsist on blood is 
nullified not only by their advertised willingness to renounce former predatory practices 
and embrace a “safer” alternative – one that adhere to mainstream expectations – but also 
by the vampire group’s civic and socio-economic participation. Of course, AVL has a 
very vocal opponent, The Fellowship of the Sun, the second important political 
organization in the country (led by the reverend Theodore Newlin), which operates under 
the belief that “God Hates Fangs” and employs similar tactics to discredit the vampire 
group by oversaturating the media with discourses that posit the vampire group as a threat 
to the fabric of American human society.  
What all of the above advertising practices further project is that the world of 
True Blood becomes, to a great extent, a microcosm of consumerist society. This 
becomes most apparent when Sookie, the heroine of the show, is taken by her vampire 
lover, Bill Compton, to Fangtasia, a bar marketed to “fang bangers” or curious consumers 
who want to experience the “vampiric” lifestyle. Located in Shreveport, the bar is 
populated by vampires and vampire-sympathizers, and is owned by a millennium-old 
vampire, Eric Northman, who is also the Sheriff of Area 5 in Louisiana and Bill’s 
superior. Upon entering Fangtasia, Sookie is presented with a spectacle of excessive 
fashion and aesthetics – black leather, lace, and PVC clothing, opulent makeup, strident 
hair colors, striptease poles, and rock music. In addition, in this environment, certain 
market exchanges are established between the vampires and the human clientele: the 
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former commercialize their bodies for sex – a highly desirable experience for the human 
beings in True Blood – in exchange for the permission to penetrate their human lovers’ 
throats. Interestingly enough, Fangtasia owns its own logo and merchandise that fans can 
purchase from a stall located within the bar. As Mellins remarks, while what Sookie 
witnesses reflects how the vampire image has become a commodity for the human 
inhabitants of Louisiana, it primarily “resonates deeply with recent trends in twenty-first-
century popular culture,” as well as the growing fetisihization of subcultural identities.
25
 
In many ways, Fangtasia is a vampire version of Disneyland, disguised as a utopia of 
vampire-human co-habitation. In The Disney Theme Parks, Florian Mayer discusses how 
theme parks create an “idealized” vision of America as a place that promises its visitors a 
hyper-reality or a more desirable alternative to reality.
26
 Similarly, Eric’s Fangtasia 
becomes a commercial attraction that is advertised as a “safe” place where various 
cultures and lifestyles intersect in mutually beneficial ways. However, it is worth noting 
here that the “cleanness” of the bar is solely a façade, in that the vampire-human 
relationships that are initiated here often degenerate into situations that are extremely 
harmful for the humans, despite the fact that the two parties enter the exchange willingly 
and consensually. As argued previously, the vampire sympathizers or “vampire 
wannabes” of Fangtasia buy into a carefully crafted vampire image that has replaced the 
“authentic” vampire. As Christopher Robichaud points out, the humans’ consent is thus 
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misinformed, in that vampires can manipulate and take full advantage of the humans’ 
naiveté and romantic notions about vampirism.
27
 
In True Blood, vampires are often depicted in graphic sexual situations, from 
kissing and petting with human beings to engaging in rape, brutal consensual sexual 
intercourse, and homosexual acts. In addition, throughout the show, there is an emphasis 
on the human sexual desire: woman and men alike want to have sex with vampires 
because they read in Hustler that “everybody should have sex with a vampire at least 
once before they die.”
28
 This sexual energization of the vampiric body is informed then 
not only by the dramatic rise in the sexualization of bodies in the contemporary market 
but also by the new information technologies. According to Feona Attwood, the Western 
culture has been “pornified” to such an extent that it has become obsessed with “self-
revelation”, “exposure” and sexual self-expression.
29
 One effect of this spectacularization 
of the vampiric body is excessive visibility. As Jon Stratton argues, cultural fetishization 
refers to a transformation, that of a powerless (invisible) object into a commodity from 
which consumers can derive both pleasure and fear. To put it in his words, “In a 
fetishised world the spectacularised commodity, as appearance, draws power 
commensurate to its level of visibility.”
30
 Despite being “advertised” as a highly desirable 
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experience, the intensity of the vampire’s sexual drive elicits fear. Consequently, 
numerous human beings in True Blood are content only with a simulacrum of the actual  
sexual experience by purchasing vampire blood, known as “V” on the black market; 
besides possessing regenerative and curative powers – a quality that is in fact unknown to 
most consumers – V is primarily trafficked for its extremely potent aphrodisiac qualities 
and its promise to deliver an experience close to that of engaging in sexual intercourse 
with a vampire. On a funny note, probably all True Blood viewers remember the episode 
in which Sookie’s lustful brother ingests too much V and ends up hospitalized with an 
acute case of priapism.  
Unlike True Blood, where vampires live out in the open and whose visibility thus 
makes cultural fetishization possible, in The Vampire Diaries and Twilight, the 
commodification of the vampiric body is less overt due to the vampires’ inability to 
declare their identity publicly. In The Vampire Diaries, the vampire’s blood does not 
have any sexual properties, though it has the power to cure extensive damage done to the 
human body. Like in True Blood, the vampire’s sexuality is as energized in The Vampire 
Diaries, though only a few human beings are exposed to it. In “162 Candles,” when 
Stefan expresses concern vis-à-vis his romantic involvement with human Elena, his much 
older vampire friend Lexi attempts to dissipate his doubts by emphasizing Stefan’s erotic 
force. As she remarks, when it comes to human-vampire relationships, “Sex always 
works. You`ll rock her world so hard with your vamp sex [that] she`ll be yours 
forever.”
31
 The contemporary text thus constructs the vampire’s sexuality as an 
overwhelming experience, due primarily to its fusion of excessive eroticism and violent 
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intensity. Vampires in True Blood and The Vampire Diaries engage in normative sexual 
behavior, i.e., genital intercourse; however, the sexual act is often accompanied by blood 
drinking, as the vampires generally feel an overpowering urge to drink their lovers’ blood 
during their sexual encounters. They derive sexual arousal from the mere sight and smell 
of human blood, as signaled in their lack of self-control. Both in True Blood and The 
Vampire Diaries, a vampire’s arousal is evident in his inability to maintain his human 
form; for instance, sharp, pointy fangs pop out of his mouth or his eyes become 
bloodshot. Edward Cullen from Twilight is the only contemporary vampire that does not 
possess fangs, though he is subject to a similar debilitating bloodlust; the only difference 
that he puts on display to account for his “otherness” is a wan complexion, dark circles 
under his eyes, and elegant movements. He is perhaps the only contemporary vampire 
that has been completely castrated or domesticated, primarily due to his commitment to 
adopt sexual abstinence before marriage and to preserve the inviolability of heterosexual 
marriage. As Kathryn Kane remarks, Edward and his conservative family “reject gender 




In addition, unlike other contemporary vampires, whose bodies catch fire and turn 
into ashes when they walk in broad daylight, Edward Cullen’s skin sparkles like 
diamonds when exposed to sunlight.  In “The Body Project,” Karin Nykvist argues that 
human-vampire relationships in Twilight function within the logic of consumption and 
fetishism. For Bella, Edward’s body becomes “an assemblage of perfect pieces: his hard 
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torso, his sculpted chin, the muscularity of his lean arms.”
33
 Consequently, as Mariah 
Larsson points out, the vampiric body in this narrative is confronted with a human gaze 
that only perceives its difference. Exposed to Bella’s constant objectifying gaze, 
Edward’s corporeality becomes greatly aestheticized and feminized, in that the gaze 
exercised by the heroine performs a reversal in the perception of femininity, from object 
subjected to the male gaze to subject exercising the gaze.
34
 In addition, Bella seems to be 
primarily attracted to the danger inherent in Edward’s vampiric body, in that she has a 
tendency to fetishize the vampire sex. The more Edward invokes his vampirism as an 
obstacle to their union, the more Bella fantasizes about consuming his body. When 
Edward finally consents to turning Bella into a vampire, she negotiates a stipulation to 
consummate their relationship prior to her transformation. In Breaking Dawn, the post-
marriage sex between Bella and Edward is so disturbing that it leaves Bella’s body 
battered and traumatized. Her deflowering is accompanied by physical damage and 
temporary amnesia, in that the only post-coitus markers are Bella’s blackout, a ravaged 
room, a broken bed frame, Bella’s bruised body, and finally a monstrous pregnancy that 
ends up crushing her fragile human body. Consequently, the sexual transactions that 
occur between Bella and Edward seem to deviate into a kind of masochistic fetishism that 
not only involves sexual aggression but that is also authorized by Bella’s constant 
demand, though rejected by Edward, to re-experience the violent loss of her virginity: 
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…I clutched my arms around his neck again and locked my mouth with his 
feverishly. It wasn’t desire at all – it was need, acute to the point of pain. His 
response was instant but quickly followed by his rebuff. […] “No, Bella,” he 
insisted, looking at me as if he was worried that I’d lost my mind. My arms 
dropped, defeated, the bizarre tears spilling in a fresh torrent down my face, a new 
sob rising in my throat. […] “I can’t Bella, I can’t!” His moan was agonized. 




On a side note, it is worth mentioning here that Meyer’s books have inspired a Twilight 
mom, E.L. James, to write and publish a series of erotic books that have recently become 
wildly popular with adult women: 50 Shades of Grey, which features a prosperous 
business man entering a sadomasochistic relationship with a sexually inexperienced 
young woman. 
Despite the fact that the world of True Blood is messier and more daring than 
Twilight or The Vampire Diaries, vampires in all of these texts are eventually rectified, as 
the formerly transgressive vampire always ends up adopting (hetero) normativity. As the 
following section will discuss, despite the plurality of identities, the emphasis throughout 
these television shows remains on the heterosexual duo and their struggle to attain 
domestic bliss, which is often threatened by the fantasy of the romantic triangle that 
positions the woman between two seductive male vampires. 
 
Triangulation and Heteronormativity in The Vampire Diaries and True Blood 
 The Vampire Diaries, True Blood, and Twilight are not the first vampire texts that 
feature a romantic triangle. In the late 1990s, Joss Whedon and the WB network released 
Buffy the Vampire Slayer, a television show that attained an unprecedented popularity in 
its seven years of air (twelve years, if one counts the spin off Angel) and that heavily 
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influenced the subsequent televised vampire works. Buffy narrates the transformations 
undergone by a California teenager, Buffy Summers, who also happens to possess 
supernatural strength to fight and slay creatures of the night, vampires included. Praised 
by feminists as a discourse of female empowerment, due to its proclamation of the 
potential in female power and its attempt to decentralize patriarchal values, the show is 
centered on the erotic dynamic between Buffy and her two vampire lovers, Angel and 
Spike. Unlike Buffy, however, who is unusually athletic and a pink lip gloss wearing 
action heroine in high heels, the young women that populate the latest vampire texts seem 
almost desexualized by comparison. As Julie Anne Skyley remarks in The Twilight 
Symbols, Bella is “a normal everyday teenage girl who does not have remarkable looks or 
abilities, with a tendency to be clumsy, a bit anxious and accident-prone.”
36
 Elena Gilbert 
from The Vampire Diaries and Sookie Stackhouse from True Blood, while attractive, are 
primarily depicted as the ordinary “girl next door”- type characters, even despite the 
revelation that they do actually possess some supernatural capabilities; for instance, Elena 
discovers that she is a doppelganger of the vampire Katherine Pierce and Sookie a 
human-fairy hybrid, both of them descending from a female lineage that is, for some 
unexplained reason, irresistible to male vampires. Given the great popularity that 
television enjoys today, this emphasis on “common” femininity can be explained first and 
foremost as an effect of consumerism, in that television has become the optimal vehicle 
for the representation of everyday life and people, and secondly, as an essential 
ingredient for private pleasure and entertainment. To put it in Harrington’s and Bielby’s 
words, “becoming and being a fan involves parallel processes of activity engagement and 
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 The positioning of a female character with “regular” physical 
features at the very center of the romance seems to target two distinct outcomes: on the 
one hand, this strategy encourages the female audience to undergo identification with the 
said character; on the other hand, it also proliferates a feminine ideal by juxtaposing the 
female character’s physical ordinariness with extraordinary non-physical qualities that 
turn her into an asset for the opposite sex. For instance, throughout The Vampire Diaries, 
Elena Gilbert is constantly praised and envied for her over-generosity and compassion – a 
“gift” that renders her desirable in the eyes of the male characters that populate both the 
human world and the supernatural one.  Given that the contemporary vampire text targets 
a female audience, what is most significant about this particular depiction of “common” 
heroines is that it is meant not only to reflect but also to mold how viewers conceptualize 
gender roles as well as how gender and sex identity is shaped and exhibited in romantic 
interactions. 
 Interestingly enough, if one explores the dynamics of the male-female 
relationships that occur in True Blood and The Vampire Diaries, one observes that these 
texts employ the romantic triangle to assess and negotiate masculinity; that is, even 
though these television shows seem to propose romantic entanglements that operate 
primarily as female-centered triangles, they serve in actuality to communicate constructs 
of masculinity. In Masculinities in Theory, Reeser, building on Sedgwick’s observations 
about male bonding from Between Men, argues that romantic triangles become merely a 
pretext to explore “a kind of masculine rivalry” that “is not simply based on a desire to 
defeat or to vanquish the rival, or to kill him off,” but rather to signal the presence of a 
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male desire “to emulate, to identify with, or to be like [his rival].” This desire to emulate, 
however, as Reeser explains, is intimately linked with a homophobic threat that the two 
men involved in the triangle attempt to escape.
38
 Therefore, triangulation, in which the 
female element functions both as an object of desire and a mediator, serves to stabilize 
masculinity and convey the two men’s “mimetic desire” in socially acceptable ways. 
Simply put, “by loving a woman, man X defuses the threat of homoerotic desire by 




 As previously argued, consumers today are not mere recipients of culture but 
active participants in its creation and perpetuation. Their participation extends beyond the 
consumption of products and iconographies and involves an adaptation, if not re-making, 
of such products. Besides defining their identity in accordance with an entire community, 
devoted fans of particular franchises often engage in a specific kind of fan fiction writing 
(slash), which focuses exclusively on the homoerotic subtext inherent in the transactions 
between male characters, posited as exclusively heterosexual in the original text. In “Gen, 
Slash, OT3s, and Crossover – The Varieties of Fan Fiction,” Roz Kaveney explicates the 
popularity of slash in terms of a reaction to “the pervading heterosexism of commercial 
media.” In addition, given that the fan fiction writer is generally female and heterosexual, 
this seems to imply, as Kaveney concludes, that another significant factor in the 
production of such narratives is the absence of a space for female and sexual liberation in 
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 One of the most popular websites for fan fiction today is 
FanFiction.net, which is currently frequented by over two million writers and readers and 
which features a wide variety of narratives, slash included, based on television shows, 
films, books, and even celebrities. Divided into sub-communities, this online resource 
provides a plethora of fan-created works that erase the female characters’ mediating role 
within the original romantic triangle and re-inscribe the two male characters’ sexuality 
within the realm of pornography. For instance, there are numerous fan texts that depict 
Bill Compton and Eric Northman from True Blood and Stefan and Damon Salvatore from 
The Vampire Diaries in homosexually explicit positions.  
In True Blood, the erotic triangle of Sookie and her two vampire lovers, Bill 
Compton and Eric Northman, reduces her body to an object of exchange and turns it into 
a catalyst for male bonding. The two male protagonists’ relationship is initially strained 
by a competition for dominance. In the vampire world, entering a relationship with a 
human being is similar to entering a business transaction, in which the human body is 
nothing but a commodity to be appropriated and exchanged. The vampire community as a 
whole possesses complex agreements that are supposed to regulate not only how human 
beings are acquired and consumed, but also the parameters within which a transfer of 
human bodies can occur between two vampires. The human-vampire relationship is 
contractual, in that the vampire beneficiary owns the human body exclusively. Thus, 
other vampires are forbidden by vampire law to attempt a transfer of human bodies 
without the owner’s consent. More importantly, violating this contract can have serious 
consequences for the vampire engaging in illicit exchanges. In the episode “I Don’t 
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Wanna Know,” a vampire tribunal – consisting of local sheriffs and a Magister – is 
convened in the middle of the night to adjudicate vampire transgressions. On this 
particular night, Bill, who is on trial for staking another vampire to save Sookie, 
witnesses the excruciating sanction inflicted by the Magister on a vampire who has 
“stolen” another vampire’s human being: the thief’s fangs are extracted.
41
  
The relationship between Bill, the vampire that Sookie is initially romantically 
involved with, and Eric, Bill’s superior (both in rank and strength), is constantly 
governed by this vampire law. Bill, despite relying on it to ensure his ownership of 
Sookie’s body and affections, is constantly jealous of Eric’s attempts to destabilize the 
triangle in his favor, primarily due to his rival’s potential to successfully fulfill the role of 
romantic hero. At first glance, Bill and Eric are situated at opposite ends of a binary 
scale, the former embodying the vampire who embraces mainstreaming at the expense of 
his alterity and the latter who is against naturalization. However, as it becomes evident in 
later episodes, the two vampires develop a kind of co-dependency, in that what seems to 
result from their initial hostility and interest in the same female body is an interesting 
homosociality that will end up prevailing over their romantic rivalry. And interestingly 
enough, as previously argued, what renders this camaraderie possible is Sookie’s 
presence as an intermediary, whose safety becomes both men’s absolute priority. Even 
though Bill resents the fact that Eric capitalizes on various loopholes in the vampire law, 
which enable him to gain access to Sookie’s body and mind,
42
 he remains open to the 
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possibility of male cooperation. For instance, when confronted with a common enemy, 
such as Queen Sophie-Anne and Russell Edgington – both attempting to appropriate 
Sookie as an asset, – Bill and Eric suspend their rivalry, even if temporarily, to achieve a 
common goal (i.e., to ensure the safety of their object of desire). In many ways, this male 
dynamic seems to steal the spotlight that the romantic triangle enjoys in the original texts 
(i.e., Charlaine Harris’s book series). 
In The Vampire Diaries, the relationship between the two male vampires is 
further complicated by their familial relations. Stefan and Damon are brothers, whose 
interactions throughout the show are primarily defined by their constant exchange of 
women. Several love triangles, with the two brothers competing for the same woman, 
emerge in the show at different times. The audience learns from flashbacks throughout 
season one that this sibling rivalry is originally rooted in paternal favoritism and the 
“bad” brother’s self-perceived sense of inadequacy. Raised in a pre-Civil War small town 
by Giuseppe Salvatore, an authoritarian slave owner, human Stefan and Damon are 
initially depicted striving for their father’s affection and approval. The two brothers 
embody two distinct versions of “manhood” that often collide in hostile ways. Stefan is 
the “good” brother / son who conscientiously abides by the paternal / societal norm and 
possesses an exacerbated sense of morality and responsibility, while Damon is the “dark” 
brother / son who rejects the father’s authority, dishonors the family’s good reputation by 
deserting from the Confederate army, and cultivates an ethic of sensual self-gratification.  
Initially, as long as their father retains the power of the household, the divide 
between Stefan and Damon is dramatically suppressed; that is, confronted with their 
father’s rigid disciplinarianism and lack of empathy, the two brothers join in fraternal 
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solidarity. This sibling dynamic is destabilized when Katherine Pierce, a vampire 
masquerading as a chaste Southern belle, insinuates herself in the Salvatore mansion, 
seduces, and turns both brothers into vampires. The original rivalry, prompted by the 
constant need to please the father, is apparently displaced by a sex-linked jealousy that 
only enhances the two brothers’ initial differences. However, even though Katherine 
assumes a more active role by controlling the sexual dynamic of the triangle, she cannot 
escape her role as a mediator, in that Stefan and Damon seem to be able to negotiate their 
original rivalry rooted in paternal acceptance or rejection solely by exchanging a 
mutually desirable woman. This becomes primarily evident when they, like Bill and Eric, 
succeed in maintaining a sustainable collaborative relationship, despite their opposite 
personalities and resentment. For instance, when their father, a member of the Founder’s 
Council
43
, ascertains Katherine’s true identity and captures her, Stefan and Damon devise 
a plan to free her. Ashamed of his sons’ sexual transgressions and unaware that they have 
been ingesting large quantities of Katherine’s blood, Giuseppe shoots both of them in 
cold blood.
44
 After their death, the two brothers are revived and faced with a choice, to 
either complete the transition into vampires by drinking human blood or to face certain 
death.  
Believing that Katherine succumbed to death at the hands of the Founder’s 
Council and not being able to envision their lives without her, Stefan and Damon 
mutually decide to reject the transition and await their final death. Burdened by the guilt 
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of having challenged the paternal law, Stefan seeks forgiveness from his father; unable to 
control his newly acquired vampire impulses and urges, he kills him in self-defense and 
feeds on his blood, thus beginning the transformation. Horrified at the prospect of having 
to live eternally without his brother, Stefan violates their agreement and forces Damon’s 
transition by enticing him to drink human blood. Interestingly, these two particular events 
– their father’s death and Katherine’s annihilation – are intimately connected and will 
serve as the foundation for their dysfunctional relations throughout the show: the 
disintegration of the paternal authority that kept the original sibling rivalry in check and 
the disappearance of the woman-mediator that facilitated the collaboration between the 
two diametrically opposed brothers engender the complete breakdown of their 
brotherhood. Once fully transformed into a vampire, Damon abandons Stefan and 
threatens revenge, promising him “an eternity of misery.”
45
 When the show debuts, 
Damon returns to the twenty-first-century Mystic Falls to carry out his threat by 
tormenting his brother and impeding his attempts to assimilate into the human culture. 
However, history repeats itself, in that the two brothers resume their original rivalry as 
they compete for another woman’s affection, Elena Gilbert, who is Katherine’s 
doppelganger and who will end up fulfilling a similar role – one that serves to 
intermediate between the two brothers and to facilitate their reconciliation. In addition, 
the transactions between Stefan and Damon, similar to those established between Bill and 
Eric in True Blood, despite developing solely as a result of triangulation, take precedence 
over the heterosexual romance.  
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An important aspect of triangulation in True Blood, The Vampire Diaries, and 
even Twilight (even though, as previously argued, this particular text does not feature an 
actual triangle, given that Bella never entertains romantic feelings for Jacob) is 
heterosexuality, which serves to a great extent to normalize the male vampire’s body. The 
plots of the three texts create a space for male vampires to rectify their peripheral status, 
i.e., to engage in behaviors and practices that inevitably lead to a reinforcement of the 
heteronormative hegemony. Every single character in The Vampire Diaries and Twilight 
adopts heterosexuality as the only way to express romantic feelings to the point that even 
beings that are situated on the margins are “naturally” heterosexual. Thus, while 
monogamy domesticates the formerly promiscuous vampire in The Vampire Diaries, it 
culminates in a marriage and pregnancy in Twilight. For instance, when he suppresses his 
humanity and becomes “The Ripper” – a cold, blank-stared vampire whose bite is so 
brutal it can decapitate its victims – Stefan seduces and attacks primarily women.
46
 Like 
his brother’s, Damon’s bite is as unrestrained and frequently accompanied by an 
increased sexual appetite, which he quenches by compelling (hypnotizing) his female 
victims to perform favors for him, often sexual in nature. Even though the brothers’ 
vampiric transgressions operate mostly within a heterosexual framework, their 
promiscuity (i.e., penetrating multiple female throats, often in immediate succession) 
violates the most significant precept of heteronormativity, monogamy. Stefan becomes a 
“vegetarian” and constantly represses his vampiric urges for profound ethical reasons, yet 
his commitment to one single woman (Elena, his human girlfriend), whose blood he 
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occasionally ingests to keep his bloodlust in check, suggests that a vampire is accepted by 
his human counterparts solely if he practices heterosexual monogamy. In “Miss Mystic 
Falls,” due to drinking human blood after a very long abstinence, Stefan falls off the 
wagon and compels Amber, one of Elena’s peers, to become his blood slave. His relapse 
affects him so profoundly that he cannot face Elena. He tells Amber, “I’ve been drinking 
the human stuff, and it’s really screwing with my head. She knows now! She wasn’t 
supposed to find out! I didn’t want her to find out! Now everything’s ruined!”
47
 Ashamed 
and guilt-ridden, he almost commits suicide to prevent himself from hurting Elena or 
other human beings again. Unlike Stefan, Damon refuses at first to adhere to human 
morality and is frequently depicted engaging in irresponsible “drinking” behaviors. 
However, once he develops feelings for his brother’s woman, despite his constant 
protests, he ends up self-disciplining by consuming only human blood from blood packs 
or by entering another heterosexual relationship with blood benefits.  
True Blood is more ambiguous than The Vampire Diaries in its depiction of 
sexuality, primarily because in the latter, unlike the former, homosexuality is almost 
entirely absent, both on and off screen.  In True Blood, vampires can be heterosexual, 
homosexual, or bisexual. However, interestingly, homoeroticism happens almost entirely 
off screen or is practiced primarily by amoral, depraved white vampires or minoritarian 
characters, such as the flamboyant black cook, Lafayette, and his lover, Jesus, a Hispanic 
male nurse. The principal male vampires, Bill and Eric, despite occasionally being 
involved in vague male-male relationships, are generally presented as heterosexuals, who 
use their bodies for homosexual practices only to serve heteronormativity. For instance, 
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this becomes obvious with the introduction of vampire Russell Edgington, the King of 
Mississippi, and Talbot Angelis, his long-term male partner. As Darren Elliot-Smith 
argues in “The Homosexual Vampire as a Metaphor for …the Homosexual Vampire?,” 
the trajectory of this particular “gay” love is problematic, due to its reliance on certain 
“gay archetypes and clichés” that construct the homosexual as “psychotic” and 
“murderous.”
48
 In “Night On the Sun,” when Russell leaves his conjugal home to capture 
Sookie, whose fairy blood he wants to drink in order to be able to walk in the sun, Eric 
seduces Talbot to exact revenge on Russell not only for having annihilated Eric’s human 
family a millennium ago but also for attempting to inflict harm on his primary object of 
desire (Sookie). As Elliot-Smith discusses, Eric takes advantage of Talbot’s homosexual 
vulnerability and impales his naked body from behind (with a wooden stake), plunging 
Russell into “a crazed and vengeful rampage in which he publicly rips the spine from a 




Unlike Eric, who shares an ambiguous intimacy with his sire-maker, Godric, an 
intimacy that is, however, never sexually interactive, Bill is mostly defined by his 
heterosexuality, which seems to emerge from a repudiated homosexuality. As a human 
being, Bill strictly adhered to the heteronormative family model (i.e., marriage and 
children), while as a vampire, he cohabitated for many decades with his female maker 
and lover, Lorena. Even though he is occasionally depicted feeding on men in vampire 
nests and dark alleys (e.g., Callum in “You Smell Like Dinner”), his transactions never 
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go beyond the accepted boundaries of sexuality. Consequently, any ambiguity that could 
potentially destabilize the heteronormative standard is eventually annulled and replaced 
by an alternative that is “safe” or less alienating for the mainstream viewer. As Susana 
Loza and Darren-Smith suggest, True Blood merely provides an illusion of tolerance and 
inclusion by limiting the landscape of queerness to representations that are less concerned 
with the promotion of sexual diversity and more with the perpetuation of heteronormative 
assumptions.
50
 Even though the show revolves around alternate lifestyles and brings to 
the center the concept of visible “otherness,” it ends up establishing and enforcing 
boundaries that are essential not only to recuperating the heteronormative order but also 
to the mainstreaming of the vampire figure in the twenty-first-century text. 
 
Masquerading, Mainstreaming, and the Politics of Assimilation  
 
Throughout True Blood, humans constantly employ derogatory terms to describe 
their vampire counterparts, such as “fangers,” “dead fucks,” “blood bags,” or “leeches,”
51
 
thereby excluding them from the normative model of humanity.  This defa(ng)matory 
language, which is meant to incite racial hatred, clearly targets the vampires’ difference 
in terms of physical appearance (pallor and fangs) or lifestyle (blood sucking). In The 
Vampire Diaries and Twilight, while vampires do not live out in the open, their 
“difference” is recognizable, in that their eyes change color: from red to yellow to black 
in Twilight, in accordance with the diet they adopt, and from normal looking eyes to 
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bloodshot, veiny eyes in The Vampire Diaries respectively. While vampires in Twilight 
do not have fangs, those in The Vampire Diaries have the ability, similarly to vampires in 
True Blood, to extend and retract their fangs at will, a skill that allows them to 
camouflage their “true” identity more effectively.  
In True Blood, human beings are the majority, while vampires are confined to the 
margins of human society, as it becomes obvious in the rhetoric practiced by the AVL, 
which posits Nan Flanagan as a voice for the subjugated, excluded, and oppressed 
vampire minority. As Nicole Rabin argues, emerging in the small Southern community of 
Bon Temps, which is already confronted with racial tension, the vampire – a metaphor 
for multicultural identity, due to its hybridization and continuous circulation of human-
vampire blood within its body – further complicates the human population’s 
understanding of antebellum race hostility, generated by the initial co-existence of black 
and white individuals within the same community.
52
 Consequently, despite making their 
existence known, the vampires who want to be assimilated into the white and black 
demographic of Bon Temps, are constrained to “navigate issues created in a dominant 
discourse of monoracial identification” by attempting to act as human beings in order to 
be tolerated.
53
 As an ardent supporter of the assimilationist agenda pushed by the AVL, 
Bill, for instance, capitalizes on his human history to facilitate his entrance into human 
society. As Victoria Amador remarks, Bill, as a former Confederate soldier and the son of 
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 “possesses two of the most important elements of the Southern 
social hierarchical structure – old blood and fine manners.”
55
 While this pedigree enables 
Sookie’s grandmother to accept him as a potential suitor for her white and chaste 
granddaughter, it exacerbates the racial hostility between him and Sookie’s black friends, 
Tara and Lafayette, who are decisively uncomfortable with his dual status as vampire and 
(former) white colonizer.  
Turned into a vampire without his consent by Lorena at the end of the Civil War, 
Bill spends most of his undead existence repressing his vampiric instincts and resenting 
his sire for forcing him to abandon his human life. After engaging in gory rampages for 
seventy years, ashamed and self-deprecating, Bill begs Lorena to release him: “I despise 
myself for what I did for you! God help me. I killed innocent people to prove to that I 
loved you! …I do not, I cannot, I will never love you.”
56
 What distinguishes Bill from 
other vampires in True Blood, such as Eric and Russell, is not only that he “wants to 
dress up and play human,”
57
 as he is often teased by those vampires who do not have an 
ethical issue with performing their predatory identities, but also that he adopts a 
restrictive blood diet by either feeding solely on willing blood donors or drinking the 
synthetic blood promoted by the AVL, even despite its inability to provide a satisfactory 
alternative for vampiric sustenance. His desire to blend in, which presupposes a 
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mandatory renunciation of his vampiric nature, places him at odds with those vampires 
who see “playing human” or “passing” as yet another performance that forces the 
performer to reinforce and maintain hierarchical differences that construct the human 
race as the “true blood.” According to Randall Kennedy, (racial) passing is just “a 
deception that enables a person to adopt certain roles or identities from which he would 
be barred by prevailing social standards in the absence of his misleading conduct.”
58
 
However, as Kennedy emphasizes, the success of passing is contingent upon the 
concealment of one’s “real” heritage. In True Blood, the act of passing is problematic for 
Bill, as he is identified as a “vampire” from the very beginning and remains a vampire 
until the end, despite his efforts to acculturate and thus escape the prejudice of his human 
counterparts.  
Despite the fact that Bill uses his supernatural abilities to police and discipline the 
vampires who refuse to abide by human standards, Sookie’s intimate entourage – often 
the beneficiaries of Bill’s assimilationist practices – insist that he be kept under constant 
surveillance. Throughout the first four seasons of the show, he is subjected to 
discrimination and scapegoating on the basis of his vampiric affiliations. In “Sparks Fly 
Out,” the people and authorities of Bon Temps band together to track down an elusive 
serial killer who brutally strangled Maudette Pickens and Dawn Greens, two 
townswomen whose battered bodies bear the marks of repeated sexual activity with a 
vampire. Even though there is no direct correlation between Bill and the two murders, he 
is systematically interrogated by the sheriff and his aid, who view his attempts to blend in 
the community of Bon Temps with extreme suspicion. Regardless of the evidence, which 
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eventually points to the fact that the two female victims were not exsanguinated but raped 
and murdered by a human being, a few vampire haters decide to eschew the law and 
purify the town of vampiric presence by annihilating a vampire trio residing in a house 
nearby. In fact, Allan Ball goes to great lengths to show the human race implicated in a 
series of hate crimes, often with little provocation from the targeted vampires. For 
instance, in “Plaisir D’Amour,” Sookie’s brother and Amy, a V addict, kidnap Eddie 
Gauthier, an inoffensive, overweight gay vampire, and hold him hostage in their 
basement to satisfy their sexual desires. Throughout their interactions, Eddie is assigned 
to a non-human status, as he is chained, drained, abused, starved, and eventually disposed 
of.   
When Eric seizes the opportunity to discredit his rival and divulges that Bill 
initially plotted with the Vampire Queen of Louisiana to gain full access to Sookie’s 
precious fairy blood,
59
 Sookie breaks off her engagement with Bill. As a result of this 
rejection and exclusion from the romantic triangle, Bill’s quest or yearning for belonging 
takes an interesting trajectory in season five; disillusioned with the politics of the AVL 
and its failure to implement vampire mainstreaming effectively, Bill comes to the 
realization that his peripheral condition is inescapable, thereby embracing an extremist 
religious ideology that is primarily founded upon the belief in a vampire apocalypse. By 
the end of the season, Bill plunges into prophetic visions of Lilith, the Vampire God, 
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seeking a vampire child to reincarnate and restore vampire domination on Earth. Drifting 
into barbarism and madness, he sabotages the efforts made by the Vampire Authority to 
neutralize the human fear of vampires by staging large scale acts of terrorism, which 
culminate in the mass bombing of “Tru Blood”
60
 factories all over the United States. In 
“Save Yourself,” when Sookie attempts to rehabilitate him by invoking his “good” nature 
and former assimilationist value system, Bill’s response signals his attempt to recuperate 
his “ethnic” subjectivity in the face of social inequality and persecution: “I have spent my 
entire life as a vampire apologizing, believing I was inherently wrong somehow, living in 
fear. Fear that God had forsaken me, that I was damned, but Lilith grants us freedom 
from fear.”
61
 Social discrimination and “ethnic” profiling push him not only to adopt a 
violent reactive ethnicity but also to appropriate the “scare tactics” of his oppressors in 
order to destabilize the current power structure. Consequently, True Blood, by disrupting, 
if not completely reversing, the domestication of its most sympathetic vampire, only ends 
up legitimizing the fear of the “Other;” as Kevin J. Wetmore, Jr. argues in his discussion 
of contemporary vampires as a reflection of post-9/11 hysteria, though he considers 
primarily vampire invasion narratives, despite appearing malleable and willing to 
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Unlike Bill, who begins his journey as an assimilationist, Eric claims to adhere to 
the ideal of integration and stability through social mobilization, which political scientist 
Karl Deutsch defines as the process through which individuals engage in “new patterns of 
socialization and behavior” as a direct result of a “broader and deeper involvement in the 
vast complexities of modern life,”
 63
 including politics, communication, and 
consumerism. While fiercely resisting the naturalization of vampires and privately 
engaging in patterns of behavior that violate the human-vampire agreements that he 
upholds in public, Eric is first and foremost a business man, whose success depends on 
disciplinary actions that eventually service the assimilationist agenda; as the owner and 
creator of a consumerist brand, Eric capitalizes primarily on those aspects of his 
“otherness” that are marketable to facilitate mutually beneficial economic and cultural 
transactions with the human community. When the audience meets him for the very first 
time, he sits on a throne in Fangtasia, constantly exercising his authority as the Sherriff of 
Area 5 to ensure that the vampires and humans who frequent his business abide by the 
ethical guidelines that regulate vampire-human interactions in the area. By 
commercializing the “traditions” of his fellow vampires for profit, Eric participates in the 
domestication of his own kind by reframing its “difference” as dangerous but still 
socially acceptable (an illusion, after all). During the first three seasons, even though Eric 
is able to form an alliance with Bill to protect Sookie from those vampires who want to 
appropriate her body and blood, she constantly rejects and dehumanizes him for his 
refusal to surrender his difference in favor of a tamer one. In fact, it is solely in season 
four, when Eric’s memories are temporarily erased by a vengeful witch, and thus his 
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vampiric heritage, history, and affiliations forgotten, that Sookie grants him access to her 
body; in the process, however, Eric is inevitably reformed and his identity “rewritten” to 
accommodate her values and need for another romantic hero – one that can successfully 
replace Bill and work toward assimilation.  
Thus, what Bill’s and Eric’s trajectories have in common is that they project two 
distinct vampire typologies within the romantic triangle, each entailing a particular 
relation and reaction to assimilation: the vampire who initially repudiates his difference 
and alters that difference in order to gain membership into the mainstream and the 
vampire who does not want to relinquish his “otherness” but is eventually rehabilitated 
into embracing the utopia of peaceful vampire-human cohabitation.  These two 
typologies, despite their apparent oppositional relationship, end up serving the same 
purpose, that of reinforcing the legitimacy of the mainstream, which can preserve its 
centrality solely through exclusion, i.e., by forcing the periphery either to assimilate or to 
perish, as is the case with Russell Edgington – the old school vampire who is drastically 
penalized for his extremist political beliefs.
64
 
In The Vampire Diaries and Twilight, because human beings have no knowledge 
of the supernatural world, the Cullens and the Salvatores are forced to master the art of 
“playing human” in order to escape detection and sanction. Despite their status as 
“Other,” generally assigned to the non-white and non-human, there is a certain irony in 
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their masquerade, in that it becomes possible specifically due to their whiteness. Ruth 
Frankenberg argues that because whiteness is “a location of structural advantage, of race 
privilege” or “a standpoint …from which white people look at ourseleves, at others, and 
society,” it perpetuates a set of practices and idiosyncrasies that go unnoticed, 
“unmarked,” or “unnamed.”
65
 In Twilight in particular, as Natalie Wilson remarks, in fact 
“being a vampire accords one all sorts of privilege, or the social capital afforded to those 
with white skin.”
66
 Throughout the Twilight films and books, the Cullens’ visual white 
aesthetic is continuously emphasized: in the films, Edward’s vampiric nature is signaled, 
first and foremost, by his unnatural pallor – a pasty white that sets him apart from the 
white human characters
67
; in the books, as Wilson discusses, Bella develops a fascination 
with the Cullens’ statuesque, white appearance, even though she never conceptualizes 
their bodies in racial terms, primarily because “she does not see race, including her 
own.”
68
 However, it is important to note here that this presentation of the Cullens’ 
whiteness is conflated with class in a way that ends up “racializing” or “otherizing” them 
to some extent. The films make it explicit that the Cullens occupy a space that separates 
them from the other white characters of Forks, Washington; their wealth, sophisticated 
manners, luxurious lifestyle, elitism, and gigantic mansion, which is located outside their 
town’s boundaries, draw clear lines of distinction between them and the other inhabitants, 
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who are members of the working class. Despite their social isolation engendered by their 
upper-class status, Edward and his family are committed to carrying out the mandate of 
their whiteness by serving others – the less privileged. As Evan Kirkland points out in 
“Whiteness, Vampire and Humanity in Contemporary Film and Television,” Carlisle, the 
patriarch of the Cullen family and the most prominent physician in Forks, employs his 
supernatural abilities to cure “those not blessed with his superior self-repairing, ageless 
body.”
69
 This humanitarianism, which is in actuality a matter of “self-denial” and “self-
control,”
70
 given that all vampires in Twilight are subject to a debilitating blood thirst that 
only the Cullens seem able to keep in check, enables them to escape the pejorative 
judgment of the human community.  
In The Vampire Diaries, the majority of characters – both human and vampire – 
are white; the exceptions are Bonnie, Elena’s black friend, whose role is frequently 
reduced to that of propping up her friend’s whiteness, and the occasional black character 
who generally ends up dead within just a couple of episodes. As previously discussed, 
Stefan and Damon Salvatore are the (direct) descendants of a prosperous and influential 
family within Mystic Falls, a town that perpetuates its inhabitants’ class divisions and 
“pedigree” by constantly participating in festive memorials of past events and 
individuals, such as the Founder’s Day Celebration and Heritage Display, where the 
name “Salvatore” enjoys great recognition. This prestige is also constantly affirmed 
through inheritance and affiliations, as Stefan and Damon, like the Cullens, engage in 
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what Thorstein Veblen coined “conspicuous consumption and leisure” which refers 
primarily to an opulent exhibition of assets and influence through the “unproductive” 
consumption of products and services that are not available to the less privileged 
classes.
71
 The Salvatores own a grandiose estate in Mystic Falls, the Boarding House, 
“filled with antique furniture, chandeliers, high backed wooden chairs, well-stocked 
drinks cabinets, roaring fireplaces, and bookcases lined with leather bound tomes,” and 
rely exclusively on the capital of their old family to practice a life of idleness.
72
  
Like Bill and Eric, despite embodying the two distinct vampire responses to 
assimilation, Stefan’s and Damon’s trajectories eventually converge toward a similar 
outcome, in that both brothers move to a position of centrality by cultivating and 
sustaining an image that conforms to the prescriptions of their cultural environment. A 
man of rigid conscience and constantly burdened with guilt to the point of self-loathing 
and extreme dejection, Stefan pursues the self-inflicted task of redeeming himself for his 
transgressions as “The Ripper,” not only by adopting an almost masochistic “vegetarian” 
diet, but also, as Kirkland remarks, by apologizing and “making amends for the 
inhumanity of [his] kind.”
73
 However, his efforts to distance himself from the violent 
history of his elders (e.g., the “Original” Vampires) are problematic to some extent, in 
that they are unintentionally complicitary; his renunciation of those privileges that 
enhance the supremacy of his race – drinking human blood, the ability to compel humans, 
supernatural speed and strength, and finally, immortality – only serves to construct his 
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whiteness as uniquely beneficial, especially to the non-vampires. In the world of The 
Vampire Diaries, like in that of Twilight, it is thus the “white” vampire’s burden to 
rectify the past through his “sensitivity,” “specialness,” and “benignity.” As Kirkland 
concludes, this exoneration, meant to present the vampire in a more sympathetic light, 
solely re-centers white privilege and white heroism, all the while re-inscribing the 
superiority of whiteness over non-whiteness.
74
 This becomes particularly evident in the 
portrayal of Connor, a black vampire hunter whose practices are motivated primarily by 
his hatred against the vampire’s “ethnicity” and oppression.
75
 Fiercely devoted to his 
anti-vampire cause, which takes a Machiavellian form at times, he is depicted as a 
perpetrator of extreme, uncontrollable violence that targets both vampires and humans, 
often indiscriminately.  
 As previously argued, unlike his brother, Damon initially rejects naturalization 
and embraces an ideology of domination and hedonism, which entails a celebration of his 
“otherness” at the expense of non-vampires. Unapologetic for his difference and 
determined to sabotage Stefan’s efforts to assimilate into the human culture of Mystic 
Falls, throughout the first season in particular, he practices a kind of “vampire pride” that 
often degenerates into gruesome acts of carnage, such as stalking, raping, mind control, 
and brutal, if not almost ritualistic, killings of innocent human beings, primarily his 
brother’s human entourage. However, much like Eric’s otherness in True Blood, which is 
domesticated by his transactions with Sookie, Damon’s is submitted to human Elena’s 
conventional morality. Once afforded a pivotal position within the romantic triangle, he 
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not only enters a process of constant scrutiny but is also under a significant 
assimilationist pressure. Even though he initially resists mainstreaming by asserting an 
identity that clearly sets him apart from his brother’s, he ends up developing a kind of 
status anxiety, which interestingly, has less to do with the imperative of assimilation and 
more with his fear of rejection and of being penalized by Elena for his excessiveness and 
liberties. By the end of season four, despite Damon’s protests that “I am not Stefan, [so] 
how about you stop trying to turn me into him,”
76
 his identity has been drastically 
restructured, standardized even, to fit certain expectations (both the human characters’ 
and the audience’s). As Damon confesses to Elena in “Founder’s Day:” “I came to this 
town wanting to destroy it. Tonight, I found myself wanting to protect it. How does that 
happen?”
77
 To answer Damon’s question, the taming of the vampire needs to “happen” in 
an age that, as Rabin points out, is obsessed with multiculturalism and pluralism.
78
 Or, as 
bell hooks remarks in “Eating the Other: Desire and Resistance:”  
The commodification of Otherness has been so successful because it is offered as 
a new delight, more intense, more satisfying than normal ways of doing and 
feeling. Within commodity culture, ethnicity becomes spice, seasoning that can 
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Despite his edge, Damon is nothing more than a reformed vampire with a “bad boy” 
image that serves solely to enable the audience to experience “the Other” vicariously and 
temporarily, without actually having to become it.  
In conclusion, as this chapter discusses, the prevalent humanization, 
romanticization, and heroicization of vampires in contemporary cultural products, as well 
as the exchanges that occur and develop between vampires and their human counterparts, 
are greatly informed by the ideology of assimilation. The vampire’s peripheral status in  
True Blood, The Vampire Diaries, and Twilight, despite its apparent attractiveness, is 
eventually posited as objectionable, while the human reality, with its frailties and 
limitations, is promoted as a more desirable alternative – one that the vampires who want 




What Is Next for This Fangtasy? 
From John Keats’s La Belle Dame sans Merci to Twilight, the vampire has 
undergone a process of constant transformation in response to socio-economic, political, 
and cultural changes in the Western space. This process began in the late nineteenth 
century, accelerated with the advancement of technology in the twentieth century, and 
reached a vogue of considerable intensity in the twenty-first century. To return to a 
statement made by Nina Auerbach and crucial for this dissertation, the figure of the 
vampire, despite being continuously (re)shaped by its historical context, constantly 
“go[es] where power is.”
1
 The vampire’s ability to seize, retain, or even abuse power – be 
it through a violent reversal of hierarchies or an internalization of values practiced by the 
mainstream – lies first and foremost in its performative versatility and adaptability. There 
is something specific about a vampire doing, under-doing, or over-doing a script that 
casts light on how the dominant system operates, how it must reject or sanitize the 
periphery so that its central institutions can maintain their self-sufficiency. As this 
dissertation discussed, the closer to the center the periphery moves or migrates – that is, 
the more it masters the performance – the more subtle, and perhaps more effective in 
particular instances, its subversion becomes, given that the center constantly fears a loss 
of authority once its rules become too accessible to those who inhabit the margins. 
Many critics have emphasized the vampire’s evolution in the Gothic genre as a 
revolutionary shift, this assessment entailing the notions of progress, liberation, and 
freedom from old prejudices. Today’s vampire in particular seeks to sell an attractively 
prepackaged vision of a space that has overcome the conditions that have been 
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responsible for its rise and persistence in the Western context since the nineteenth 
century. Thus, the question that this dissertation attempted to resolve is not only why we 
keep having this fangtasy over and over again but also whether or not the vampire’s 
infiltration and inclusion into the mainstream today truly reflects the revolution it claims. 
The vampire project of the last two centuries can be treated as an interesting 
ambivalence, due to the impossibility to configure itself entirely as resistance to the 
totalizing tendencies of the dominant institutions. In fact, it seems that it has intentionally 
been manipulated by some authors to perpetuate the values of the mainstream. Despite 
the more sympathetic representation of vampires in contemporary texts, a close 
examination of the vampire’s changing “masks” seems to suggest not only that the 
vampire’s shift is superficial and solely appearance-oriented but also that the same 
obsessions that haunted previous centuries continue to animate today’s vampiric corpses. 
But what is next for the vampire?  
A particular phenomenon within contemporary “vampire” television series and 
film is the hyper-usage or hyper-presence of supernatural beings, which has materialized 
in two rhetorical strategies that seem oppositional at first but which are in actuality quite 
similar. The first type of vampire narratives generally revolves around a human 
community (often extending to the entire United States or the planet) that is decimated by 
a mysterious vampire pandemic or unexpectedly attacked by hordes of starving blood 
suckers. While these films are less popular than the texts that feature a romance between 
a vampire and a human being, they have been produced in relatively big numbers in the 
past few years. For instance, films such as I Am Legend (2007), Daybreakers (2009), 
Stake Land (2010), and Priest (2011) stage a post-apocalyptic world that is populated by 
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an overwhelming majority of vampires, driven primarily by the instinct to kill and drink 
blood. The only exception here is Daybreakers, where the vampire establishes a 
technologically advanced society and conducts experiments on humans in sophisticated 
laboratories. Regardless, a recurrent pattern in most films is that once infected or bitten, 
the human beings devolve into a primitively animalistic or “uncivilized” state, though 
there may be a cure – one that only a special person or group can procure. 
The commonality that these narratives share, besides placing the United States in 
a state of crisis due to an unexpected “foreign” invasion, is that the human element is 
posited as almost extinct, yet the only one capable of carrying “the burden” of restoring 
the “natural” order in the world. What emerges amid the ruins of a formerly glorious 
human civilization is a heavily militarized human force, a small human collective, 
generally white, that is motivated by (racial) solidarity and on which the fate of the entire 
world rests. Therefore, despite being numerically inferior or systematically subjected to 
physical or mental victimization, the human body is brought to the forefront, over and 
over again, as a site of strength and salvation. By attempting to negotiate anxieties about 
the politics of multiplicity or the “enemy” out there, always watching and waiting for the 
opportune moment to strike and seize the power, these invasion films portray the once 
dominant human body engaged in a violent power struggle to reclaim its lost central 
position. And of course, it always wins.  
The second type of vampire narratives, such as the previously discussed The 
Vampire Diaries or True Blood, is focused on a distribution and aestheticization that 
seems to favor the marginal. In television series targeting young(er) audiences in 
particular, most of the characters that benefit from a substantial development or possess 
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enviable physical attributes, sometimes at the expense of the human characters, are 
“Others:” vampires, werewolves, hybrids, doppelgangers, shape-shifters, etc. Even 
ethical vampires or the ones that renounce their vampirism voluntarily cannot be 
completely naturalized, despite their efforts. The danger inherent in their predatory nature 
– one that inevitably resurfaces now and then – keeps the human beings that they attempt 
to emulate in a constant state of alert or vigilance. “Being human,” which in fact brings to 
mind the title of another relatively new Anglo-American television series about a 
vampire, werewolf, and ghost living together and struggling to re-adjust to the human 
culture to which they once belonged, is therefore posited as the only viable reality that 
can truly liberate and redeem the vampire, as well as enable it to attain its maximum 
potential.  
Despite the already saturated market today, this kind of romantic “Other” 
continues to proliferate ad nauseam. Recently, NBC announced the production of 
Dracula, a new vampire television series adapted from Bram Stoker’s novel and starring 
the former Tudors actor Jonathan Rhys Meyers as the legendary Count. Rated “R” and 
scheduled to air in the fall, the show has been advertised as a steamy romance about 
Dracula posing as the American entrepreneur Alexander Grayson, who goes to London 
under the pretext of attempting to modernize England in order to exact revenge on those 
responsible for his wretched existence and the death of his beloved wife. The promotional 
synopsis released by the network seems to continue the tradition of the vampire’s 
domestication and eroticization by promising a nineteenth-century muscular Dracula who 
mourns the loss of his humanity and is eventually redeemed through a woman’s love. 
Similarly, CW attempts to capitalize on the popularity attained by its best rated television 
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series The Vampire Diaries by producing a spin off, The Originals, which is projected to 
revolve around The Vampire Diaries’ prime villain, Klaus Mikaelson, and his family of 
Original vampires. Despite pursuing the destruction of the human communities that he 
infiltrates and displaying little remorse for his colonizing tendencies, which often result 
in gruesome casualties, he has proved to be a hit with female audiences, who see him as 
the perfect candidate for eventual reformation and assimilation through his adherence to 
heteronormativity and monogamy.
2
 As argued in this dissertation, starting with the late 
twentieth century, heterosexual love has “cured” all vampires, and this trend does not 
seem likely to die anytime soon.  
Despite its “revised” body, assimilative aspirations, more sympathetic treatment, 
and confrontation with a voyeuristic audience willing to (over)consume otherness, the 
prevalence of the vampire continues to signal, though more subtly, renewed anxieties 
concerning not only domestic politics but also transformations in the international arena, 
more specifically the power relations among nations. At the domestic level, it stages, 
through horror – for an audience that has developed an affinity for graphic imagery – 
social classes, races, and genders engaged in violent conflicts. At the international level, 
as the invasion narratives in particular convey, it materializes irrational fears regarding 
shifting national boundaries as well as the dispersion of power in the world, or what 
Johan Höglund calls “the war on terror,” or “the confrontation between US imperial 
ambitions and terrorist resistance.”
3
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Philip Nickel brilliantly explains the popularity of the horror film today, 
specifically in relation to our fears of being under siege; he argues that horror stares the 
audience in the face and forces it to both reconsider and challenge the notion “of 
everyday life completely secure against threats:”  
As with our purported philosophical solutions to skepticism, the idea of security 
in the everyday is based on an intellectually dubious but pragmatically attractive 
construction. We can hardly resist relying on the world not to annihilate us, and 
we can hardly resist trusting others not to do so. This is not because such reliance 
is rationally compulsory, but because we choose it as the most easy and natural 
strategy. One of the best things about horror is that it allows us viscerally to 




What Nickel argues here echoes James Twitchell’s argument about the revival of horror, 
over and over again, as being contingent upon our need to confront and “vicariously” live 
out our most irrational fears; horror, which has become particularly graphic in the past 
few years by depicting an extreme amount of blood and gore, enables us to exercise and 
control “our primary impulse to flee”
5
 and therefore, to ultimately feel “the exultation of 
escape or triumph.”
6
 What this indicates is an intimate connection between horror and 
safety, in that the former can be experienced and enjoyed solely from a place of safety or 
security – as a kind of catharsis against national invasion and infiltration.  
Today, it seems that the vampire has emerged as the perfect vehicle for horror and 
for enacting a release through the recycled portrayal of “white heroes…on top of the  
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 Its lure lies primarily in its skill to assume “masks” that make it look human. 
When the vampire is not depicted as the bestial or physically revolting invader / 
colonizer, it is shown walking among human beings, attempting to render itself virtually 
invisible, to infiltrate the human way of life and mind, and to obscure the magnitude of 
the danger it poses. The incorporation of the human element within the vampire’s 
makeup only serves to exacerbate our anxieties; it is the very act of not knowing or fully 
seeing what we are confronted with that our terror feeds on. Especially in the light of 
current events, which include the act of terrorism at the Boston Marathon on April 15, 
2013, vampire narratives are very likely to continue to emerge.  
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